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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with the contribution of analytical review to audit efficiency as
well as analytical review effectiveness. Selecting analytical review as a topic for
a thesis in the field of auditing is not without reason. In the past decades the
attention on analytical review as an audit procedure has increased and has never
lost the attention of practitioners and researchers.
The underlying premise of the continuing attention on analytical review is
the fact that analytical review is largely considered as an audit procedure that
has signaling power (effectiveness aspect) as well as an audit procedure that is
rather cost-effective (efficiency aspect). Improving the understanding of the
analytical review process may help auditors improve analytical review
effectiveness as well as audit efficiency and audit effectiveness.
In the 1980's and 1990\s, attention on analytical review was related to the
ongoing audit fee pressures that motivated audit firms to structure their audits
efficiently, without loosing audit effectiveness. Recently, the Public Oversight
Hoard in the United Stated published a report on audit effectiveness (Panel On
Audit Kffectiveness, 2000, hereafter: 'POAE' or the 'Panel'). 'TAc Pane/ was
' The terms 'analytical review' and 'analytical procedures' are both used in the audit
literature. In this thesis the term analytical review will be used in favor of analytical
procedures in order to reflect that this audit procedure is a decision-making process rather
than a technical procedure. 'Analytical review' is defined as the diagnostic process of
identifying,

investigating,

and

resolving

unexpected

fluctuations

(Koonce,

1993).

"Analytical procedures' in contrast is a narrower concept and refers to the analysis of
significant ratios and trends including the resulting investigation of fluctuations and
relationships that are inconsistent with other relevant information or deviate from predicted
amounts (1FAC, ISA 520). The reader will observe the term 'analytical procedures' in this
thesis when referring to prior publications in audit research or professional standards.
Additionally, the term 'analytical review procedures' is used for specific procedures as part
of analytical review, such as ratio analysis, comparison with industry, and regression
analysis.
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M7/A //V res/wns/fti/Z/v to rev/Vw ««</ fvfl/iw/t' /»mr iWiyv/K/t'w/ </i/<//7.v
/ö/e/wen/s q/~/?M/>//V ro/w/wm'tw «re />t'r/(>r/Mt'</ <;/></ «w.vt'.v.v u//<7/Vr
/« auc//7 />ra<7/"<e.s art' in /At' />M/>//'C" iw/mw/" (POAE, 2000. page

xi). In the POAE publication, the Panel confirms the contribution of analytical
review to audit effectiveness, with its attention for analytical review as a
relevant topic in the discussion of audit effectiveness.
The Panel underlined the significant contribution of analytical review to
the effectiveness of the audit, but stressed the need for providing specific
guidance to auditors when performing analytical review:
The Pane/ noted fhaf fhe degree of spec/ffc/(y /n ai/drt firms' mef/iodo/og»s and
gu/dance on app/y/ng fhose mefbodo/og/es wanes s/gn/ficanf/y /f a/so appears to fhe Pane/
fhaf a gap ex/sfs befween faj whaf /s ava//afc/e /n /he firms' at/d/f mefhodo/og/es, Profess/ona/
Standards, and ofher gu/dance matena/s and (b,) whaf acfua//y fransp/res /n pracf/ce
The gap c/oses and fhe ana/yftca/procedures are more effecf/Ve //a firm's aud/f me/hodo/ogy
confa/ns c/ear and unegu/Voca/ gu/dance regu/ring fhe appropriate use of ana/yf/ca/
procedures /n d/fferenf c/rcumsfances f/nc/ud/ng gu/dance on fhe characferisf/cs of fhe dafa
fo be used, esfab//sh/ng expecfaf/ons, seff/ng prec/s/on /eve/s, emp/oy/ng exp//c/f maferia/rfy
fhresho/ds, dec/d/ng on fhe des/red /eve/s of assurance, and reso/v/ng d/fferences| /n
add/f/on fo gu/dance maferia/s and mefhodo/ogy, fra/n/ng aud/fors /n fhe effecf/Ve use of
ana/yf/ca/ procedures by us/ng 'rea/-//fe, pracf/ca/, how-fo' cases wou/d appear fo be
/nva/uab/e".
S o u r c e . / ' O / l f C2000>. i e c / i o n 2. / / 7

This quote indicates a strong need for standard setting bodies and audit
firms to provide more guidance to auditors, and also urges the need for field data
describing the context in which analytical review is performed. Specifically,
guidance is requested on the characteristics of the data used in analytical review.
These characteristics include the nature, size and extent of errors identified
during the audit and the risk profile of the client and its activities.
Analytical review is one of several types of audit procedures the auditor
can use during the audit. The auditor selects the nature, timing and extent of
audit procedures to be used based on professional judgment while using the
basic requirements as provided in the professional standards. For instance, the
professional standards require auditors to develop an audit strategy setting the
nature, timing and extent of planned audit procedures. When preparing the audit
program, the auditor considers the specific assessments of inherent risk and
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control risk. Analytical review in the planning stage is specifically aimed at
understanding the business and identifying potential risks. Based on an
assessment of inherent risk and control risk, the auditor plans the nature, timing
and extent of the audit procedures to be used.
Also, during planning, performing and evaluation of the audit, the auditor
considers the risk of material misstatements in the financial statements resulting
from fraud or error. According to ISA No. 240 (par. 3), the term 'fraud' refers to
an intentional act by one or more individuals among management, employees or
third parties, which results in a misrepresentation of the financial statements.
The term 'error' refers to unintentional mistakes in the financial statements (ISA
No. 240, par. 4).
Based on the risk assessment, the auditor should design audit procedures
to obtain reasonable assurance that misstatements arising from fraud and error
that are material to the financial statements as a whole, are detected. In this
thesis, a misstatement is considered to be an 'error', irrespective whether it is
intentional (fraud) or unintentional (error). Potential limitations to this approach
will be discussed in chapter 7.
Previous research has shown that analytical review is an important
procedure for identifying errors in financial statements. Wright and Ashton
(1989) reported that simple audit procedures are important for the identification
of the majority of errors in financial statements. They found that half of the
errors were identified by three types of attention-directing audit procedures,
specifically comparison of the current year with prior year balances, review of
prior year's audit findings, and client inquiry (efficiency aspect). The participants
in the Wright and Ashton study indicated that analytical review would likely
have signaled many errors whereas some other audit procedures had not
(effectiveness aspect). Therefore, increased effort in analytical review may
contribute to the improvement of audit efficiency as well as audit effectiveness.
Although the focus by the professional standards on analytical review is
largely on the technique of the procedure (see footnote 1 in this chapter),
analytical review can also be considered as a decision making process. Audit
researchers have established a long stream of publications on the auditors'
decision-making process. Importantly, the elements within this process may
prevent the auditor from an effective use of analytical review. For instance,
previous research findings recommend that auditors develop their own
expectations before reviewing unaudited book values, and develop their own
explanations before consulting management, in order to increase analytical
review effectiveness and audit efficiency (see e.g. Bell and Wright, 1995 and
Eimers, Biggs and Mock, 1997). Hirst and Koonce (1996) contributed to the
audit researchers' understanding of the audit process by reporting on interviews
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with practitioners. These interviews were focused on how analytical review is
used in audit practice.
Corroborative findings on the importance of independent development of
expectations during analytical review come from the Panel On Audit
Effectiveness (POAE, 2000). The Panel performed a quasi-peer review on a
number of audit engagements and observed that, in general, analytical review
used in the planning stage is performed appropriately and contributes
effectively to the audit strategy. In contrast, less encouraging observations were
reported on analytical review when used during the final stage of the audit and
during substantive testing. For instance, the Panel observed that analytical
review was not effective as the primary procedure when 'V.v/x'<7«f/7>M.Y uv/r «or
proptr/v deve/oped, ... exp/a/jaf/ons uv/v «of ewr«/wr«/<*</, <w</ //ic
docMme/tfaf/on was no/ adequate" (POAE, par. 2.116). All in all, the Panel
concluded that the effectiveness of analytical review needs improvement.

As discussed, analytical review is considered to be an audit procedure which
involves relatively low costs, and which is potentially quite effective (Wright
and Ashton, 1989; Eimers, Biggs and Mock, 1997). In other words, if analytical
review is used properly, analytical review is used effectively and contributes to
an efficient and effective audit simultaneously.
In contrast, if analytical review is used improperly, analytical review is
not effective in identifying errors, with two potential consequences. Firstly, the
audit looses efficiency if the errors are identified by an alternative, more costly
audit procedure. Secondly, if the error is not detected by subsequent audit
procedures, the audit is ineffective. These situations are addressed in figure 1.1.
The concepts of efficiency and effectiveness can be explained using three stages
as follows. Firstly, consider all errors in the draft financial statements (area 1 in
figure 1.1). An unknown number of errors are not assessed ('detected') (area
la) partly due to the auditor's acceptance of detection risk as part of the audit
risk model (see section 2.2 in chapter 2). If errors that are not detected could
have been identified ('signaled') by analytical review, then audit effectiveness
and analytical review effectiveness ([A] in figure 1.1) could be improved. Note
that this opportunity is to be considered in the context of the assessment of audit
materiality (ISA No. 320). As the auditor accepts the non-detection of
immaterial errors, the concept of increasing audit effectiveness for errors that are
not material, is not expected to be an opportunity for practice.
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Secondly, for errors signaled with more extensive audit procedures (area
lbl), identification by analytical review improves audit efficiency (fBI in figure
1.1), based on the premise that using analytical review is cost-effective.
Thirdly, unexpected fluctuations in the figures initially signaled by
analytical review might not be assessed as an error immediately, if somewhere
in the decision making process of analytical review the auditor incorrectly
concludes that the unexpected fluctuation has a non-error cause. If the error
nevertheless has been detected sequentially in the audit by an alternative audit
procedure (area Ib21), the auditor may have spent too much time during the
audit for the error assessment. In that case, analytical review effectiveness ([C]
in figure 1.1) as well as audit efficiency ([B] in figure 1.1) can be improved.
Note that the concepts of error identification ('error signaling') and final
assessment ('error detection') are extensively addressed in section 3.2 of this
thesis.
In this thesis, both the topics on improving audit efficiency by using
analytical review in favor of more extensive procedures, as well as analytical
review effectiveness are addressed. The inherent limitations of a field study
imply that addressing the potential improvement of audit effectiveness can not
be covered due to the absence of field data on errors that are not detected by the
auditor.
In order to test the contribution of analytical review to audit efficiency and
analytical review effectiveness, these concepts are operationalized as follows:
audit efficiency is operationalized by the concept of the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling. Analytical review effectiveness is
operational i/.ed by error detection by analytical review. These concepts will be
elaborated in chapter 3. Limitations to these definitions are addressed in section
7.3.2.2.

Figure 1.1: Tke concepts of efflciency and effectiveness related to analytical review

[A] Opportunity for inc
audit effectiveness

] Opportunity for inc
audit efficiency

Afon-detecfed errors

Non-defected errors

Errorstf>afcoi/M have

Errors that could
bi been sfgnalad by
All errors included
in the financial
statements
to be audited

Errors detected
during audit

Errors signaled and
ib22 detected by AR
Errors s»yn»/»d by
ifrtmativa procedures
(fiat cou/d nor have been

j
I
i

1b

*,) conttngertf to maferiaWy teve/s
I |C] Opportunity for
I analytical review effect*

Errors s/gna/ed by
a/tam«t/ve procedure«
triat coufd not nave been
s/gnc/ed by 4/?
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/.i

77re re/evawce a«</ co/ifr/Aw/ion 0 / ana/y/ica/ rev/eH» research to ai/</rV
prac/ice

The continuing and strong need of audit practice for improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of the audit process has stimulated audit researchers to search for
potential contributions concerning analytical review. Researchers are anxious to
perform research aimed at contributing to audit practice, as expressed by Ashton
andAshton(l995, p 25):
'TAe cAa//enge o/ /Ae //e/a" /oaay is to /ae/j/#v /mpor/an/ topics ana* to
app/y rigorous researcA me/Aoas to /Ae/w in ways /Aa/ preserve /Ae
fecAn/ca/, organ/za//ona/, econom/c. ana* ;ns///M//ona//ea/i/res /Aa/ ma£e
/Aem /mpor/an/ to /Ae acrown/an/s ana" aMa*/7ors wAo per/or/n /Aem ana" to
/Aepeop/e wAo re/y on /Ae resw//s".
Communicative efforts by researchers and audit education contribute to
enlarging the understanding of practitioners for the added value of audit
research. An example of communicative efforts is the joint AICPA/AAA
Auditing Section publication /4i/a7/ing /Vac/ice, ÄesearcA, ana* £aWa/ion. ,4
/VWnr/ive (V>//aAora/iow (in: Bell and Wright eds., 1995). In this publication,
researchers present - among other research areas - the state of the art of
analytical review research and the implications of its findings for audit practice.
One important recommendation for practice is: "/iwaVtors SAOM/O* aeve/op /Ae/r
own e.vpet7a/iwts Ae/bre reviewing MnaMoV/ea* AooA va/Mes ana* /Ae/r own
ejrp/ana//on.v Ae/ore ronsM///ng wa/iage»»en/" (Biggs, Mock and Watkins, 1995,
p. 142). This recommendation is based on a stream of analytical review research
that is focused on the potential bias of unaudited book values and client
representations during the decision making process of analytical review. Based
partly on the recommendations by researchers, the Auditing Standards Board in
the United States adapted the professional standard on analytical review
accordingly (SAS 56, AU 329.05). The AICPA instructed auditors with
guidance on how the expectations should be considered:
art» c(»n.vi.v/e/f/ M/VA currem AMs/ne^s cont/i/io/u ant/ no/ 5«6/ec/ to
iw//Memr or ma/iipu/a/ion Ai- /H>rson.v i/ivo/veJ i« /Ae

re/«/e</to /Ae acrou/?/ Aa/amv Aeing /e^/ea"' M/CP/
Despite the seemingly reasonableness of the recommendation for practice, it is
still unclear how the auditor should develop his expectations. In the POAE
publication (POAK, 2(KX)), the Panel stressed the need for more practical
guidance to auditors on how to develop expectations. In addition, the Panel
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stressed the need for specific guidance on related areas, which are shown in the
following box:
"77)e Pane/ recommends fhaf audif ffrnis:
Ensure fhaf fheir audrt mefhodo/ogies prowde definif/Ve guidance on ana/yfica/ procedures.
minimum, specific guidance shou/d be prowded /n fhefo//owingareas
Deve/oping expecfafions
Characteristics andre/iabi/ifyof d/flferenf fypes o^ dafa (.. J
Re/afing confro/ risk assessmenfs fo fhe ob/ecf/Ves oA ana/yfica/ procedures
Considering fhe ro/e of accounf-teve/ or assertion-Zeve/ risk assessmenfs (eg tow rfs<(
versus high risk assessmenfs,) in designing ana/yf/ca/ procedures (. .)
/denf/^ing, /n^es//gaf/ng and eva/uafing fhe resu/fs oA ana/yt/ca/ procedures finc/uding
comooorafing fhe responses to inquiries,) (.. J"
Source PO/4£ ^000/

A major constraint of previous research on developing one's own expectations is
the fact that most previous research was based on experimental settings and
therefore the external validity may be limited for two important reasons. Firstly,
the research findings on unaudited book values are almost all based on the same
simple data set and only one research method (Kinney and Uecker, 1982; Biggs
and Wild, 1985; Heintz and White, 1989; Heintz, White and Bedard, 1997). In
addition, each of the experiments is based on a task that is rather unrealistic in a
field setting (see section 2.4).
Secondly, research regarding client representations is mainly focused on
the potential negative influence of client representations, without paying
appropriate attention to contingent circumstances, which may decrease the risk
of a poor client representation. For instance, if a client officer is highly
competent, the risk of obtaining a poor representation may decrease. In this
context, 'poor' is defined as a biased or insufficient representation. Bedard and
Biggs (1991a and 1991b), Bedard, Biggs and DiPietro (1998) and Bierstaker,
Bedard and Biggs (1999) all used the same experimental case-setting, without
manipulating contingent factors that might mitigate the suggested negative
influence on performance.
The previous examples of research on unaudited book values and client
representations indicate that the related research findings may have limited
external validity. In order to assess the generalizability of the experimental
findings on analytical review, corroborative tests are needed in a field setting. In
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this thesis, further evidence is gathered on the effect of developing expectations
by the auditor and its effects on analytical review effectiveness.

The notion in the preceding sections that analytical review is considered to be
an important element for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the audit
process, gives rise to the general observation that analytical review research
should focus on the current and potential role of analytical review in the audit
process. This general observation leads to the following three primary research
questions ('RQ's):
/?(? / ; //OH» </f»es a/ta/y/f'ca/ rev/en" co/f/riA«/« / o error A

inj? e.Y/>?t-/a/f7m.v a/jfec/ a/ia/y/f7.-a/ review
e/Qfr<7l Veil e.V.V ?

The first research question addresses the contribution of analytical review in
error signaling and forms the starting point for the analyses concerning the
second and third research questions. The need for a better understanding of the
context in which analytical review is to be performed was discussed in section
1.2. There it was noted that the Panel on Audit Effectiveness (POAE, 2000)
stressed that audit firms should ensure that their audit methodologies provide
definitive guidance on analytical review. Investigating the context in which
analytical review is performed (including the number and size of errors, the
contribution of analytical review in the identification of errors and the
contingent variables atTecting the errors) is the first step in developing improved
guidance for practice.
Professional standards stress the importance of using the cumulative
knowledge of the client - including risk assessments - in the audit planning
process. These variables are introduced as contingent variables in the current
study and will be discussed further in chapter 2. Figure 1.2 visualizes the
relationship between these contingent variables and analytical review in the
audit planning process. Focusing on these contingent variables does not
automatically imply that there are no additional contingent variables in place
that may influence the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. This
limitation in the current study is addressed in section 7.3.2.3.
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Figure 1.2: The relationship between cumulative knowledge and risk
assessments with analytical review in the audit planning process
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nature of audit procedures

Output

An important part of the contingent variables that are considered in this thesis
relates to risk assessments, as these are the basis for the decision on the use of
specific audit procedures. This decision making process of initial audit planning
will be addressed in section 2.2.
The second research question addresses the potential improvement of
audit efficiency and relates to situations where an error could have been
signaled by analytical review (area lbl in figure 1.1). If analytical review could
be used instead of alternative and more expensive procedures, audit efficiency
can be improved. A basic premise for the auditor to use analytical review
instead of alternative procedures is that he is aware which contingent factors
may influence the existing error. It is expected that risk assessments are related
to the frequency, nature and size of the error (POAE, 2000, section 2.119).
Asare and Davidson (1995, page 14/15) found that "... /Ae ai«//7w.v'
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w/7/j /Ae au<//7 r«A mode/ ... expecta//ons q/"errors were
The third research question addresses analytical review effectiveness and
relates to situations where an error has been signaled by analytical review, but
that for some reason, the auditor incorrectly concludes that the unexpected
fluctuation has a non-error nature (area Ib21 in figure 1.1). The notion that
signaling the error does not automatically lead to error detection is based on
previous research, which indicates that the analytical review process is a difficult
task. As discussed in section 1.3, audit researchers have shown a number of
potential causes for not detecting an error. Investigating the concepts of error
signaling and error detection in a field setting contributes to our understanding
of variables that may prevent the auditor from detecting the error directly after
signaling the error by analytical review. Improving our understanding of the
development of expectations in a field setting contributes to more practical
guidance on how to develop expectations in the audit field.
All three primary research questions will be addressed in chapter 3 and will
be elaborated with secondary research questions. The secondary research
questions will be supported by an archival study, which is addressed beginning
in chapter 4.

7.5
The contribution of this study is related to audit research as well as audit
practice. The main contribution for audit practice is to improve the auditor's
understanding of the specific context in which analytical review is performed.
Specifically, the current field study provides detailed error statistics in a field
setting, including the number and size of errors, the audit procedures involved,
and the ultimate follow-up of the error. Moreover, this study explores the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling, contingent on cumulative
knowledge of the client and risk assessments. Finally, items investigated in the
current study address the call by the Panel On Audit Effectiveness for the
improvement of guidance to auditors when performing analytical review.
The main contribution for audit research is the analysis of the previous
research findings on analytical review in a field setting including the effects of
risk assessments, cumulative knowledge and developing expectations. Further,
the current study categorizes error identification into error signaling and error
detection, resulting in the development of the 'signaling ratio', the 'nonsignaling ratio' and the 'non-detection ratio". These ratios measure the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling, the opportunity for
improvement of audit efficiency and analytical review effectiveness
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respectively. The non-signaling ratio and the non-detection ratio can be used in
future research projects as a measurement scale for the efficiency and
effectiveness of audit procedures in general and analytical review in particular.
Finally, the research design of the current study contains important
improvements of data quality as compared with prior archival studies in the
audit area. Firstly, the files were archived electronically, whereas previous
archive studies were based on paper files. Within the electronic archiving
system, an audit trail can be observed starting from the final considerations with
a reference to the audit procedures performed. Secondly, data quality is
increased due to the fact that the researcher had direct access to the participants,
whereas most researchers in previous studies did not have direct access for
reasons of confidentiality. Direct contact with the participants enabled the
researcher to request additional clarifications when specific replies were not
clear.

7.6

0M////I? O

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. Chapter 2 is a literature
review on the use and effectiveness of analytical review and forms the basis for
the research questions in chapter 3. Note that this thesis focuses on the
contribution of analytical review in signaling errors more than the use of
analytical review in general. An important distinction between the contribution
of analytical review in error signaling and its use in general is that the latter
concept is broader than the former. Specifically, the purpose of analytical review
can be twofold: the identification of an error as well as the indication that there
is actually no error.
In order to introduce the concept of analytical review before addressing
the contribution of this audit procedure in signaling errors, the next chapter starts
with an outline of the use of analytical review as part of and following the initial
audit planning decisions. In section 2.3, the technique of analytical review is
addressed, followed by an overview of the decision-making process of analytical
review, and an overview of previous research findings on contingent variables in
the analytical review context.
In Chapter 3, the primary research questions of section 1.4 are elaborated
with secondary research questions. Chapter 4 deals with the research design of
the field study. The descriptive statistics are provided in chapter 5, followed by
multivariate analyses of the research questions in chapter 6. This study is
finalized with a summary of findings and conclusions in chapter 7.

THE USE AND EFFECTIVENESS
REVIEW: A LITERATURE REVIEW

OF ANALYTICAL

2./
As described in chapter 1, analytical review is an audit procedure with the
potential of improving audit effectiveness as well as audit efficiency. Despite
being a relatively .v/m/;/etec/jH/V/t/e,analytical review can also be characterized
as an «Mrfe/wiv? owe/ co/wp/er </ec/s/ort-/waA//jg /?roces.y. Decision-making models
related to the audit process are extensively investigated for analytical review.
The auditor's decision-making process is applied in a field context that is
dynamic and complex. The auditor uses professional judgment when using audit
procedures in each contingent situation. Contingency, excerpted by "cacA
.y/Vi/tf/jow /.v <////tTfw/", has been an important area for researchers in auditing and
other fields of research. Considering relevant contingent variables, such as the
outcome of risk assessments, improves our understanding of the decisionmaking process and might contribute to a more efficient and effective audit.
The purpose of this chapter is to form the basis for the development of the
primary research questions on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling and the potential improvements for audit effectiveness and efficiency
as introduced in section 1.4. The current chapter contains a literature overview
of the use and effectiveness of analytical review by auditors, focusing on the
technique, the decision-making process and contingent variables affecting this
process. The International Standards on Auditing ('ISA') issued by the
International Federation of Accountants (*IFAC) are used as a framework, as
ISA is incorporated in the audit approaches of the Big Four audit firms. Specific
reference is made to the respective paragraphs of ISA in brackets.
The next section starts with considering analytical review as an audit
procedure in audit planning. This discussion is followed by an overview of
analytical review as prescribed in the professional standards. Then, an overview
of the analytical review decision-making process is presented. Contingent
variables that are related to audit efliciency and analytical review effectiveness,
are addressed in section 2.4. Section 2.5 closes this chapter with a summary.
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The auditor's professional judgment on the nature, timing and extent of audit
procedures is made during the planning stage of the audit. Audit evidence can be
obtained by conducting one or more of the following procedures: inspection,
observation, inquiry and confirmation, computation and analytical review (ISA
No. 500, par. 19). The decision-making process related to the initial audit
planning is depicted in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The decision-making process of initial audit planning
&4 Afo. JO0

Understanding the
dient» business

Cumulative
knowledge
of the dent

*)
- inherent and fraud risk
- control environment condition
- accounting and internal control system

Evaluate risk
and materiality

Oedde on the nature
and extent of
audit procedures

ffatoted Prtnwy Wee—rcli QiwHton (see chapter 3):
RQ 1: How does analytical review contribute to error signaling?
RQ2: How does analytical review contribute to audit efficiency?

Initial audit planning is aimed at ensuring that appropriate attention is devoted to
important areas of the audit, that potential problems are identified and that the
work is completed expeditiously (ISA No. 300, par. 4). During initial audit
planning, preliminary analytical review is applied to assist the auditor in
understanding the business and in identifying areas of potential risk.
The extent of planning will vary according to the size of the entity, the
complexity of the audit and the auditor's experience with the entity and
knowledge of the business (par. 5). Obtaining knowledge of the business is an
important part of planning the work. The auditor's knowledge of the business
assists in the identification of events, transactions and practices, which may have
a material effect on the financial statements (par. 6). The auditor should develop
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and document an overall audit plan describing the expected scope and conduct
of the audit. While the record of the overall audit plan needs to be sufficiently
detailed to guide the development of the audit program, its precise form and
content will vary depending on the size of the entity, the complexity of the audit
and the specific methodology and technology used by the auditor (par. 8).
Matters to be considered by the auditor for developing the overall plan include
(par. 9):
- Knowledge of the Business,
- Understanding the Accounting and Internal Control Systems,
- Risk and Materiality, with the consideration of the possibility of material
misstatement, including the experience of past periods,
- Nature, Timing and Extent of Procedures.
In preparing the audit program, the auditor would consider the specific
assessments of inherent and control risks and the required level of assurance to
be provided by substantive procedures. The overall audit plan and the audit
program should be revised as necessary during the course of the audit. Planning
is continuous throughout the engagement because of changes in conditions or
unexpected results of audit procedures (par. 12).
Once the auditor has decided on the nature and extent of audit procedures,
analytical review is one of the alternatives. ISA No. 520 describes the technique
of analytical review. Analytical review means the analysis of significant ratios
and trends including the resulting investigation of fluctuations and relationships
that are inconsistent with other relevant information or deviate from predicted
amounts (ISA No. 520, par. 3).
Various methods may be used in performing analytical review. These vary
from simple comparisons to complex analyses using advanced statistical
techniques. Analytical review may be applied to consolidated financial
statements, financial statements of components (such as subsidiaries, divisions
or segments) and individual elements of financial information. The auditor's
choice of procedures, methods and level of application is a matter of
professional judgment (par. 6).
Analytical review is considered to be an important audit procedure, which
is required by the professional standards in the planning stage and the overall
review stage of each audit and may also be applied at other stages (par. 2). The
application of analytical review is based on the expectation that relationships
among data exist and continue in the absence of known conditions to the
contrary. The presence of these relationships provides audit evidence as to the
completeness, accuracy and validity of the data produced by the accounting
system. However, reliance on the results of analytical review will depend on the
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auditor's assessment of the risk that the analytical review may identify
relationships as expected when, in fact, a material misstatemcnt exists (par. 14).
The purpose of analytical review in each audit stage is different. Table 2.1,
based on ISA No. 520, contains a summary of its main purpose, specific
decisions and the potential gain for the audit related to the performance of
analytical review.
Table 2.1: Analytical review per audit stage, its main purpose, specific
decisions and potential gains for the audit
.-1 .VVi J.?W

Audit stage

Main purpose

Specific decisions

P/a/ining

Understanding the
business
Identifying potential risks
Reduce tests of details

Decisions on adapting the
audit plan

Corroboration audit
findings
Obtain overview over
financial statements

Decision on performing
specific additional
procedures
Preparing an overall
conclusion on the
financial statements

-

Sulu/a/ir/ve
Ovtva//
review

Main
potential gain
for the audit
Effectiveness
Efficiency

Decisions on performing
additional tests of detail

Efficiency
-

Effectiveness

In the planning stage, analytical review is applied to assist the auditor in
understanding the business and in identifying areas of potential risk (par. 8). The
auditor's reliance on substantive procedures to reduce detection risk relating to
specific financial statement assertions may be derived from tests of details, from
analytical review, or from a combination of both. The decision about which
procedures need to be used to achieve a particular audit objective is based on the
auditor's judgment about the expected effectiveness and efficiency of the
available procedures in reducing detection risk for specific financial statement
assertions (par. 10).
The auditor should apply analytical review at or near the end of the audit
when forming an overall conclusion as to whether the financial statements as a
whole are consistent with the auditor's knowledge of the business. The
conclusions drawn from the results of such procedures are intended to
corroborate conclusions formed during the audit of individual components or
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elements of the financial statements and assist in arriving at the overall
conclusion as to the reasonableness of the financial statements. However, they
may also identify areas requiring further procedures (par. 13).
The auditor will ordinarily inquire of management as to the availability and
reliability of information needed to apply analytical review and the results of any
such procedures performed by the entity. It may be efficient to use analytical
data prepared by the entity, provided the auditor is satisfied that such data is
properly prepared (par. 11).
The auditor will need to consider testing the controls, if any, over the
preparation of information used in applying analytical review. When such
controls are effective, the auditor will have greater confidence in the reliability
of the information and, therefore, in the results of analytical review (par. 16).
When analytical review identifies significant fluctuations or relationships that
are inconsistent with other relevant information or that deviate from predicted
amounts, the auditor should investigate and obtain adequate explanations and
appropriate corroborative evidence (par. 17). The investigation of unusual
fluctuations and relationships ordinarily begins with inquiries of management,
followed by: (a) corroboration of management's responses, for example, by
comparing them with the auditor's knowledge of the business and other evidence
obtained during the course of the audit; and (b) consideration of the need to
apply other audit procedures based on the results of such inquiries, if
management is unable to provide an explanation or if the explanation is not
considered adequate (par. 18).
The contingent variables addressed in the following sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 on
the contribution of analytical review in error signaling and audit efficiency focus
on two relevant factors in the decision making process of audit planning:
cumulative knowledge of the client and risk assessments. As introduced in
section 1.4, it is expected that cumulative knowledge of the client, indicated by
client tenure and the client-specific experience of the audit manager in charge,
affect the current and potential contribution of analytical review in error
signaling.

2. J /</ia/y/ifa/ m*i>M- a.v a </«-£«/V>n-maAi/i£ process

Previous research on analytical review shows us that the auditor's decisionmaking process in analytical review is a difficult task. During each stage of the
process, the potential risk exists that the task is not performed accurately, which
may have significant influence on the effectiveness of analytical review and the
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effectiveness of the entire audit. Koonce (1993, p. 57) describes analytical
review as:
".../nf <//ag/fas/ic. segufn/ui/, a/»t/ /7t>ra//Vf
reasoning appears /o 6e an im/wr/an/ /wrt «/' ana/i7/ca/
/o /aVn//7y a
causes yi>r an oftservec/ //wc/wa/wn am/ stvÄ/ng OM/ ana*
/n/orma//on re/evan/ /o /nose cawses. F/na//v, /At? /asÄ « /7<ra/n'e s/'nce* /ne*
aMO*/7or mai" rf-pt>rform <Y>/n/>onf n/ ".
Biggs, Mock and Watkins (1995) elaborated the cognitive process into a 12-step
decision model based on the Findings of Biggs, Mock and Watkins (1989) and
Koonce (1993). This model is presented in figure 2.2. The model contains 12
subsequent steps divided in two parts. The first part (figure 2.2-A) starts with
goal setting and ends with the evaluation of discrepancies between expectations
and unaudited values. The second part (figure 2.2-B) starts with the
identification of significant discrepancies and ends with the decision on
subsequent audit efforts.
The elaborated process step model starts with the goal setting. The
specific goal (step 1 in the model) of analytical review depends on the stage of
the audit (see table 2.1). To accomplish this goal, the auditor retrieves from
memory, factors that might have an impact on the unaudited values ('problem
representation', step 2). A problem representation is a cognitive structure that
represents the auditor's knowledge about conducting analytical review. This
knowledge is based on various sources. For instance, it could contain general
knowledge about accounting and auditing, industry and economy, but also
specific client-related knowledge such as prior-year audit findings and
knowledge about the client's business.
The next step is to develop expectations, combining the relevant available
knowledge from history (step 3) with financial expectations, such as benchmarks
and other ratios, client budgets and extrapolations of prior year figures. The end
result in step 3 is the generation of a set of expectations that the auditor would
use as a basis of comparison with unaudited numbers.
The auditor then compares the actual unaudited values with the
expectations that were developed for those accounts (step 4). All discrepancies
between expectations and unaudited values are evaluated to determine their
significance, based on assessed materiality. If no significant discrepancy for an
account is found (step 5), the auditor may firstly decide that the analytical
review has provided sufficient, competent evidence and the account balance may
be accepted. Secondly, based on the desired assurance level, the auditor may feel
that analytical review provided sufficient evidence to reduce the extent of other
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audit tests, but that additional corroborative evidence is needed. Finally, he may
decide to not make any changes in the planned audit work.

Figure 2.2-A: The decision making process of analytical review
Source. ß/gg5, Afoc* «/*/ Wa
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lated primary research question (see chapter 3):
RQ 3: How does developing expectations affect analytical review effectiveness?
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Figure 2.2-B: The decision making process of analytical review continued for cases where significant discrepancies exist
Source, ßiggs. Afcc* on</ K'<>rJti>u
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The second part of the model deals with the investigation of signaled
discrepancies between expectations and unaudited values (step 6). The
generation of an enhanced problem representation (step 7) and a set of
hypotheses (step 8) are aimed to consider whether the discrepancy is due to a
non-error (e.g. random fluctuations, business changes, unusual transactions or
events) or an error (misstatements) cause. The problem representation in step 7
is an enhanced and more specific problem representation than step 2. The
problem representation in step 7 focuses more specifically on knowledge
relevant to the type of problem that the auditor believes may underlie the
discrepancy, whereas problem representation in step 2 refers to background
knowledge.
Once a set of hypotheses has been generated, the auditor evaluates each
hypothesis on the extent to which it can explain the discrepancy (step 9). After
this evaluation of hypotheses, the auditor uses his knowledge about the client to
identify the most plausible hypothesis or hypotheses of the remaining
hypotheses that could account for the discrepancy (see step 10). For these
hypotheses, the auditor plans subsequent audit procedures (step 11) in order to
accomplish the goal in step 1 that would provide substantive evidence of the
presence of a misstatement, or corroborative evidence of a non-error cause.
Once the selected test procedures have been performed, the auditor
evaluates the results (step 12) and decides whether additional analytical review
or other audit procedures should be performed, whether the error has been
identified, or whether a non-error cause is valid.
The third primary research question in section 1.4 - How does developing
expectations a fleet analytical review effectiveness? - addresses the hypothesis
generation stage of the decision-making process (figure 2.2) once the auditor has
signaled the error. This research question is addressed in the remaining part of
this chapter with a discussion of the previous literature, and will be elaborated
with secondary research questions in the next chapter.
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' ana/v/'Va/J

2.4.1

Introduction

A contingency can be defined as 'Somef/j/rtg //«/>/<• K> /kj/y>t'w <J.V <J
yi?tf/Mrf or acco/w/w/iimt'/i/ o/ .vo/mv/ii/ig f/.ve" (Webster's Third

New

International Dictionary, 1986). Contingent variables are factors, which may
influence systems or decisions in different circumstances. A contingency
approach is not restricted to auditing. For instance, Otley (1980) notes that the
contingency framework in the organization literature was developed in the
1960's, and that in the mid-1970's the contingency framework was introduced in
management accounting. Otley summarizes the contingency approach to
management accounting as "... //it? prt?müf //»a/ //»m» /.v no (/mVtr.v<j//v
ou/}/;>ig svs/fw »f/iiWi a/7/j//f.v f(/wa//>' /o a// orga/irätfio/Lv iw u//

s" (Otley, 1980, p. 413).
The explicit notion of a contingency framework in auditing research is
limited. Only Wright and Mock (1985) have tried to introduce the contingency
approach into the auditing area. Wright and Mock defined the contingency
framework in auditing as follows: "77»t? twi//>ige/icy v/rw ;.v /><;.«'</ ow ///t'
o / a g/vewyör/n o/"cv/t/e/i£"<?
ow 5evera/yäc/o/*5. //ic/ut///ig //jf accoww/ or c_vc7
, /w/^rwa/ cow/ro/5, owe/ //»e /we/Aot/^V e?mp/ovt't/ /o
//»£• ev/V/e«cf "(Wright and Mock, 1985, p. 96-97).
Wright and Mock's contingency view in the auditing area is based on
research efforts in other research areas. Whereas contingency is applicable for
the accounting system and organizational fit in management accounting" and
strategic management areas\ the same concept is applicable in the field of
auditing. Specifically, planning decisions on the nature, timing and extent of
audit procedures to be used are dependent on contingent circumstances. Wright
and Mock stress that the quality and the competence of evidence depend on
several factors. Specific audit procedures may give a strong form of evidence for
one client, but may be a weak form of evidence for other clients. For example,
analytical review on trade debtors might provide sufficient evidence for a client
with tight debtor controls, but might be insufficient for a client with weak
controls in this area.
I refer to Emmanuel, Otley and Merchant (1990) for a summary of the contingency theory in
management accounting.
I refer to Burns and Stalker (1961), Chandler (1962) and Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)
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The Wright and Mock initiative for a contingency framework of auditing
has not been followed by subsequent publications. Nevertheless, the absence of
a research stream on the contingency framework in the field of auditing does not
imply that audit practice and audit research do not need to consider contingent
variables. For instance, professional standards consider contingent variables in
the planning stage of the audit. Further, previous research related to analytical
review has focused on understanding the relevant factors that influence the
auditor in his decision-making process during analytical review.
Despite the limited attention for the contingency framework by audit
research, professional standards are based on the consideration of contingent
variables. In section 2.2, the audit planning considerations were addressed
referring to ISA No. 300. ISA No. 300 describes the planning stage of the audit,
involving relevant contingent factors the auditor should consider. ISA No. 300
demonstrates the incorporation of such contingent variables. For instance,
'knowledge of the business' as defined in ISA No. 300 and 'understanding the
accounting and internal control systems' are examples of contingent factors.
Previous literature on analytical review and the professional standards
provide a number of relevant contingent variables affecting the use and
effectiveness of analytical review. In table 2.2, these contingent variables are
summarized and categorized.
The main research findings will be addressed in the following sections. I will
limit my overview to those aspects, which are relevant for the scope of this
thesis. In table 2.2, reference is made for the remaining aspects that are not
addressed in this thesis.
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Table 2.2: Analytical review aspects, contingent variables, addressing the
decision process step and literature reference
Aspect

Contingent variable Decision process step
(BMW, 1995)
1. Materiality
(Step I) Set goal
(Step 11) Design and
perform audit tests of
hypotheses
2. Control
(Step 1) Set goal
environment
(Step 3) Develop
condition
hypotheses
3. Inherent Risk and (Step 2) (ienerate
Control Risk
problem representation
(Step 3) IX-velop
hypotheses
4. Cumulative
(Step 2) Generate
knowledge of the problem representation
client
(Step 7) Generate
enhanced problem
representation

5. Developing
expectations

(Step 8) Generate
hypotheses

(Step 3) Develop
expectations
(Step 9) Evaluate
hypotheses
(Step 11) Design and
perform audit tests of
hypotheses
Sources.

, 5/gg.s.

Reference
ISA No. 320

Mardcn. I lolstrum and
Schneider (1997),
ISA No. 300
Cohen and K ida (1989),
Asare and Davidson
(1995). Waller (1993).
ISA No. 400
I.ibby(l985)
Bedard and Biggs
(1991 aundb)
Biggs, Mock and Walk ins
(1988)
Cohen and Kida( 1989)
Bonner ( 1 W 0 )
Bonner and Lewis ( I 9 9 | )
Hicrslakor, Itcdarü und
Biggs
Bedard and Biggs
(1991a and b)
Bedard, Biggs and
Dil>ictro(l998)
ISA No. 580
Kinney and Uecker (1982)
Biggs and Wild (1985)
Kinney (1987)
Kinney(1987)
Anderson and Koonce
(1995)
Asare and Wright (1997)
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2.4.2 Contingent variable on audit efficiency: Cumulative knowledge of the
client
2.4.2.7 /rt/roJwc//ort
As discussed in section 2.2, during the audit strategy planning, the cumulative
knowledge of the client is an important source for the evaluation of risk.
Cumulative knowledge of the client comprises two general categories:
knowledge of the audit firm on the audit engagement and knowledge of the
current audit team. In audit research, the term 'knowledge' as used in the
auditing standards, is expressed as 'expertise'. In this thesis, the term 'expertise'
is only used when addressing previous research. In all other cases, the term
'knowledge' is used.
Client tenure can be used as the surrogate for cumulative knowledge of
the audit firm related to the specific client. It is expected that the higher the
client tenure, the more knowledge on the client and its business has been
gathered up to the current audit year. Client-specific experience can be used as
the surrogate for the cumulative knowledge of the current audit team related to
the specific client. It is expected that the client-specific knowledge of the audit
firm is at least the knowledge of the current audit team.
Although the client-specific knowledge can be located at each team
member, this thesis focuses on the team members who are in charge of the audit
planning and the decision making process on the nature and extent of audit
procedures to be used. Audit strategy planning is a joint responsibility of the
audit partner and the highest level of staff involved, which is usually the audit
manager. The role of the audit partner will normally be limited to the
identification of risks, whereas the audit manager is responsible for the decisionmaking process related to the nature, timing and extent of the audit procedures to
be used. Therefore, the audit manager is the key player in the decision process
whether or not to use analytical review as the most appropriate audit procedure.
Little is known on the effects of client tenure on the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling, as most research was performed in
experimental settings without manipulating client tenure and the limited number
of field studies did not report client tenure information. Cumulative knowledge
of the client as a contingent variable for contribution of analytical review in
signaling errors will be discussed in section 3.3.2.1
In the current section, the elements of experience of the audit manager in
charge are addressed as the basis for the elaboration in section 3.3.2.1.
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2 E t / w / e o r e as a sj/rroga/eybr expertise

The quality of the analytical review decision-making process might, amongst
others, be contingent on the expertise of the audit manager. In general, an expert
is someone "H/JO /KM «a/M/ret/ SÄ/7/ m or Amm/ff/gf <>/'<J /x«7icM/<ir .VM/»/V(7
r/jroi/g/j pro/ess/ow«/ frai/i/ng or prac/ur M/w/Vmr" (Webster's Third New

International Dictionary, 1986). Expertise, the skill of an expert, is difficult to
measure. The distinction between categories of knowledge as sources for
expertise is important in order to identify the best testable surrogate for the
concept of expertise. Audit researchers often use experience as a surrogate for
expertise. However, "/<« «M<//7or mav /wvf rwwifv ytw.v o/<JM<//7//7g f.v/H'r/t7»c-t\
HO/ er/»/>/7 more 'erper/ise' //? eva/tftrf/ng /w/trna/ «w/ro/ //»an o ^e/t/or.
o/ //lese fwew(v years o/ e.tper/Vme. o/j/v /Aree iww>/vt' mi/i«///wg
cow/ro/ .vv.v/e/«.v" (Bedard, 1989). Bonner and Lewis (1990) distinguish
four determinants of auditor expertise^, which each differ with the source of
knowledge:
GVnera/ do/Mfl/w ^mw/ft/gf, defined as a basic level of accounting and
auditing knowledge, including knowledge of generally accepted accounting
principles, generally accepted Auditing Standards, and the How of
transactions through an accounting system. General domain knowledge can
be obtained by regular practice experience and training.
jff//;V /rwou'/^/ge, which is defined as "ri7«/«/ /r>
or c//e«/.v. ac^M/'rec/ Av pervow.v n/;o Aavc
u;7// cfrto/« ;wc/«A7r/CT. aw<7/or /
area?" (Bonner and Lewis, 1990, p. 5). An auditor can obtain
domain-specific knowledge by specific experiences in practice; it is less
likely to be acquired by general experience.
Gewera/ /»/«/«f.v^ Ä77ow/e*/ge, which can be characterized as the ability to
have feeling for specific business situations, not specifically focused on
financial data and internal controls. Formal instruction and various personal
experiences such as reading can acquire this kind of knowledge.
Ge/?mj/ ^ro/»/e/w-5o/v/«g o/>/7/7v defined as the ability to recognize
relationships, to interpret data and to reason analytically. This category is
very individual, but can be related to the level of types of experience that are
mentioned above.
Researchers in analytical review experiments, who aimed to test the effect of
expertise on performance, used general domain knowledge (made operational as
Unfortunately, little is known about the potential correlation between the four distinguished
categories of knowledge.
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general audit experience by Biggs, Mock and Watkins, 1988; Bedard and Biggs,
1991a) or domain-specific knowledge (made operational as industry-specific
knowledge by Bedard and Biggs, 1991b; Bedard, Biggs and DiPietro, 1998) as
surrogates for expertise. Industry-related experience might be a workable
surrogate for expertise in experimental settings, but may not a priori be
applicable as a surrogate for expertise in a field setting. For instance, a senior
with four years of industry experience, who enters a new industry-client, may
have less domain-experience than a two-year experienced assistant who has two
years of experience at this specific client. I will address this issue in section
3.3.2.1. In that section, client-specific experience is used as a surrogate for
domain-specific knowledge.

2.4.3 Contingent variable on audit efficiency: Risk assessments

In section 2.2 the decision-making process of initial audit planning was
addressed, including the evaluation of inherent risk and fraud risk and its impact
on internal controls. It was observed that the decision on the nature and extent of
using analytical review is dependent on the specific risk assessments. Therefore,
it is expected that the client's control situation affects the use of analytical
review. For instance, ISA No. 520 states:
"77/f am//7or u/// weeo" /<> co«.y«/er /esf/wg /Ae ro/i/ro/s, //anv. over /Ae
/>re/>ara//'o/i u/iw/or/mi/io/i «sea* /'w ap/>/v/wg a/?a/v//ca/ rev/evv. ffAe« SMCA
row/ro/.s ore elective /Ae aift/i/or w/// Aave greater con/iaence in fAe
re//a/>i7/7v o//Ae /«/or/waf/o/J am/. /Aere/ore, in /Ae resw//s o/a«a/v//ca/
rev/Vu" (ISA No. 520, par. 16).
Based on the previous auditing literature, little is known about the
influence of the client's control condition on the use of analytical review. In
order to address the first primary research question on the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling (see section 1.4), the influence of the control
condition on the use of analytical review needs further exploration. This aspect
will be addressed in chapter 3. In the current section, I describe the more general
research findings on the influence of the control environment and risk
assessment on the audit plan. This forms the basis for exploring in the next
chapter the expected influence of the client's control situation on the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling.
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2.4.3.2 //»Aere/?/ mAr a/iaYo«/ro/ mit asse
In the audit risk model, three types of risks are addressed: inherent risk, control
risk and detection risk, inherent risk' is the susceptibility of an account balance
or class of transactions to misstatement that could be material, individually or
when aggregated with misstatements in other balances or classes, assuming that
there were no related internal controls (ISA No. 400, par. 4).
'Control risk' is the risk that a misstatement, that could occur in an
account balance or class of transactions and that could be material individually
or when aggregated with misstatements in other balances or classes, will not be
prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis by the accounting and
internal control systems (ISA No. 400, par. 5). internal control system' means
all the policies and procedures (internal controls) adopted by the management of
an entity to assist in achieving management's objective of ensuring, as far as
practicable, the orderly and efficient conduct of its business, including adherence
to management policies, the safeguarding of assets, the prevention and detection
of fraud and error, the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records, and
the timely preparation of reliable financial information. The internal control
system extends beyond those matters, which relate directly to the functions of
the accounting system and comprises the control environment and the control
procedures (ISA No. 400, par. 5-7).
'Detection risk' is the risk that an auditor's substantive procedures will not
detect a misstatement that exists in an account balance or class of transactions
that could be material, individually or when aggregated with misstatements in
other balances or classes. (ISA No. 400, par. 8). In section 3.2.2 detection risk
will be discussed more extensively when addressing type I and type II errors.
Auditors can combine the assessment of inherent and control risk. ISA No. 400,
section 40 states:
"jV/a/ujge/wew/ o/tew reac/s to /wAere«/ rtsA: ^//Uä/Mm Ay i/rcigni/ig
accoww/mg am/ /w/erwa/ cowfro/ sy,s/e/w.s to prevew/ or ae/ecr awe/ corra:7
m/ss/ate/wen/s awe/ /Aere/bre, /« mowv raves, /«/»ere«/ räA: awe/ co»/ro/ r/.v/t
are A/gA/y /w/erre/a/ed*. /« SMCA •s/7wa//ow, //VAe awdVtor aHem^.v to av.sew
mAerem awd" cow/ro/ r«A» separa/e/y, fAere /s a /wm/A/7/Yy o /
/«ap/?ro/jr/afe rä/r a55e55mewr. >4J a resw/A awd/7 rivA: /way />e more
/'n swcA s/7waf;ow.s Ay maAr/wg a
The suggestion expressed in ISA No. 400 on the combined assessment of
inherent risk and control risk, is not supported by audit research. For instance,
Waller (1993) examined the auditors' assessments of inherent risk and control
risk in a field setting. His main concern was that the previous literature on the
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audit risk model had focused on a priori analyses of the model's assumptions
and implications. He investigated whether there is a statistical association
between the auditor's inherent risk and control risk assessments. Based on the
empirical evidence, he concluded that there is an insignificant association
between inherent risk and control risk. In a predominance of cases, control risk
was assessed at the maximum for reasons of efficiency. This means that the
auditor keeps control risk at a constant high level in order to test at the same
level for all engagements assuming a non-reliance on controls.
Bedard (1989) investigated how and why audit plans for substantive tests
are revised. The results of her archival study showed that audit programs for
substantive tests were quite stable. Participants in this study indicated that
reasons for decreases in substantive tests were internal control strength and
favorability of past results. Only few increases in the audit plan were attributed
to analytical review. No relationship was found between previous adjusting
entries and revision of substantive test programs.
Related to the audit planning process. Mock and Wright (1993) explored
the relationship between client- and account-specific inherent risks .anH.con.trol
risks and subsequent evidential planning decisions on actual audits. Their results
indicated moderate variation across clients in perceived risks, but little
correlation between the risk assessments and audit planning decisions.
Corroborating results came from a small sample study of Quadackers, Mock and
Maijoor (1996), who explored audit records and observed that audit risk factors
varied between clients, and to some degree there is risk variation across time.
Mock and Wright (1999) corroborated and extended the previous studies related
to evidential planning. They found a statistical association between the level of
and changes in a limited number of assessed client risks and evidential plans.
These results indicate the lack of a strong relationship between client risks and
audit programs in general.
Experimental research related to analytical review by Cohen and Kida
(1989) investigated the impact of analytical review results, internal control
reliability and experience on auditor's use of analytical review. They concluded
that auditor's decision-making behavior is sensitive to internal control
weaknesses, specifically, when internal controls are assessed as weak, the
analytical review resulted in an extension of audit testing.
Previous research has indicated a relationship between the number and
size of errors and certain contingent risk factors. For instance, Kreutzfeldt and
Wallace (1986) found that companies with a better control environment had
fewer and smaller errors. Asare and Davidson (1995) tested the influence of
control procedures and financial condition on auditors' anticipation of errors in
various account balances. They concluded that auditors' expectations about
errors are sensitive to account-specific control risk. Further, evaluation of
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controls in a specific cycle did not automatically imply risk assessments in other
cycles. Asare and Davidson only manipulated financial condition and
management controls, but suggested that other risk factors, such as the strength
of the control environment, should be investigated accordingly.

2.4.3.3 COSO a/u///»? //iftrna/cow/ro/.$v.v/fm
The internal control system as addressed in ISA No. 400 in the previous section,
comprises two elements, specifically the control environment and the control
procedures. In 1992, the Committee Of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO)
published an integrated framework on internal controls (COSO 1992).
According to COSO, the process of internal control is alTected by an entity's
board of directors, management and other personnel, designed to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in effectiveness
and efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting, and compliance
with applicable laws and regulations (COSO, 1992).
Whereas ISA No. 400 recognized only two elements of the internal
control system, the COSO report elaborates this to five interrelated components
of internal control, specifically control environment, risk assessment, control
activities, information and communication, and monitoring. The five
components of COSO largely correspond to the two components of ISA No.
400. Although all five components are interrelated, I will address only two
components of the COSO definitions in this thesis, control environment and risk
assessments. The reason for the limitation of discussing the components is due
to the fact that the standards do not address the remaining three components
specifically. It is therefore assumed that the latter three components are included
in the first two components when discussing the implications for the audit. For
instance, control activities are an integral part of the control environment
elements as well as the auditors' risk assessment. The potential correlation
between control environment and risk assessment will be addressed in section
5.5.2.

2.4.3.4 Co/tfro/ £>7v/>owmewf
The Control Environment is considered to have great impact on the control
status of an organization. For instance, the COSO report argues: "77;e
seta f/?e /one o/ a« orgaw/zaf/'ow, /rt/7utw/«# ?/J?
o/ //$ /?eo/>/e // is ///e /ow/it/a/Zo« yör a// o///er CO/W/W/KTJ/A- O /
co/jfro/, prov/d/>7g </iscf/?//ne ant/ sfruc/ure. Co«/ro/ ertv/ro/z/new/factors
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va/wes a/itf* co/w/>e/e/»ce o / /Ae en/Z/y '5
's pAi/o.sopA.y awd o/?era//>?g 5/y/^, /Ae way managemew/
awe/ res/?orts/6/7/Yy, am/ orgaw/zes ant/ a*eve/o/w /te /?eo/?/e. awa* /Ae
a«<Y c/irecf 10/1 pro v«/«/6y fAe Aoara* o/aVrec/ors. " (COSO, 1992).
Little is known about the actual assessment of control environment by
auditors. One of the few publications responding to the COSO report is a
publication by Marden, Holstrum and Schneider (1997), who examined how the
Control Environment condition affects the auditors' assessment of control risk
for different types of accounts* at the management assertion level. The results
indicate that Control Environment influences the auditors' evaluation of internal
controls for all management assertions, relating to both subjective and objective
accounts.

2.4.3.5 Sw/wmary on rw/r
Summarizing, previous research shows attention for the auditor's sensitivity to
contingent risk assessments, but still little evidence is available on the
relationship between risk assessments and the contribution of analytical review
in signaling errors. The development of the concept of control environment by
COSO has not yet been tested by recent research.
lurther evidence is required on the relationship between risk assessments
and the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. This matter will be
addressed in the next chapter when developing the research questions.

2.4.4 Contingent variable on analytical review effectiveness: Developing
expectations
2.4.4. / //i/r<x/i/cfiVw

Developing expectations takes place at the start of the analytical review process
when searching for unexpected fluctuations, as well as during the process of
analytical review, after signaling the error but before the analysis of the
unexpected fluctuations. The key issue on developing own expectations by the
auditor is the efleet of potential bias on analytical review effectiveness when
developing own expectations is absent. For instance, the auditor may obtain a
' This experiment focused on financial institution accounts because of the industry's problems
with failures experienced in the last decade (Marden. Holstrum and Schneider. 1997).
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client representation as a first follow-up step once signaling the unexpected
fluctuation.
The previous literature on developing expectations during the decision
making process of analytical review has focused on the use of unaudited book
values as a starting point for analytical review and the use of client
representations during analytical review. In the remaining part of this section,
main research findings of both topics are addressed.
In chapter 3, research questions on the use of client representations are
elaborated. The reason for developing research questions on client
representations rather than the use of unaudited book values as a starting point
for analytical review is twofold. Firstly, obtaining client representations is one of
the audit procedures that are used quite often during the audit process. Wright
and Ashton (1989) reported that 13.3% of the errors were initially signaled by
client inquiry. Secondly, the use of unaudited book values as a starling point for
analytical review is developed in experimental settings, but is difficult to
incorporate in a field setting. In effect, it is likely that practitioners are
frequently confronted with unaudited book values as starting point for analytical
review. Therefore, unaudited book values as starting point for analytical review
are not included in the research questions in this study. The absence of a
research question on the use of unaudited book values is addressed in the
limitations of this study in section 7.3.2.3.

2.4.4.2 Lfae o
Previous psychological research indicates that people can be biased in a difficult
decision process if they have access to simple heuristics that are incorrect.
Tversky and Kahnemann (1974) found that people rely on a few heuristics,
which reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities and predicting values
to simpler judgmental operations
Kinney and Uecker (1982) transferred the research concept by Tversky
and Kahnemann into an auditing setting and started a line of research that is
focused on the influence of using unaudited book values as the basis for the
analytical review to be performed. They developed an exercise containing the
fluctuation of sales, cost of sales and gross margin and asked auditors to estimate
boundaries of investigation. The exercise is presented in example 2.1 and is
included in this section in order to show the basic experimental design, and the
recommendations followed by subsequent publications related to this model.
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Examp/e 2.1;

Ana/yt/ca/ rev/etv exerc/se

Form 1 *)
You are auditor for a small manufacturing firm. You are conducting an analytical
review of the gross margin percentage. The component accounts and ratios
based on the audited values for the last two audit years and the current period's
unaudited values are reproduced below. Note the (000's) have been omitted.

Sales
Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
Gross Profit %

19,6%

7978
$ 23,941
19.749

L/nai/c//'ted
7979
$24,265
20,868

17,5%

14%

You have no reason to expect major changes from recent historical
relationships.
REQUIRED:
Indicate a range of possible values beyond which you feel that an
investigation should be conducted to "explain" the apparent change in the
gross profit percentage for 1979.
Upper bound of range
Lower bound of range
*) Form 2 differed from Form 1 for the bracketed amounts only. The "unauditedcolumn for Form 2 was:
l/naud/fed
7979
$24,265
18.660
23,1%
& » M n v . Ä'lMMt'V <»>!</ ( «V/ktT

In the Kinney and Uecker study, participants were provided with two years of
audited figures and manipulated the current year unaudited figures. One part of
the subjects received figures containing a continuation of the downward trend in
gross margin (form 1 in example 2.1), the other part was provided with a
reversal of the downward trend (form 2). The subjects were requested to give an
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expected value of the current year's real figures and the lower and upper bounds
of the non-investigation decisions. Kinney and Uecker found that the auditor
subjects showed anchoring and adjustment characteristics. Specifically "7/HT
on //»f mi/ia/ va/t/f frj/icAor) in //it' </?<75iYm .vt7fin# <i«</ «I«//H.\7 //»<•;>

/rom /Aa/ vo/«e" (Kinney and Uecker, 1982, page 56). In this case, the
participants were biased by the unaudited values supplied by the researchers.
Although the case design was rather simple, this line of research might
have important implications for practice. Are auditors really biased by unaudited
figures? Does the nature and extent of available background information alTcct
this bias? Should auditors be recommended explicitly not to use unaudited
figures as the starting point for the generation of hypotheses? These questions
were investigated by other researchers who used the Kinney and Uecker study as
a starting point for further research.
Biggs and Wild (1985) extended the Kinney and Uecker study by investigating
the effect of an extension of available information. They found that subjects
were less biased by unaudited figures if they had been provided with five years
of history instead of two years of history. This would imply that an extension of
available information would mitigate the potential bias. Heintz
and
White
(1989) elaborated the research by Kinney and Uecker (1982) and Biggs and
Wild (1985). Their findings corroborate the previous studies that unaudited
values influence auditors' judgments. In addition, they found that decreasing
unaudited figures have greater influence than increasing unaudited values, and
that a trend reversal has greater influence than an unaudited value that is
consistent with prior years. The latter finding is an extension of the Biggs and
Wild (1985) finding about trend reversals and this suggests that the auditor is the
most biased in circumstances that he has to be alert.
In line with this research stream, Wild and Biggs developed a Bayesian
decision theoretic model and concluded that (Wild and Biggs, 1990, p. 227):
"... //*£ a</va«/ages o/" /nco7wra//>ig AooA; VY//Z/? /« /Ae /?rac7iV/e o/UW/AY/YY//
review op/jear fflm/ma/". Biggs and Wild (1985) argue why an independent
development of expectations is important for the auditor. Firstly, they argue that
using the unaudited values to form an expectation is a violation of the
requirement that auditors make /We/?emfe/j/ evaluations of clients' financial
statements. Secondly, unaudited book values are a kind of 'management
assertions'. Because management is dependent on the produced values, the
auditor should view these assertions with skepticism. Thirdly, if expectation and
object of expectation merge, the risk of not detecting material errors increases.
In terms of regulatory standards, an interesting difference can be observed
between ISA No. 520 and SAS 56. AU 329.05 prescribes:
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procedures /«vo/ve comparisons o / recorded amounts, or
ra//o.s deve/opedyro/w recorded amourtte, to e*pecfa//ow.s deve/opeJ 6y //?e
awd/7or Jeve/ops sue/? ejepectaf/ons 6y /dew/#y/>Jg a«d ws/wg
p/aw.s/6/e re/af/om/j/ps ///a/ ore rea^owa^/v ejrpec/ed fo ejc/sf, ftasea" O/J //?e
ai/d/for's wnders/awd/rtg o / //ze c//e/tf and o / //»e mdw.sfry ;« H>/J/C/J //»e
c//e«/ operates " (underlining added/PE).
ISA No. 520 does not explicitly refer to building one's expectations before
observing the unaudited book values, but only defines analytical procedures as
ra//os
are /'«co/M«/enf VV/7/J o//jer re/evawr /«/örma/Zo« or
o/MOM«/.s" (ISA No. 520, par. 3).
The research studies mentioned in this section have the corroborating
finding that the participants in the experiments were influenced by unaudited
figures when building expectations. In the joint publication by AICPA/AAA,
practitioners were recommended as follows: "/h/oV/ors .v/;ow/d oeve/op //je/r own
evperfcif/ows />e/bre rev/ew/ng Mwawd/fed 6oo£ va/ues..."(Biggs, Mock and
Watkins, 1995, page 142).
As a direct result of these studies, the Auditing Standards Board in the
United States included specific wordings in SAS 56 about the auditor's
responsibility to develop independent expectations and to use reliable data when
developing such expectations (SAS 56, AU 329.05).
If this finding can be generalized to a field setting, it could have an
important implication for practice. It would imply that the effectiveness of
analytical review can be improved when auditors develop expectations explicitly
as part of the mental representation and hypothesis generation during analytical
review. Based on the previous research however, it is unclear how developing
expectations is to be operationalized. 1 will address this issue when developing
the research questions in the next chapter.

2.4.4. J
During the course of the audit, the auditor has frequent contact with the client
and receives written and/or oral representations either unsolicited, or in response
to specific inquiries. When such representations relate to matters that are
material to the financial statements, the auditor will need to perform certain
procedures. ISA No. 580, par. 6 indicates that auditors need to:
(a)seek corroborative audit evidence from sources inside or outside the
entity;
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(b)evaluate whether the representations made by management appear
reasonable and consistent with other audit evidence obtained, including
other representations; and
(c) consider whether the individuals making the representations can be
expected to be well informed on the particular matters.
Research by Wright and Ashton (1989) indicates that client inquiry and the
accompanying client representation is one of the most frequently used sources of
audit evidence. Auditing standards state that representations from management"
must be approached with skepticism, because this source of evidence is not
independent from the object of the audit (ISA No. 580, par. 6). As a result,
auditors should always consider the reliability of a client representation.
Hirst (1994) investigated auditors' sensitivity to client reliability (Hirst
generalized 'client' to 'source'). He distinguished co/w/jf/t'/ice' and o/>/Vt7n';7v as
the two elements of source reliability. Source competence refers to "o«
//!<//v/di/a/'.s a/>/7/ry To measw/r or /wter/?r?/ a« /Yem or fvf/i/ acrwra/e/v" and
source objectivity to "r//f //fe///iooJ o« iW/V/c/t/a/ u/7/ riywr/ /i/.s mravM/v/m-Tif
or //»/e/yvefaf/o/i frw//»/w//v. rfg«rt//f^ «/ite «ccwrarv" (Hirst 1994, p. 114).
Based on his experiment, he found that evidence from a more competent source
was considered more diagnostic than less competent evidence and that evidence
from a more objective source is considered to be more diagnostic than the same
evidence by a less objective source. These results indicate that auditors evaluate
the quality of a client representation.
Due to the fact that competence as well as objectivity of sources may
differ among circumstances, resulting actions aimed at verification of the
evidence will be contingent. For instance, the oA/Vc7/V/7v of client management
may differ in the case of a profit-related management compensation plan from a
compensation plan that is independent from profits. Or the co/w/?e7encf of a
newly hired CFO might differ from a CFO who entered the company five years
ago. As a consequence, it is expected that the auditor considers the competence
and objectivity when receiving client representations.
Anderson, Koonce and Marchant (1994) investigated auditors' sensitivity
to the degree of source competence. Their results confirmed Hirst's findings that
auditors judge a client representation as more valuable when they assess that
person to be highly competent.

' In this thesis, the term 'management representation' as presented in the professional
standards, is described as 'client representation' in order to reflect that representations can
be obtained from client management as well as client staff.
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The auditor's ability to evaluate client explanations for signaled discrepancies
between expected values and unaudited values can influence the effectiveness of
analytical review. Previous research shows that auditors are biased by the quality
of client representations. Bedard and Biggs (1991 a) showed that auditors have
difficulty with evaluating hypotheses, even if sufficient information is available
to disconfirm the suggested cause by the researchers. This finding regarding
hypothesis eva/waf/o« is an extension of Biggs, Mock and Watkins (1988),
Cohen and Kida (1989), Heiman (1990) and Libby and Frederick (1990), who
found that auditors have difficulty with hypothesis gt7»mj//o/i. Further, they
found a positive relationship between the ability to recognize patterns of
discrepancies and providing the correct hypothesis. This indicates that auditors,
once recognizing the unexpected fluctuation during analytical review, are able to
formulate the right cause of the error.
In a following study, Bedard and Biggs (1991b) examined the effect of
client representations on the quality of hypotheses generated by auditors during
the performance of analytical review. They performed an experiment with 176
auditors, using the same case material as in Bedard and Biggs (1991a) and
manipulated the quality of client representation as the independent variable.
Some participants were provided with a representation that explained the whole
aiövivpunvy v'gouu'representation), other participants received a representation
thai did not account for the discrepancy ('poor representation') and a control
group of participants did not receive a client representation at all. Bedard and
Biggs revealed two interesting findings. Firstly, the type of client representation
influenced the quality of the auditor's responses. An accurate client
representation resulted in a better quality response. Secondly, more experienced
auditors were more biased by client representations than less experienced
auditors. Specifically, experienced auditors who received a good representation
performed better than others. Alternatively, experienced auditors who received a
poor representation were still focused on the client suggestion and were not able
to generate their own plausible hypotheses. These findings were confirmed by
Bedard, Biggs and DiPietro (1998).
While the studies discussed above mainly focused on the hypothesis
generation stage of the decision-making process, Bedard, Biggs and DiPietro
(1998) extended this line of research by exploring the link between hypothesis
generation and subsequent audit planning, and especially how hypotheses
inherited from management would affect auditor performance at both stages.
They found that an accurate hypothesis results in an increase of audit
effectiveness and that an inaccurate hypothesis is associated with an overall
decline in effectiveness of subsequent audit tests.
Since hypotheses for unexpected fluctuations can be obtained from client
management, this conclusion may impact audit practice. Specifically, if the
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client representation for the unexpected fluctuation is accurate, subsequent tests
are more effective and consequently, audit efficiency can be improved.
Alternatively, if the client representation is inaccurate, the auditor might plan
audit tests that insufficiently cover the unexpected fluctuation. As a result, audit
efficiency might decline in that case.
«s
Koonce and Phillips (1996) investigated whether the ease of
understanding information related to client-suggested causes affects the auditors'
judgments about the plausibility of that cause. Their experimental results
indicated that when information related to the client's suggested non-error cause
was easy to understand, auditors judged that cause to be more plausible than
when the same information was difficult to understand.
During hypothesis evaluation in the analytical review process, the auditor
judges the validity of the generated hypotheses. Kinney (1987) found that
auditors, who quantify a hypothesis, are less likely to accept seemingly plausible
but incorrect hypotheses. Accepting an incorrect hypothesis may lead to a
decrease in effectiveness in analytical review and maybe a decrease in audit
effectiveness and/or audit efficiency. Kinney recommends auditors to quantify
the hypothesis, for instance with a reversal journal entry.
Anderson and Koonce (1995) investigated auditors' extent of evaluating
client-suggested causes. They manipulated the quality of a client-suggested
cause (a correct suggestion and an incorrect suggestion) and observed that only a
few auditor-subjects quantified the suggested cause. Had the others done so, the
incorrect hypothesis probably would have been detected.
Summarizing, client representations are an important source of evidence
during the audit. Research has shown that an incorrect client representation
negatively influences the effectiveness of analytical review. Alternatively, the
research also showed that correct client representations could increase the
effectiveness of analytical review. These findings will be addressed further in
the research questions in the next chapter.
2.5
This chapter presented a literature review on the use and effectiveness of
analytical review by auditors with embedding analytical review into the audit
planning stage decisions. In section 2.2, I described the analytical review
embedded in the audit planning decisions based on the International Standards
on Auditing. It was addressed in section 2.3 that despite the simple technique of
analytical review, the decision making process is rather complex. Section 2.4
addressed the contingent variables of audit efficiency and analytical review
effectiveness. The contingent variables addressed in this thesis relate to audit
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efficiency (cumulative knowledge of the client and risk assessments) and
analytical review effectiveness (the influence of developing own expectations
when investigating the unexpected fluctuations). Section 2.4.1 addressed the
general overview of the contingency framework. Section 2.4.2 addressed the
literature review of the effects of cumulative knowledge of the client on the
decision making process of analytical review, followed in section 2.4.3 by an
analysis of the relationship between risk assessments and analytical review. It
was observed that previous research shows attention for the auditor's sensitivity
to contingent risk assessments, but still little evidence is known on the expected
relationship between risk assessments and the contribution of analytical review
in signaling errors.
Section 2.4.4 addressed the effect of potential bias on analytical review
effectiveness when the auditor does not develop his own expectations. Section
2.4.4.2 started with the potential bias of using unaudited book values as the
starting point for analytical review. It was observed that research findings have
led to recommendations to practice related to developing own expectations, but
it is still unclear how developing expectations should be operationalized.
Finally, section 2.4.4.3 addressed the influence of client representations on
analytical review effectiveness. It was observed that the previous research
stressed the potential bias by inaccurate client representations, but did not
elaborate the opportunity for gaining audit efficiency when receiving accurate
client representations.
I will elaborate the primary research questions of chapter 1 when developing the
research questions in the next chapter, addressing the influence of the contingent
variables.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF DETAILED RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In chapter 1, 1 described the motivation tor this study resulting in three primary
research questions:

In the previous chapter, I provided a literature review addressing the use and
effectiveness of analytical review, related to contingent variables. For the
aspects of the current use and potential use of analytical review, cumulative
knowledge of the client and the client's risk assessments were introduced. For
the aspect of analytical review effectiveness, the contingent variables relate to
the development of expectations by the auditor.
In the current chapter the main research questions will be extended with
more specific research questions. For this purpose, I firstly discuss the concepts
of error signaling and detection, which were briefly addressed in section 1.2.
These concepts are operationalized by the signaling ratio, the non-signaling ratio
and the non-detection ratio. Note that the non-signaling ratio and non detectionratio as introduced in the following sections are used as surrogates for measuring
audit efficiency and analytical review effectiveness respectively. Limitations of
using these ratios for measuring audit efficiency and analytical review
effectiveness are addressed in chapter 7.
In section 1.6, it was briefly addressed that this thesis focuses on the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling rather than the use of
analytical review in general. In this context, 'contribution' is defined as the
percentage of errors signaled by analytical review as compared to all detected
errors. However, the role of analytical review during the audit is more
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comprehensive than only identifying errors (see the 'main purpose' column in
table 2.1). This limitation will be addressed in section 7.3.2.3.
The detailed research questions are summarized in table 3.1. In general, the
research questions are categorized following the three primary research
questions on the contribution of analytical review in error signaling, on audit
efficiency and analytical review effectiveness respectively. All categories
include the primary research question and one or more related secondary
questions.
Table 3.1: Summary of research questions
Potential
contribution

Category

Research Question

Primary

1. How does analytical review contribute to error
signaling?

Secondary

I.I What is the relative contribution of analytical review
in error signaling as compared to other audit
procedures?

Secondary

1.2 How does cumulative knowledge of the client affect
the relative contribution of analytical review in error
signaling?

Secondary

1.3 How do risk assessments affect the relative
contribution of analytical review in error signaling?

Primary

2. How does analytical review contribute to audit
efficiency?

Secondary

2.1 How does cumulative knowledge of the client affect
audit efficiency as measured by the non-signaling
ratio?

Secondary

2.2 How do risk assessments affect audit efficiency as
measured by the non-signaling ratio?

Primary

3. How does developing expectations affect analytical
review effectiveness?

Secondary

3.1 " ^ does starling investigating the unexpected
fluctuations with client inquiry affect analytical review
effectiveness?

'AU/IWI»/

.v/#/ifl//M#
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The remainder of this chapter is structured into three parts. The next section
addresses the concepts of error signaling and error detection. These concepts are
operationalized by the signaling ratio, the non-signaling ratio and the nondetection ratio. The non-signaling ratio and the non-detection ratio are used as
surrogates for audit efficiency and analytical review effectiveness respectively.
In section 3.3, the primary research questions of chapter 1 are extended with
more specific research questions concerning the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling, and the potential effects on audit efficiency and
analytical review effectiveness. The chapter concludes with a summary.

J.2 A/ea.vwmw«'/!/ 0/error .vig/ia///i£ a/iJ error </e/ecrto/i A>*
3.2.1 Introduction
In section 2.4, I addressed the decision-making process of analytical review and
described that the auditors' decision-making process comprises five stages,
including mental representation, hypothesis generation, information search,
hypothesis evaluation and decisions about subsequent audit actions. Using the
five stages of the decision-making process, I recognize the aspects 'error
signaling' and 'error detection' as the critical elements of the decision making
process. Error signaling takes place in the first stage of mental representation.
Error detection refers to the other stages of the process, but mainly to the stages
of hypothesis evaluation and decisions on subsequent audit actions.
The two aspects of error signaling and error detection are visualized in
figure 3.1. The starting point is the evaluation of audit findings at the end of the
audit (area 1b in the figure), as all detected errors are known at that time. Note
that existing, but non-detected errors in the financial statements (area la) cannot
be covered in the current field study due to the absence of data on errors that are
not detected by the auditor.
Signaling the error is defined as the "awoV/ /?/-0ce</wre. c/rcM/n.vtortcf or
//jar /n///a//v /ea* //?e awe//tor /o mv/?«7 //»a/ aw error «aa" ocrwrra/' (Wright and
Ashton, 1989) and refers to the mental representation stage of the decisionmaking process. Example 3.1 A describes error signaling by analytical review.

detection

„ errors included
in the financial
statements
to be audited

Errors detect*
during aud*

Errors signaled by
alternative procedures
J * could not havebeen
signaled by AR

Errors signaled by
attemat/ve procedures
tf,., could no« have «»^n
signaled by AR

J
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Examp/e 3. f A: Accounts recei vab/e
The draft financ/a/ sfa/emen/s o^ frad/ng company XYZ con/a/n a maferia/ e/ror /n fhe
va/uaf/on of accounfs rece/Vaö/e due to /?nanc/a/ prob/ems a/ one oArfsma/or c//enfs.
Due to /bese prob/ems, X / Z has /arpe ou/s/and/ng aged amounfs from fb/s ma/or
c//en/. XYZ has nof reflecfed fhe /ncreasedris/c/n fhe prows/on for bad debtors.
During /he pre//m/nary ana/yf/ca/ rewevv, /he aud/tor observes a s/gn//!fcanf /ncrease of
/rade debtors as compared to fhe prior year, tvh//e revenues are rafher cons/an/.
Based on h;s cumu/a//vefcnoiv/edgeof /he c//en/ and h/s bus/ness, /he aud/tor has /he
men/a/ represen/a//on /ha/ /he /ncrease of frade debtors /s /ncons/sfen/ w//h /he
cons/an/ revenues and fherefore may have an error na/ure.
• • The error /s s/gna/ed by ana/yf/ca/ rev/ew
farea 162 in figure 3. fJ

After signaling the error, the auditor performs additional procedures to assess
whether the unexpected fluctuation is due to an error or non-error. A non-error
may be applicable if the unexpected fluctuation can be explained by
developments in the course of business. The non-error fluctuations are not
covered in this thesis, as these fluctuations are not included in the evaluation of
audit findings at the end of the audit.
For unexpected fluctuations that are the result of an error, signaling the
error has potentially two follow-up categories: detection and non-detection.
Detecting the error with analytical review can be defined as //»t? /?na/ awexv/we«/
f/iaf f/je unex/rected y7wc/«af/o« « Jwe /o a« error a.v a <//rec7 /H//«H'-«/) O /
•s/]gwa///?g //je error Ay a/ia/y/ica/ review. This category is described in example
3.IB.

Examp/e 3. f S: Accounts rece/vab/e fconf/nued^
Once fhe aud/tor has s/gna/ed fhe unexpecfed flucfuaf/on, he hypofhes/zes fhaf fhe
unexpecfed flucfuaf/on /n accoun/s rece/vab/e m/gh/ be due to one or more aged
debtors (=hypo/hes/s genera//on,). /^s a d/rec/ fo//ow-up procedure ^=/nforma//on
search,), he rev/ews /he accoun/s rece/vab/e ag/ng //s/ and observes /he /arge amounf
of aged amounfs re/afed to /he /arge customer. The subseguen/ c//en/ represen/af/on
confirms /he undeserved absence of /he prow's/on for bad deb/s.
•> The error /s de/ec/ed due to d/rec/ fo//ow-up after s/gna//ng by ana/yf/ca/ rev/ew
('area 7622 /n f/gure 3. fj
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Alternatively, signaling the error does not automatically imply that the error is
detected, as improper hypothesis generation, information search and hypothesis
evaluation might lead to non-detection of the error. This category is described in
example 3.1C.

Example 3.7C. Accounts rece/Vab/e (continued,)
Once me at/d/tor has s/gna/ed fhe unexpected flucfuaf/on, he hypofbes/zes fhaf me
unexpected flucfuaton /n accounfs rece/Vab/e m/gbf toe due to one or more aged
deötors (=bypofbes/s generaton^ öuf can a/so öe due to flucfuaf/bns /n me monfb/y
sa/es vo/umes. As a d/recf fo//ow-up procedure C=/nfon77af/on search;, he as/cs me
c/tenf for an exp/anaton. The c//enf represents maf me /ncreasedrece/Vab/esare due
to re/af/ve/y h/gher sates /n A/ovember and December as compared to September and
October. As a resu/f, me year/y revenues are /n //ne tv/'fn pnor year, buf me
ou/sfand/ngrece/Vab/esarere/af/Ve/yh/gh f=/naccurate c//enf represenfatonj.
The aud/tor eva/uates fhe c/tenf represenfafen as reasonab/e and dec/des nof to
perform addrf/ona/ steps to corroborate fhese ffnd/ngs wrfh ofher ewdence
^=hypomes/s eva/uaton^.
H> The error /s no/ detected as a d/recffo//o>v-upa/Ter s/gna//ng by ana/ytfca/ rewew.
farea ft)2f /n figure 3.t;

3.2.2 Type I and type II errors related to error signaling and error
detection
In section 2.4.3.2, the audit risk model was referred to, including 'detection
risk', which is defined as: "... //ie ris* //»a/ //;*• ata/i/or 's .swfofartf/veproce^wrej
>v/7/ ««/ </fff<7 <j mm7<i/cme'/t/ /Ao/ e.r/A/j in an atrownA ho/once or c/as5 o /
/r«n.v<«7/f)n.v A/UII COM/J be /wa/tTia/. IW/V7(/U<J//V or n/jfn aggrega/e*/ M'i7n
*ww.v/M/f/Mi'n/.v on »//it'r /w/anee.y or f/as.y« " (ISA No. 400, par. 8). Defining the

hypothesis Ho that the audited financial statements do not include a material
error, the Type 1 error is the risk that the auditor assesses that the financial
statements do not include one or more material errors, but in fact include one or
more material errors. The alternative hypothesis H..\, defined as not accepting the
financial statements under the assumption of an error, but which in fact does not
exists, is a type 11 error.
In this thesis, type 1 errors specifically related to analytical review refer to
errors that are not signaled by analytical review that could have been signaled
(area lbl in figure 3.1), or errors that were signaled by analytical review, but
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not detected (area Ib21 in figure 3.1). Type II errors, signaling unexpected
fluctuations that have a non-error nature, are not included in this thesis. The type
I and type II errors are further discussed in section 7.3.2.3.

3.2 J The signaling ratio
Investigating the contribution of analytical review in error signaling starts with
the analysis of the audit procedure that signaled each individual error. For each
individual error, an audit procedure initially signaled the error. As a result, the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling for all errors found in a
population of audit files can be measured.
For the investigation of the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling for each individual audit, I developed the \v/#«<////»# /•<//«>' The
introduction of a ratio instead of using an interval scale on the number of errors
is aimed at eliminating the potential correlation between the number of errors
signaled by analytical review and the total number of errors detected during the
audit.
Figure 3.2: Signaling errors by analytical review
Non-detected errors

Won-defecfed errors
Errors signaled
by AR

All errors included
in the financial
statements
to be audited

1b2

Errors detected
during audit
Error» s/gria/ad by
a/ferna(/ve procedure*

1b

The extent the auditor has signaled errors (category Ib2 of figure 3.2) related to
the number of errors detected during the audit (lb) is defined as the signaling
ratio:
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Es
ED

-

Es refers to the errors signaled by analytical review (area 1b2in figure 3.2)
ED refers to all errors detected during the audit (area 1b in figure 3.2)

Using the current definition for the signaling ratio, the potential outcomes of the
signaling ratio vary from nil to one, where the minimum score of nil indicates,
that no errors were initially signaled by analytical review. The maximum score
of one indicates that all errors that are detected during an audit, are signaled by
analytical review.

3.2.4 The non-signaling ratio
Audit efficiency can be improved if errors are identified by audit procedures that
are cost-effective. As analytical review is generally considered to be a costeffective audit tool (see POAE, 2000), the extent to which the auditor is able to
signal errors using analytical review in favor of alternative procedures is a
measure to indicate the contribution of analytical review on audit efficiency. In
the following, it is assumed that analytical review is always a sound audit
alternative for gaining audit efficiency. In practice, in certain circumstances,
analytical review is not always more cost-effective as compared to other
procedures. For instance, if the error is signaled by a 'simple' procedure such as
client inquiry, it can be doubted whether analytical review as alternative
procedure is more cost-effective. This limitation is considered in chapter 7.
Based on the premise that audit efficiency can be improved by the use of
analytical review as an alternative audit procedure, I developed the 'wowS/,I»M<////»# ra//<>' to measure the opportunity for the improvement of audit
efficiency. The introduction of a ratio instead of using an interval scale on the
number of errors is aimed at eliminating the potential correlation between the
number of errors not signaled by analytical review and the total number of errors
detected during the audit.
When measuring the opportunity for audit efficiency as related to error
signaling based on the current use of audit procedures, I recognize three
categories of error signaling. These categories are visualized in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Signaling and non-signaling of errors by analytical review
Non-detected errors

Non-defecfed errors
Errors that could have
«pi been signaled by AR

All errors Included
in the financial
statements
to be audited

Errors detected
during audit

Errors signaled
by AR
Errors «fgn*/»d by
aft«m«ri v« procedure*
tf)«f cou/d nor n«v« b««/i

1b

The first category of error signaling contains errors already signaled by
analytical review (Ib2 in figure 3.3) and has been addressed in example IA of
the previous section. The second category contains errors signaled by oilier
procedures, for cases where analytical review is considered not to be an
alternative procedure (Ib3). This category is described in example 3.2.

Example 3.2: Errors s/gna/ed by a/fernaf/Ve procedures fnaf cou/d nor rtave
been s/gna/ed by ana/yt/ca/ rev/ew
T/7e company XYZ nas a /ega/ d/spi/fe iv/fn one or" /7/s c//enfs. /f /s expected f/iaf XVZ
kv/7/ suffer a maferia/ toss due to r/?/s d/spufe. /W ffte momenf, f/)e d/spute /s /n court
and /s nof yef reflected ;n fne dra/i? ffnanc/a/ sfatemen/s and re/ated /aivyers expenses
are nof yef /nc/uded ;n fne accounf/ng system.
S/gna//ng f/j;s mafena/ error oy ana/yf/ca/ rewew /s nof poss/b/e, as fne ffnanc/'a/
consequences are nof /nc/uded /n fne ffnanc/a/ sfatemenfs.
>A/femaf;Ve procedures, suc/i as rewew/ng f/ie m/nutes or' f/?e managemenf board,
as/c/ng for a managemenf represenfaf/on, and/or reguesf/ng a /awyer's /effer can
revea/ ffte error.
^

Tne error can be s/gna/ed by ofher procedures, and ana/yf/ca/ rev/etv /s nof
regarefed as an a/femaf/Ve.
("area f b3 in figure 3.3j

The third category contains errors signaled by other procedures that could
alternatively have been signaled by analytical review (Ibl). This category is
described in example 3.3.
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Examp/e 3.3: Errors fnaf cou/d fta^e been s/gna/ed by ana/yt/ca/ rev/ew
/n frte dra/if figures of tf)e company XYZ, a maferia/ overstatement /s /nc/uded /n fbe
teng/b/e fixed assefs due to fne absence of entering fbe deprec/ation cnaAge for fne
/asf quarter, fne absence of entering fbe depreciation charge /s due to personne/
prob/ems af fne accounting department, ^ s a resu/f, fbe depreciation charge /n fbe
prof/7 and toss statemenfs /s understated.
Tne aud/tor assesses fb/s error when pertbrm/ng fesfs of dete/V on fne tang/b/e fixed
asse/s by computation of fne depredation rate * purchase va/ue for a new cap/ta/
expendrfure originated ;n fn/s year. He /hen observes fhaf fhe deprec/ation charge ;s
part/y absenf nof on/y for fh/s new /tern, buf for a// /terns /n fhe tang/b/e fixed assef
/edger. 77»e time effort for revea//ng fhe tofa/ /mpacf of fhe error /s four hours.
Pertbrm/ng ana/yf/ca/ rewew on fhe prof/f and /oss statemenf when start/ng fhe aud/f
m/ghf have s/gna/ed fhe error/mmed/afe/y.
^

The error /s s/gna/ed by anofher procedure ffesf of defa/7), buf cou/d a/temative/y
have been s/gna/ed by ana/ytica/ rev/ew. /n fhe /affer case, fhe time needed to
s/gna/ fhe error /'s m/n/ma/ as compared vwfh fhe tesf of deta/7.
(area fbf /nfigure3.3J

The latter category has the potential for improving audit efficiency and needs
further investigation. The extent the auditor has errors in category I b l of the
figure related to the number of errors detected during the audit (1b) is defined as
the non-signaling ratio:

ED

Inhere:
ENS refers to the errors signaled by other procedures which could alternatively
have been signaled by analytical review (area 1b1 in figure 3.3)
ED refers to all errors detected during the audit (area 1b in figure 3.3)

Using the current definition for the non-signaling ratio, the potential outcomes of
the non-signaling ratio van. from nil to one. whereas the minimum score of nil
indicates, that all errors during an audit which are signaled w ith other procedures
could not alternatively have been signaled with analytical review. The maximum
score of one indicates that all errors during an audit, which are signaled by other
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procedures than analytical review might have been signaled by analytical review
alternatively. In other words, the higher the non-signaling ratio, the better the
opportunities for gaining audit efficiency by using analytical review more
frequently.
It was considered to define the non-signaling ratio as area I hi as
compared to area Ib2 instead. Using such a definition, the outcomes would have
been more distributed, but neglect the relativity to the total number of errors
observed in the audit file.

3.2.5 The non-detection ratio
In chapter 2, I addressed that previous research shows that auditors have
difficulty with hypothesis generation, information search and hypothesis
evaluation during the performance of analytical review. I described in section
2.4.4.3 that client representations may bias the auditor during the information
search of his decision making process of analytical review. Specifically, starting
a fluctuation analysis with asking a client representation for the unexpected
fluctuation, without developing one or more own hypotheses on the potential
causes of the fluctuation, may prevent the auditor from detecting the error.
Besides, I described in section 2.5.5 that previous research showed that the
nature, timing and extent of investigation might also influence the auditors'
ability to detect the error. Example 1C explained the risk of non-detection if the
auditor does not corroborate the finding with other (internal or external)
evidence. The two possible follow-up steps after signaling the error by analytical
review, detection and non-detection, are visualized in figure 3.4.
If the auditor does not detect the error as a direct follow-up of signaling the error
during analytical review, analytical review is performed ineffectively. Analytical
review effectiveness can be improved if the ratio of detected errors relative to
the number of signaled errors by analytical review can be increased. I therefore
developed the 'wow-detecV/o/; ra//o\ The introduction of a ratio instead of using
an interval scale on the number of errors is aimed at eliminating the potential
correlation between the number of errors not detected as direct follow-up of
analytical review and the total number of errors signaled by analytical review.

rf^toyamalyticrfwvk^

Error» that could have
L i been signaled by AR

All error» included
in the financial
statement»
to be audited

Errors signaled and
,ib22 detected by AR
gn*l» detected
during audit
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For instance, assume audit A with 4 errors signaled by analytical review
and of which 2 were not detected as direct follow-up. Further assume audit B
with 2 errors signaled by analytical review and 1 not detected as direct followup. Audit B has only one error not detected as direct follow-up, whereas audit A
has twice as much errors not detected as direct follow-up. This double hit is
related to the double numbers of errors signaled by analytical review (A: 4; B:
2). At the end, the non-detection ratio is .5 for both audits.
The extent the auditor is able to detect errors during analytical review can be
made operational as the number of errors signaled and detected by analytical
review (area Ib22 in figure 3.4) relative to the number of errors signaled by
analytical review during the audit (area Ib2 in figure 3.4). Negatively stated, the
'non-detection ratio' is defined as:

Es
Where:
END refers to the actual errors not detected as a direct follow-up of signaling the
error by analytical review (area 1b21 in figure 3.4)
Es refers to all errors initially signaled by analytical review (area 1b2 in figure 3.4)

Using the current definition for the non-detection ratio, the potential outcomes of
the non-detection ratio vary from nil to one, where the minimum score of nil
indicates, that all errors initially signaled by analytical review, were detected as
a direct follow-up procedure. Inherent to the field study concept in which only
known errors are covered, the error is detected by an alternative audit procedure
during the remaining part of the audit. The maximum score of one indicates that
during the audit all errors initially signaled by analytical review were not
detected as a direct follow-up procedure. In general, the higher the non-detection
ratio, the greater the opportunity for improving analytical review effectiveness
by improving the quality of the fluctuation analysis.

3J.I Introduction
In this section, the three primary research questions will be extended with more
specific, secondary research questions. The next section addresses the
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contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Section 3.3.3 addresses the
potential of analytical review for increasing audit efficiency. Section 3.3.4
addresses analytical review effectiveness. The research questions are addressed
in a field study as presented in the next chapters.
3.3.2 Research questions on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling
Wright and Ashton (1989) investigated the role of analytical review in error
signaling. They performed an archival study on the 1984 audit files of Peat
Marwick in the United States. Their findings indicate that relatively simple audit
procedures, such as analytical review, client inquiry and recalling prior year
audit findings, signal more than 50% of the errors during the audit. Their study
also indicated that the role of analytical review in error signaling was only
weakly dependent on the internal control strength of the company.
Note that the Wright and Ashton files were based on the mid 1980\s audit
settings, and in the past 15 years, the audit environment has evolved, which will
be discussed in section 4.2.1. Therefore, it is relevant to replicate their study in a
current audit context and test whether the contribution of analytical review is
still significant in error signaling as it was in the Wright and Ashton study.
The related research question is:
/?(> /. /; ff Ac/ i.v /A* rWa/fY? ron/rifru/fo/f o / a/ia/v//ca/

WJVH>

m

The first research question has a descriptive nature and is the introduction to the
remaining research questions.
Part of the analysis of research question 1.1 is the investigation which
specific analytical review procedure was involved in signaling the error.
Analytical review can be performed with a range of specific procedures varying
from a simple comparison of current with prior year figures to extended
regression analysis. In the previous studies, researchers stressed the added value
of regression techniques. For instance, Kinney and Uecker (1982, p. 67) argued
that 'V/;c o«/r /iw/yjro/viö/t' /«/<)rm<i/iV>« ;.v /Ae />OO£ va/i/t\ wA/cA com/7row«e
/At* /UM« /<>r fom/xirwo/?". This argument implies that all other information is
appropriate. Consequently, models based on information, such as regression
models, should be appropriate and useful in audit practice as a predictor of
expected values in the unaudited figures. However, inappropriateness in practice
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of regression models has resulted in only minimal use of these models in
practice (Biggs and Wild, 1984; Ameen and Strawser, 1 994).
Professional standards do not prescribe which specific analytical review
procedures are to be used. Based on the Wright and Ashton (1989) findings and
on the limited attention for regression analysis in the audit practice, it is
expected that also in the current field study mainly simple analytical review
procedures are used.

3.3.2.7 Cb/i/i/ige/if var/aWe. rumu/a/;ve
Professional standards prescribe the auditor to use his cumulative
knowledge of the client when developing the audit plan. As introduced in
section 2.4.2, cumulative knowledge comprises the cumulative experience of the
audit firm as well as the experience of the audit manager in charge. In this thesis,
the cumulative knowledge is operationalized by the number of years of
experience of the audit firm (client tenure) and the number of years the audit
manager is involved in the specific engagement.
Previous research findings show that the quality of audit work depends on
the auditor's expertise. Houghton and Fogarty (1991) found that auditors with
prior knowledge about their client could identify during the audit planning
process those audit areas having the highest risk of error. In section 2.4.2, I
addressed that previous research used general experience (e.g. Biggs, Mock and
Watkins, 1988; Bedard and Biggs, 1991a) or industry-specific (as surrogate for
domain-specific) experience (Bedard and Biggs, 1991b; Bedard, Biggs and
DiPietro, 1998) as surrogates for expertise. The learning effect implies that the
more experienced auditors have the ability to select the audit procedure that is
the most applicable for signaling errors. As the audit manager is responsible for
making the audit plan operational with the decision on the nature and extent of
audit procedures to be used, is it expected that the expertise of the audit manager
is a contingent factor on signaling errors with analytical review. The same
relationship is expected for client tenure as the surrogate for the audit firm's
experience. The signaling ratio is used to test the research question below.
The related research question is:

//A/V

/

/

f

/

'

I/I e r r o r
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As analytical review is an attention directing procedure, it is expected that
cumulative knowledge has a positive effect on the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling.

In section 2.4.3, I described the relationship between risk assessments and the
audit procedures. I noted that professional standards require that the risk
assessments are to be addressed in the audit plan, including the decision on the
nature and extent of the audit procedures to be used.
Wright and Ashton (1989) investigated the potential relationship between
the assessment of internal control procedures and the audit procedure that
signaled the error. They argued that the reliability of accounting records and
financial statement data should be enhanced as internal control procedures are
strengthened. Thus, when control procedures are strong, the auditor should be
able to place greater reliance on internal accounting records and analytical
review procedures. Hence, if controls are weak, the auditor should place less
reliance on such evidence. The Wright and Ashton findings indicate that the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling is the largest at clients with
moderate internal control procedures in the specific transaction cycle incorporating the error, as compared with clients who have strong or weak internal
control procedures.
The apparent contradiction that analytical review contributes more to error
signaling at clients with moderate internal controls than at clients with strong
internal controls, can be explained by the presumption that the reliance on
analytical review is indeed higher when internal controls are strong, but that the
error incidence is lower than cases where the controls are moderate or weak. As
a result, analytical review may be used more frequently, but the chance to signal
an error is less at clients with strong controls as compared to clients with
moderate controls. Note that the extent and nature of audit procedures is
contingent to the desired level of assurance by the auditor. This consideration
assumption will be addressed in chapter 7.
Despite the increased attention for the assessment of control environment
condition in the current audit approaches of the audit firms, which were initiated
by the COSO report (COSO, 1992), little is known about the relationship
between inherent and control risk assessments, control environment assessment,
errors, and the implications of these elements for the audit plan. Specifically, no
research findings are available on the influence of control environment on the
contribution of analytical review to error signaling. Further research is needed to
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investigate the influence of the control environment condition on analytical
review. Marden, Holstrum and Schneider (1997) explored the effects of control
environment on risk assessments. The results indicate that the control
environment has potentially a large impact on the auditors' assessment of risk
and consequently the audit plan, including the decision on the nature and extent
of audit procedures to be used. In an earlier study, (Creutzfeldt and Wallace
(1986) found in an archival setting that companies with better management
controls^ have fewer and smaller errors in the financial statements than others.
As indicated before, the understanding of the influence of internal controls on
financial statements has evolved from internal control procedures towards
control environment in the last decade. The COSO report indicates a relationship
between the assessment of control environment and control risk, as follows:
"77ie co/7/ro/ env/ron/we«/ sett f/»e /one o/"«w f>rg<jrtiz<j//w», /«/7w<w/>t# ///e
con/ro/ cottsc/oM.sness o / /7s peop/e. // « //ie you/u/cjf/o« /or a// o//ier
.v/rwefwre "Y
Consistent with the current framework of internal controls, it might be more
relevant now to investigate the influence of the control environment condition
on the contribution of analytical review in error signaling, rather than to
replicate the Wright and Ashton (1989) approach with internal control
procedures in the specific transaction cycle. Nevertheless, consistent with the
Wright and Ashton (1989) findings, it is to be investigated whether the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling is lower at clients with an
excellent control environment condition than at clients with a moderate control
environment condition. The signaling ratio is used to test the following research
question.
The related research question is:
//OH» </O räA asses-s/we/i/s «rjQfec/ /A* re/a//ve
rev/en» i/f

As previous research did not show a strong relationship between risk
assessments and analytical review, the research question is stated without an
expected direction.
^Creutzfeldt and Wallace (1986) specified management controls by (a) management expertise
in recording routine transactions, (b) competence of accounting personnel, (c) turnover of
accounting personnel, and (d) management attitude toward accounting policies.
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3.3.3 Research questions on audit efficiency
3.5.5./ Cortf/Mgew/ var/aft/e. /Ae //i/7«e/ice o/f/re cwmw/af/ve

In section 3.3.2.1, the expected effect of cumulative knowledge of the client was
investigated in relationship to the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling. Similar to the arguments on testing the cumulative knowledge in
section 3.3.2.1, it is expected that the cumulative knowledge of the client affects
the potential of analytical review for audit efficiency. The non-signaling ratio is
used to test the following research question.
The related research question is:
2./:
a.v /nffl.vi/m/ A>- //if ww-.v/g/Ki/mff ra/w?

5.5.5.2 Cbrtf/'/igenf var/aft/e: räÄ assess/newte
Similar to the arguments for testing risk assessments related to the contribution
of analytical review in error signaling, the relationship between analytical
review and risk assessments is relevant for the auditor when considering the
potential of analytical review for audit efficiency. For instance, the opportunity
to gain audit efficiency by using analytical review can be greater at clients with a
moderate control environment condition, than at clients with an excellent control
environment condition. The non-signaling ratio is used to test the following
research question. In this specific case, it is to be investigated whether the nonsignaling ratio as a measurement scale for audit efficiency is negatively related
to the control environment condition, as the a priori reliance on analytical review
might be already higher at clients with an excellent control environment
condition.
The related research question is:
2.2:
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3.3.4 Research question on analytical review effectiveness
i.5.4./ //tfrodwc/zo/7
In this section, the primary research question related to analytical review
effectiveness -How does developing expectations affect analytical review
effectiveness- is addressed with a more specific research question on client
representations. In section 2.4.4.3 it was discussed that previous research
stressed the potential bias by inaccurate client representations. Less attention in
previous research was paid to the potential negative effect on analytical review
effectiveness when a client representation is accurate. In that case, starting the
fluctuation analysis is effective and contributes to audit efficiency additionally.
Further evidence from a field setting may contribute to a better understanding of
the potential effects of using client representations during the fluctuation
analysis.

3.3.4.2

Client representations are an important source of audit evidence. In section
2.4.4.3, it was addressed that professional standards require the auditor to be
skeptical towards this source of evidence, as it is presumed that the source is
motivated only to disclose information to the auditor that is in its own interest.
Previous research indicates that the auditor may indeed be biased by client
representations (Bedard and Biggs, 1991b, Bierstaker, Bedard and Biggs, 1999)
when the client representation is inaccurate. In section 3.2, the difference
between signaling and detection was addressed. It is expected that if an auditor
signals the errors and then immediately notes the (incorrect) client
representation, he runs the risk of a non-detection of the error. As a result,
analytical review effectiveness is not obtained.
Contrarily, if the client representation is accurate, the auditor has the
opportunity to detect the error quickly. Therefore, if the auditor is able to
evaluate the objectivity and competence of the source, he might have
opportunities to improve analytical review effectiveness.
As the previous research on the influence of client representations has provided
only evidence by experimental settings, corroboration is needed in a field
setting. The non-detection ratio is used to test the following research question.
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The related research question is:
v ,v/a/7;7f£ f/iv?s//£a///i£ /Af u/texperte*/ /7uf/ua/f0/ts H>I/A
//if u/'/j a//ferf a/ja/yf/Va/ r^v/Vu' i/0fec/f ve/te»'?

3.3.5 Introduction of a control variable: prefinal audit procedures
As mentioned in section 2.2, the audit planning stage enables the auditor to be
flexible in the nature, timing and extent of the audit procedures. As part of audit
planning at a number of engagements, the auditor has the possibility to perform
'prefinal audit procedures', which are performed during the interim stage of the
audit. Prefinal audit procedures are meant as an early warning procedure for
multi-location audits. All local audit teams report preliminary audit findings,
including errors that should be resolved before year-end in order to prevent audit
adjustments at year-end.
In general, the nature of prefinal audit procedures is similar to the audit
procedures that can be used during the final audit. However, the auditor may
have re-organized the audit plan in terms of timing, nature and extent of audit
procedures as compared with audits without prefinal audit procedures. For
instance, prefinal audit procedures on the third quarter figures may reveal errors
that otherwise could have been discovered by the client in the fourth quarter. In
that case, the auditor may not have observed the error at all in an audit without
prefinal audit procedures. Also, it is possible that the auditor has identified the
error during the prefinal audit procedures with an audit procedure that would not
have been used during an audit without prefinal audit procedures. As a result,
the contribution of audit procedures in error signaling may vary between audits
with and without prefinal audit procedures respectively.
The existence of prefinal audit procedures is therefore introduced as a variable
that may have an effect on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling. The existence of prefinal audit procedures is included in the
descriptive and statistical analyses of chapter 5 and 6 as a control variable for the
signaling ratio and the non-signaling ratio.

i.^ Summary
In this chapter I developed research questions based on the primary research
questions, which were formulated in chapter 1. The further development of
research question was based on the literature overview in chapter 2. The
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research questions refer to the contribution of analytical review in a field setting,
and the etTects of specific contingent variables on audit efficiency and analytical
review effectiveness. I will introduce the research design in the next chapter,
followed by preliminary descriptive statistics in chapter 5. Multivariatc analyses
are performed in chapter 6. As mentioned in section 3.3.2, research question I.I
has a descriptive nature and is fully addressed in the descriptive analysis of
chapter 5.

4 RESEARCH DESIGN

The literature overview in chapter 2 noted that most previous research on
analytical review is based on experimental studies. In order to add to our
knowledge concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of analytical review, it is
important to use a research method that overcomes the limitations of previous
experimental research. An archival setting enables us to observe documented
audit decisions from actual audits including the documentation of contingent
variables that may affect audit efficiency and effectiveness.
This chapter describes the research design used in this study. Section 4.2
introduces the audit firm engaged in this study, followed by the sampling
method in section 4.3. Sample size considerations are described in section 4.4,
followed by the selection strategy in section 4.5. This chapter ends with a
description of the questionnaire used in the study in section 4.6 and the response
rate in section 4.7.

4.2.1 The audit firm
The audit firm involved in the sample is PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in The
Netherlands, more specifically the ex-legacy Coopers and Lybrand (C&L) just
before the merger with Price Waterhouse and prior to the introduction of new
documentation standards. The main reason for choosing this firm is my
involvement as an auditor within this firm. This position enabled me, in my role
as researcher, to facilitate the data collection process and to obtain clarifications
from participants in cases where the replies in the questionnaire were not
completed or were unclear.
Previous archival studies on error findings have been performed at various
audit firms, but mainly at KPMG Peat Marwick (Hylas and Ashton, 1982,
Wright and Ashton, 1989, Mock and Wright, 1993) and Arthur Andersen
(Kreutzfeldt and Wallace. 1986). Due to the wide implementation of US- and
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1FAC- GAAS in all Big Four audit firms, it is not expected that various audit
approaches would generate substantially different audit findings between these
audit firms. The considerations for this remark will be addressed further in
section 7.3.2.
Since the publication of previous archival error studies around 1990, the
audit environment has evolved. For example, the COSO report (COSO, 1992) is
considered to be an important milestone for audit approaches when introducing
the element of control environment as part of the internal control system. Many
audit firms, including C&L in 1994, revised their audit approaches following the
issuance of the COSO report. As a consequence, a sample based on recent C&L
files may differ from previous archival studies, partly as a result of the evolution
of audit approaches. These methodological issues are addressed in chapter 7,
when discussing the limitations of the current study.

4.2.2 Country

The majority of field studies in audit research and experimental studies in the
analytical review area have been performed in the US. Unfortunately, Europe
has only a limited tradition in empirical audit research and archival studies in
particular. Potentially, the results in a European context may deviate from a US
setting due to economic, regulatory and cultural differences. However, I do not
expect significant differences between the Dutch and US C&L audit process due
to the fact that the audit approach has been implemented based on global audit
standards.

4.2.3 Electronic archives
C&L introduced an electronic audit support system 1995. This electronic system
comprises an audit planning, performing and filing process, based on a database
structure. Amongst others, an important advantage of this electronic system as
compared with hardcopy files is the audit trail from the audit work performed to
the main audit findings at the end of the audit. For instance, when recording an
observation during an audit procedure, upcoming issues are recorded specifically
for follow-up by the audit manager and partner. They record the resolution of the
issue as a review comment in the same working paper. Another advantage is the
standardized documentation of audit evidence as compared with paper files. As a
consequence, participants were able to recall the audit findings by following the
audit trail, which had been recorded in the audit database. Note that my study
refers to the C&L audit files prior to the introduction of the new documentation
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standards in the merged firm with Price Waterhouse. The new documentation
standards focus, amongst others, on the ow/co/wes of each audit procedure and
not on recording the /?roce55. As a result, in the renewed documentation
standards, posted errors (adjusted errors during the audit work) are not
documented anymore.

The sampling method used in this study is based on Wright and Ashton (1989),
who investigated audit errors and audit procedures in an archival study. They
asked audit managers to review their files and to report on audit errors and
earnings effects, error causes, materiality, initial detection review and internal
control strength.
The research design of the current study contains important improvements
of the data quality as compared with prior archival studies in the audit area. The
current design overcomes the limitations previous researchers had with data
collection. Kor instance. Mock and Wright (1999) summarize the data quality
problems with limitations due to confidentiality and data coding. In the current
study, data quality is improved due to the fact that the researcher has direct
access to the participants, whereas previous researchers did not have direct
access for reasons of confidentiality. Direct contact with the participants enabled
me to ask for additional clarifications when specific replies were not clear. Data
quality is further due to the fact that the files are archived electronically, whereas
previous archival studies were based on paper files. Within the electronic
archiving system, an audit trail can be observed from the final considerations
back to the audit procedures performed.

4.4.1 Introduction
A number of previous audit archival studies did not use a randomly selected
sample, but used non-probability samples. The main reason for a non-probability
sample is the exploratory nature of current and previous archival studies. The
current study combines the probability and non-probability aspects from
previous studies.
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4.4.2 Sample size considerations
When considering the desired sample size of the current study, I concluded from
previous research (see table 4.1) that the sample size should take three factors
into account. Firstly, the research objectives of the field study influence the
number of observations needed. Given the research questions developed in
chapter 3, not only the number of audit files in the sample is relevant, but also
the number of errors included in each file and statistics on signaling and
detecting errors.
Secondly, the sample size should lead to an acceptable response rate as the
response rate in previous field studies varied significantly. For instance. Waller's
study on risk assessments (1993) used 385 files in various industries and had a
response of 215 (56%). Wright and Ashton (1989), who limited their
investigation to explorations on audit errors, had a sample of 630 randomly
selected files resulting in 186 files used (29,5%). Mock and Wright (1993). who
focused their study on planning judgments, had a sample of 345 engagements
and a response of 159 audits (46%).
Finally, I had practical sample size limitations as I involved practitioners
in this study. Based on my discussions with the responsible partners, I observed
that completing the questionnaire would lead to a significant workload of
managers and staff. The audit firm involved was willing to co-operate, but
required a restricted effort. A random sample approach requiring a larger sample
was considered to be too costly for the participating audit firm. Alternatively, I
chose for a combination of a probability and non-probability sample, which will
be addressed in the following section.
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Table 4.1: Overview of previous field studies, focus, sample size and
response
Study

1 lylas and Ashton

Focus

5 largest errors

(1982)
Krcut/.feldt and

Sample

Non-

Sample

Respon-

Respon-

size

se"

se rate

Errors

200

152

76%

281

260

260

100%"

1506

630

186

29.5%

368

probability
All errors

Nonprohahility

Wallace (1986)
Wright and Ashton

5 largest exceeding

Non-

(1989)

20% of materiality

probability

Mock and Wright

Planning judgments in

Probability

345'"

159

46.0%

N/A

(1993)

accounts receivable

Probability

385

215

55.8%

N/A

Probability

406

171

42 1%

368

Probability

160

74

46.3%

N/A

8 largest errors in

Probability

184

147

79.9%

624

various industries

Non-

»nd accounts payable
(manufacturing,
merchandising)
Wuller(IVVJ)

Control assessment in
accounts receivable,
inventory, accounts
payable (various
industries)

Malctln and

Industry error

Wright (19%)

characteristics in 6
industries

Mock and Wright

Audit plan

(1999)

adjustments reflecting
changed risks in
general manufacturing
and high tech
manufacturing

Himers (current)

probability

* After reduction of non-usable responses.
* The study was an internal Arthur Andersen project, with compulsory participation.
" Based on a random sample of 600 minus 255 engagements that did not meet the selection
criteria or were no client anymore.
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The sampling strategy was based on the organizational structure of the Dutch
PwC audit practice. PwC is structured with Quality Assurance (QA) partners
responsible for quality assurance in their local business unit. These partners act
under responsibility of the Assurance & Business Advisory Services (ABAS)
Board". The ABAS Board supported this study by an introductory memo
requesting each QA partner to randomly select 10 audit clients tor this study.
Selection criteria were medium sized and large companies in the profit sector'".
Holding companies and non-profit organizations were not selected because of
their specific audit characteristics. Once the QA partner selected the files, the
ABAS Board sent a support memo to the participants (managers and assistantmanagers) involved. A few days later the participants received the questionnaire
by mail including an explanatory memo.
In order to improve the auditor's involvement and to obtain useful data,
the selection strategy included specific steps to increase the participation rate.
I he improvement or the willingness to participate was considered to be crucial.
This was accomplished by (a) the cover letter by the ABAS Board, (b)
explaining the purpose of the project and the potential advantages for practice in
the introduction memo, and (c) QA-partner involvement in order to instruct and
monitor the follow-up by the participants. It was further considered that the
results would not be used for individual partner and/or staff performance
measurement, and that no individual client data would be published internally
and/or externally.
The audit engagements involved referred to audits performed early 1998 on
the 1997 financial statements. Selection of the engagements took place in May
and June 1998. The questionnaires were distributed in July 1998 with anticipated
return towards the end of August 1998. Selecting the engagements was
scheduled at a time that the audits were already completed. I considered moving
the questionnaire to January 1998 in order to facilitate the participants in
recording the errors. I concluded that the benefits of sending the questionnaire
per January 1998, in terms of the accuracy of recording, did not weigh against
the potential bias in the audit process due to the availability of the questionnaire
during the fieldwork. Besides, the summertime is the appropriate period for the
audit teams to evaluate the latest audit and to formulate the audit strategy for the
next year audit. Completing the questionnaire enabled the participants to
'' This is the former Business Assurance Steering Committee (BASC) at the C&L-legacy.
'" The categories were according to the Dutch law, which is based on European Union
Company Law Directives.
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structure their evaluation. Finally, the availability of the electronic filing enabled
the participants to recall their findings quickly.

46

7%* 9ifev//o/fita/r?

4.6.1 Structure
The investigation method used in this study uses audit findings in a field setting.
The starting point of my investigation is the evaluation of audit findings at the
end of the audit. In this stage, the audit manager and partner evaluate the main
audit findings and discuss these findings with client management.
The questionnaire is included in Appendix B of this book. The questionnaire consisted of four sections, prefaced by an introduction section. The
introduction section described the purpose of the study and the definitions used,
including relevant examples. The first section contained general engagement
.information .to Jv* «raimjiUifcul Xtu* ..SRTJHU* jyvtfinr w'yintniai^ ^rymKn'
environment/risk specific questions on the engagement level. Section 3
contained the audit findings to be completed, including the details of a
maximum of the largest 8 errors. Section four contained a number of debriefing
questions.

4.6.2 Language
The language used in the questionnaire was English. The choice of English was
based on a number of arguments. Firstly, the questionnaire was based on the
Wright and Ashton (1989) study as I anticipated reporting in the same categories
as the previous study. Changing the language might have caused interpretation
problems. Secondly, when developing the selection strategy, I had to anticipate
some non-Dutch participants completing their exchange program in the Dutch
PwC firm. The use of two languages within one study would not stimulate
unambiguous interpretation by participants. Also, an English questionnaire
would not cause major problems for the participants, as all participants were
used to English documents, such as the audit approach, general instructions, and
specific updates. In order to test this proposition, I included a debriefing
question in the questionnaire on this topic. The outcomes of the debriefing
questions are addressed in section 5.2.1.
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4.63 Definitions and measurement
I explained the definitions of key concepts used in the questionnaire to the
participants in the introduction section. The definitions used are summarized as
follows:
Errors
Consistent with Wright and Ashton (1989) and Hylas and Ashton (1982), the
starting point for investigating the effects of analytical review performance is the
eva/ua/'o/i o / errors a/ f/»e em/ o/ f/»e au</;7 just before the decision on the
auditor's statement. At the evaluation stage, the auditor mainly considers all
detected errors, but focuses on material errors in the financial statements. As a
result, each detected error can either be adjusted or waived".
In order to obtain the full scope of all material errors, whether or not
adjusted by the client, participants were asked to report all errors including
waived errors.
Deviating from Wright and Ashton (1989), who asked for only the four
largest errors that equaled or exceeded 20 percent of planning materiality, I did
not put a size restriction on the errors and enlarged the maximum number of
errors to eight. The main reason for this was to prevent losing data due to this
constraint, but still considering the participant's efforts in reviewing the audit
file. Comparing the results of this project with the Wright and Ashton (1989)
study is still ensured by relating the number and magnitude to materiality levels.
/«/V/a/ eve/ift a/i</ error causes
Participants were asked to identify the initial event and error cause. 'Initial
event' refers to the audit procedure, circumstances or event that initially leads
the auditor to suspect that an error has occurred. 'Error causes' refer to the
auditor's judgment as to the likely cause of the error. The same nine categories
of initial events and seven categories of error causes are used as in Wright and
Ashton (1989).
Error sfg/ta/mg ana* errortfWecfio/i
Deviating from Wright and Ashton (1989), I expanded the error identification at
the initial event to the difference between error signaling and error detection.
Error signaling is defined as "the audit procedure, circumstances or event that
initially led the auditor to suspect that an error had occurred". For instance, the
" Defined as being not adjusted.
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identification of unexpected differences during preliminary analytical review is
such an event.
After signaling the potential error, the auditor analyzes and verifies the
potential causes of the unexpected fluctuation. The ultimate step is the detection
of the error. Error detection may occur during analytical review as described
above, or may occur during subsequent audit procedures. See section 2.3 for the
discussion on the decision process.

Participants were asked to report on the timing and usage of client
representations during analytical review. 'Client representations as a starting
point for fluctuation analysis' refers to the situation that the auditor already
identified the unexpected fluctuation in the unaudited book values and starts the
further investigation with asking the client for a representation of this
fluctuation. Client representations can be written (e.g. in monthly or quarterly
reporting) or can be verbal explanations by client's management and its staff.
a/«/ ro/r/ro/ mA a.v.vrv.vm^/ifc
Two types of scales were used in the questionnaire to measure the auditors' risk
assessments on the inherent risk and internal control procedures levels. The first
scale is a 3-point scale, which was used at C&L. This scale contains risk
assessments as 'max', 'below max' and 'low'. The second scale is a 7-point
scale with 'max risk' and Mow risk' as end points. The main reason for
introducing the second scale is the rather rough scale used in audit practice. The
second scale was used to have a more detailed indication of the location on the
continuum between high and low risk assessments. I specifically asked the
participants to complete the risk assessment information on both scales, where
the 1-3 scale was based on the audit file and the other based on the participant's
estimate of the risk profile on a 1-7 scale.
I validated the 1-7 scales by testing the correlation between the 1-3 scale and the
1-7 scale and found a significant correlation between both measurement scales
on all aspects of inherent risk and control risk assessment. Table 4.2 shows the
statistical results on each individual assessment using the Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficient. I concluded that both measurements are highly correlated
(p= .000). Consequently, the 1 -7 scale of risk assessment is used for analyses of
inherent and control risk assessments in the following chapters.
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Table 4.2: Correlation between scales 1-3 and 1-7 for inherent risk and
control risk
Inherent risk

Control risk

139
2.25
.53

2.38
.50

Scale 1-3 (l=ma\ risk. 3=min risk)
N
Mean
Std

136

Scale 1-7 (l=max risk, 7=min risk)
N
Mean
Std
Spearman rho correlation
p-value

142

4234
I 156
749
000

144
4.652
1.103
KI5
(M)0

4.6.4 Pilot test
Before the questionnaire was finalized, a pilot version was distributed to one of
the local offices. This office was excluded from the final sample. The
observations and feedback from the pilot version were included in the final
revised questionnaire.

</. 7 Sample s/'ze a/ia" frspo/we rate
The selection strategy as described in section 4.5, resulted in requests sent to 23
Quality Assurance (QA) partners. All QA partners, except two, were willing to
cooperate. After the selection process, 184 questionnaires were sent to 21
business units in 17 Dutch offices of the audit firm. The questionnaires were sent
by postal service, pre-announced with an email message from the ABAS Board.
The questionnaires were distributed at the beginning of July 1998 with
expected return towards the end of August 1998. Where applicable, second and
third requests were sent by email to remind the participants of the questionnaire.
The number of questionnaires returned amounted 149, which is 81% of the
questionnaires distributed. Two files were kept out of the sample, as the
participants did not report the errors due to the combination of compilation
services and the audit (resulting in an effective response rate of 79.9%). Of the
35 non-returned questionnaires, 19 potential participants responded on the
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requests sent. Of them, 7 participants promised to reply, but did not, even after
an additional request. Twelve questionnaires were not returned for plausible
reasons: (1) audit not yet finalized during survey period (3), questionnaire lost in
mail (2), participant left the firm (1), no audit client anymore (2), and other (4).
The remaining 16 potential participants did not reply, even after two additional
requests.
The response rate is rather high compared to average response rates in
field settings. The high response rate can be explained by the ABAS Board
support with the cover letter to the partners and participants as well as the
researcher's direct contact with the participants.
In general, participants perceived the questionnaire as clear or moderately
clear. Only two participants (1.4%) concluded that the questionnaire was
unclear. As the questionnaire was written in English (ref. section. 4.6.2),
participants were also asked to respond whether the English wording was
inconvenient. One quarter of the participants replied that the English wording
was inconvenient, but only one participant contacted the researcher for a Dutch
version.
Average completion time was 74.54 minutes (std. 35.73 min.), varying
from 15 to 240 minutes. The variation in completion time can be explained by
the variation in the number of errors. The average tenure of the relationship
between PwC and the client was 12.8 years (std. 9.92). For two clients, the
current year was the first audit.

In this chapter, the research design was described beginning with a description
of the sampling procedure. The justification for the sample size was addressed in
section 4.4, considering sample sizes of previous analytical review field studies
and specific sample size considerations of the current study.
The selection strategy was explained in section 4.5 and included the
involvement of Quality Assurance partners of the sample organization. Specific
aspects of the questionnaire were addressed in section 4.6. This chapter ended
with the reporting of a response rate of 79.9%. This response rate is rather high
as compared with previous field studies. The descriptive statistics of the
collected data will be addressed in the following chapter.

5 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

5. /
In the previous chapter, the research design was discussed, followed by the
construction and distribution of a questionnaire sent to 184 auditors of the audit
firm's offices in the Netherlands. Of these, 149 questionnaires were returned.
This chapter contains the descriptive statistics on the sample and error data in
the questionnaire and contains the basis for the detailed analysis of the research
questions to be provided in chapter 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, client
characteristics will be discussed (5.2) including general characteristics with
respect to the contingent variables. The descriptive analyses of the error statistics
are discussed in section 5.3, including the number and size of errors per audit
area, their earnings effects, and the assessments of the most likely error causes.
Section 5.4 provides descriptive statistics of analytical review. Univariate
analyses of the independent variables that are used in the research questions are
presented in section 5.5. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 are the basis for the multivariate
analyses of the research questions in chapter 6. The chapter concludes with a
summary.

5.2 C7/V«/
5.2.1 Summary financial data
Key data on the audit engagements are summarized in table 5.1. Of all
engagements, 96% (141 of the 147 responses''') concerned main industry types
like manufacturing, merchandising and services. The clients involved vary
considerably in size. For example, revenues vary from (Euro '000) 864 to
1,452,096 and total assets vary from (Euro '000) 1,516 to 1,391,529.

'* Two of the 149 files could not be used for further analyses.

Table 5.1: Summary data on audit engagements (financial data in Euro '000)

7i

Services

Government

J4

i

Rrveaats:
-

Mean
Range

90,839
864-1,452,0%

81,289
864-769,156

115.315
5,615-895.234

94.878

26.800

50,672

925-1.452,0%

2.816-50.218

24.784-76.560

Net Income (law):
Mean
-

Range

4323

4^66

4.522

4.900

2.552

(3.720)

(12.074>-73,512

(3,566)-53,4l5

(l,522)-60,319

(1.793H3.512

410-4.997

(12.074)-912

45.366

51.310

41.570

35.857

22.335

68.219

1,516-1,391,529

1,516-1,391,529

2,537-328,828

2,562-223,713

4.499-37.275

15,860-165.077

14,911

15,595

16.848

12,780

6.982

7,665

(l,122)-332,222

(1,482 >-196.364

22-93,685

3,049-11,110

4.619-9.616

Total Assets:
Mean
Range
Eqnity:
Mean
Range

(1.482)-332.222

" The industry types used in the questionnaire weTe more detailed than presented above and were based on the 'Branchecodeboek' issued by the
Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS). Manufacturing includes Manufacturing, Energy and Mining, and Building/Construction. 'Services'
include General services, transport and environmental services.
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The substantial variation in client size in the sample is comparable to previous
field studies (Wright and Ashton. 1989; (Creutzfeldt and Wallace. 1986). The
effect of including small clients in the sample was tested. No significant
differences were found between the results for small versus large clients.

5.2.2 Cumulative knowledge
5.2.2.7 7nfroduc//o/i
In this section, the descriptive statistics on both elements of cumulative
knowledge (client tenure and experience of the manager in charge) are
presented. Further analyses of these elements with respect to analytical review
are presented in section 5.4.3.

.5.2.2.2 C7i«if
Participants were asked to complete questions concerning the cumulative
knowledge of the client. Table 5.2 includes the stratification of client tenure for
the whole sample.
Table 5.2: Client tenure
CV/enf /enure fin ><ears>

M<m/w o /

%

2-5 years

2
41

27.9

6-10 years

42

28.6

11-15 years

16

10.9

16-20 years

IS

10.2

21-25 years

14

9.5

26 years and more

14

9.5

First year

Question not completed
All

1.4

3

2.0

147

100
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5.2.2. J C7/e/j/-s/?ec///c e;r/?er/e«ce o//Ae awJ/7 ma/iager i«
Participants, each being the manager in-charge working under direct supervision
of the responsible partner, were asked to complete questions about their general
experience, experience related to the industry and the specific client.
The descriptive statistics are presented in table 5.3.The average years of
general experience is 5 years above industry-specific experience. The latter is
one year above client-specific experience. Note that in a number of cases, the
team member working under direct supervision of the requested participant
completed the questionnaire. The managers, who were originally requested to
respond, indicated in a number of cases that the person who completed the
questionnaire was highly involved in the audit and in fact can be considered as
the manager in-charge on the engagement.
Table 5.3: Average years or experience of the audit manager in charge
All respondents
(n=147)

(icncral experience
Industry-specific experience
(.'licnl-spccific experience

11.46
6.46

8.93
5.57

5.47

5.48

5.2.3 Risk assessments
5.2.3. / /«//Yu/Mff/o/»
In this section, descriptive statistics on three elements of audit risk (control
environment condition and inherent risk & control risk) are presented. The
relationship with analytical review is discussed in section 5.4.4.
5.2. J. 2 Co«/ro/ e/fvi/wimenr com/i/ton
In chapter 3, it was discussed that the internal control system is expected to
influence the number of errors. For instance, the probability of generating errors
is expected to be higher in weak internal control systems than in excellent
internal control systems. It was discussed in chapters 2 and 3 that the assessment
of the control environment ('CE') condition is an important audit procedure in
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the planning stage of the audit, but that - except for Marden, Holstrum and
Schneider (1997) - no research data are available about the consequences of
control environment conditions on the subsequent audit procedures.
The control environment condition is included in the questionnaire used in
the current study. Participants were asked to specify their assessment of the
control environment condition. Participants easily complied with this request as
the assessment of the control environment condition is a required step in the
audit approach of the audit firm involved in the study. During the planning stage
of the audit, these auditors evaluate the aspects of control environment, which
are based on the COSO report (COSO, 1992). Participants were asked to
complete the control environment assessment on a 7-point interval scale (1 -poor
-7-exceIlent quality) for each aspect of the control environment. Refer to
appendix A for a description of the control environment aspects used in the
current study.
The descriptive results are presented in table 5.4. The table shows the
assessments of the control environment condition for the six aspects investigated
in this study. The mean score for each aspect is between 4.5 and 5 on a scale of
1 to 7. The last row of the table includes the average of the six aspects in order
to be able to use one control environment variable for further statistical analysis
in the current and next chapter.
Note that the calculation of an average may not be the best surrogate for
the assessment of the control environment, as the relationship between the six
aspects may differ from weighing each aspect equally. However, due to lack of
previous research findings on the relationship of the control environment
aspects, the current calculation of the average is a best estimate. Where
applicable, all statistics in chapter 6 were run on each of the six aspects and were
compared with the average. The predictive value of the models did not
significantly differ when using the average as compared with individual control
environment aspects. In cases where one or more variables were missing, the
average was calculated by the average of the remaining variables. Additional
tests were performed for the potential bias of the omitted variables. These tests
did not indicate any bias. Further considerations and limitations for using the
average calculation are addressed in section 7.3.2.3.
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Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics per Control Environment aspect
Descriptive statistics
f/ = poor - 7 = oreW/ewf ^ua/i'rvj
C'owf/W enWrn/fmeflfu.?/>«7

S/rf

M/mmi/m

Mrr/mum

135
145

2.6
2.0

6.1
6.8

5.036
4.800

809
.977

Human resource policies and procedures

145

2.0

6.1

4.672

.866

Awareness of compliance with laws and

145

2.0

7.0

4.952

.931

141

10

6.9

4.611

1.127

Reliability ol overall financial reporting

142

1.5

6.9

5.011

1.054

Average CT. aspect»

146

2.75

633

4836

.748

The role of the Board of Directors
Effectiveness of the organization and key
management

regulations
Reasonableness of management plans
find budgetary controls

Further analysis was performed on the relationship between the control
environment condition and the number of errors found. The results are presented
in table 5.5. The table shows that the number of errors found is negatively
related to the control environment condition. Specifically, the increase in the
number of errors found is related to a decrease in the control environment
condition. For instance, the average of CE aspects is 5.033 (on a scale from 1 to
7) for audit files with 0 or I error, whereas for the audit files with 8 or more
errors, the average of CE aspects is 4.520.
Table 5.5: Control Environment condition related to the number of errors
Number of errors
7bta/

0-/

2-i

4-5

6-7

(n=l46)

(n=38)

(n=24)

(n=30)

(n==20)

(n==34)

4.836

5.033

4.889

4.905

4 826

4 520

more
Cwwn»/ fm'/rommw <i,v/*»<7

Average CF. aspects'

* F 2.362 at 1 4 l d f . p - .056*)

*) significant at ihc .10 level (2-tailed)

The results in table 5.5 confirm the preliminary analysis in chapter 3 that the
control environment condition is related to the number of errors in the audit file.
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5.2. i. 3 /nAere/if m * am/ con/ro/ r«Jt
Participants were asked to complete questions on inherent risk and control risk.
The descriptive statistics are presented in table 5.6. The table shows that the
mean assessment of inherent risk (4.234) is lower than control risk (4.652). Note
that these risks are presented at overall basis and not at assertion level. The
reason for this presentation is the very weak variation of means across
assertions. Additional tests were performed and concluded that using the overall
basis risks would not affect the results as compared to risks at assertion level.
Table 5.6: Descriptive statistics of inherent risk and control risk

Inherent risk
Control risk

Descriptive statistics
(/=maxrw/t, 7 /<»»• mW
A / a r t m u m M w ; . S 7 < /
I.I
69
4 234
1156
L5
69
4 652
I 103

142
[_*4

Table 5.7 shows that the assessment of inherent risk and control risk varies with
the number of errors found. Note that the outcomes vary from 1 for maximum
risk to 7 for low risk. In general, risk is assessed higher for audit files including
8 and more errors than for audit files without any or with less than 8 errors. Note
that inherent risk assessments do not keep pace with the number of errors found
for the other groups less than 8 errors. Specifically, inherent risk scores vary
from 3.923 (2-3 errors) to 4.820 (6-7 errors). Control risk assessments are rather
stable varying from 4.671 (0-1 errors) to 4.805 (6-7 errors). Additional analysis
of the correlation between inherent risk and control risk showed a correlation of
.611 (p=.000) using the Spearman rank test.
Table 5.7: Inherent risk and control risk related to the number of errors
Number of errors

Inherent risk *
Control risk *
•F 2.556 at 137 df, p=.O42»)
"F.782 at 139df, p=539

Tola/

0-/

2-i

4-5

<5-7

(n=144)
4.234
4.652

(n=38)
4.171
4.671

(n=23)
3.923
4.796

(n=30)
4.459
4.730

(n=20)
4.820
4.805

*) significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)

more
(n=33)
3.961
4.367
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5.2.4 Prefinal audit procedures
In section 3.3.5, prefinal audit procedures were introduced as a control variable
for the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Table 5.8 shows the
descriptive statistics with respect to the effects of prefinal audit procedures on
the number and size of errors, the audit procedure that signaled the error and the
timing of signaling. The results indicate that for audits including prefinal audit
procedures, relative small errors (on average 78% of planning materiality) are
identified as compared to audits without prefinal audit procedures (on average
143% of planning materiality), and that errors are identified earlier during the
audit process.
Further, the contribution of analytical review in error signaling for audits
containing prefinal audit procedures (11.7%) is significantly less than the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling for audits without prefinal
audit procedures (22.9%).
Table 5.8: Characteristics of audit files and the effects of prefinal audit

procedures
I'rcfinal audit procedures performed

No

Yes

(n=30)

Number of errors in related file
Average size of the error in

Afetv»

Sfc/

4.90

78%

2.54
164

4.07
143%

2.96
370

11.7%

.17

22.9%

.27

percentage of planning materiality **
Percentage of errors signaled with
analytical review'
Hmtag qf error .T/#mi//nx "* ^comparison on individual error level)
- Before final audit

17.9%

5.5%

- During final audit

82.2%

945%

'lvalue

1.400 at 144 df. p

.164

* t value .955 at 143 df. p - .341
' t value 2.053 at 125 df. p - .042*)
' Pearson chi square 21.171, Idf, p=.OOO *•). based on individual error level (n= 146 and n=459
for the 'Yes' and 'No* groups respectively
**) significant at the 01 level (2-tailcd)
*) significant at the 05 level (2-tailed)
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Summarizing, the descriptive statistics confirm the potential effect of prefinal
audit procedures on the nature and timing of other audit procedures used during
the audit as discussed in section 3.3.5. Further analyses on performing prefinal
audit procedures, as a control variable will be continued in section 5.5 onwards.

5.J
5 J.I Number of errors and their follow-up
Participants were asked to specify all errors detected during the audit. In the case
that more than 8 errors were identified, participants were requested to report
only the 8 largest errors. Table 5.9 includes the statistics on the number of
detected errors per audit file. The 147 audit files in the survey contained 624
errors"", varying from 0 to 8 per file.
Table 5.9: Number of detected errors per audit file
AWifter o/(/<?/ec fed

.\'i/w/>er «/

errors />er au<///

ÖM</J7_//7W

0

19

12.9

%

M<ff1r/>er o/Vr/ws

i«
-

0

1

19

12.9

19

3.0

2

11

7.5

22

3.5

3

13

8.8

39

6.3

4

16

10.9

64

10.3
12.0
6.7

5

15

10.2

75

6

7

4.8

42

7

13
34

8.8

91

14.6

8 and more

23.2

272

43.6

Total

147

100

624

100

" The total number of files and errors in various tables may deviate from the number of 147
files and 624 errors due to missing data.

Table 5.10: Ultimate follow-up of detected errors
En-Mi

L « j /Aon 0.2

/.0 <ait/2.0

%

Posted'*
Adjusted*
Subtotal

193

32

36

156

26

u

349

58

Waived
Total

256
60S

42
100

A*>rerfc»>2

%

59
53
112

31
28
59

19

41

37

46

16

3J

20

22

47

22
7
29

35

76

67

113
160

71
100

77
1S9

41
100

11
46

24
100

14
81

" Refers to planning materiality asreportedby the participants.
" Not reported by participants.
'* Adjusted by the client during the audit fieldwork.
* Adjusted by the client after the clearance meeting.

.Vo ma/<-rja//rv data

42

; 32

83

88

68

17

41
129

31
100

100
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Participants were asked to specify the ultimate follow-up of each error. As can
be observed in table 5.10, 58% of all detected errors were adjusted in the
financial statements, whereas 42% were waived. As expected, the percentage of
the errors adjusted is related to the error size. For example, the waived errors
decline from 71% for very small errors (<0.2 * planning materiality) to 17% for
large errors (>2 * planning materiality). It should be noted that the materiality
level reported by participants refers to the />/a/i/t;>>£ materiality and not the
financial statement materiality, which conceptually also includes undetected
errors (ISA 320). Besides, further investigation on the size characteristics of
errors was beyond the scope of this thesis. As a result, it cannot bo concluded
that these errors were incorrectly not adjusted based on the current outcomes.

5.3.2 Summarized error statistics per audit area
Participants were asked to specify the audit areas and monetary impact for each
error. The number of errors affecting the specific audit area is shown in table
5.11. Note that the number of errors per audit area is not the same as the number
of errors in the financial statements as presented in the tables 5.9 and 5.10. Since
an error affects at least two accounts in one or more audit areas, the number of
errors per audit area must be approximately twice as large as the number of audit
errors in the financial statements. For errors affecting more than two areas, only
the two largest areas were recorded. Errors affecting two or more accounts in the
same audit area are presented separately in table 5.11 as 'no effect' and only
refer to reclassifications that are isolated within one audit area. For instance, a
reclassification error between 'raw materials' and 'finished goods' has no effect
on the inventory area as a whole.
As indicated in table 5.11, the number and size of the errors vary
significantly between various audit areas. Of all detected errors, 54% relate to
current assets, current liabilities, purchases and other operating expenses, but
have a quite diverse monetary impact. Long-term liabilities, interest expense,
depreciation and amortization show only a few errors, and also have a
significant variation in monetary impact. The large variation between the
number of errors and the monetary impact per audit area can be explained by the
fact that errors related to daily and routine transactions, such as other operating
expenses, generate a huge potential for making errors, but have less monetary
impact on the financial statements as compared to non-routine transactions, such
as equity and long term liabilities.
The distribution of the errors between understatements or overstatements
varies per audit area. For example, the majority of errors related to current
liabilities and operating expenses result in understatements of these areas,

Table 5.11: Summarized error statistics per audit area (amounts in Euro 'OOP)
Over-

t/Kfer-

.Vo

jfore-

Jta/e-

e#ect

flK-n/

Prrccarta

Average size

Directioa

M*erw/i/v

Tow/

Mvw-

•d"

Afcr-

SrTVJCM

-'-

own

'»%

&/'

ring

&

GWwr

/ a t uru/fcv

c W
«ÄsinjT

Fixed assets

65

33

32

0

364

1.4

122

527

5.4

56

5.4

4.7

2.9

111

Inventory

96

51

45

0

200

8

116

302

7.9

9.1

8.6

5.8

5.9

.0

172

94

81

3

192

0.9

208

528

14.2

14 3

14.3

13.5

17.6

14.8

23

14

10

1

687

19

591

1113

1.9

1.5

2.9

1.5

.0

7.4

8.8

11.1

Current assets
Equity
Provisions/accr taxes
Long term liabilities

96

51

46

0

207

.8

154

369

8.0

8.1

6.4

9.1

8

2

6

0

290

3.0

175

171

0.7

0.0

1.8

0.7

2.9

.0

17.9

17.9

15.7

193

20.6

22.2

216

93

128

5

273

1.0

270

969

Revenues

65

33

32

0

363

2.1

332

1487

5.4

4.4

6.8

6.9

2.9

.0

Purchases

no

54

56

197

12

70

120

9.1

9.6

10.0

8.0

8.8

.0

Salary expenses

89

48

42

1

154

.8

302

1579

7.4

6.9

5.0

9.9

11.8

111

Dcpr ./amort.

27

14

13

0

365

1.6

109

282

2.2

3.0

1.1

15

2.9

3.7

155

58

97

0

150

.7

188

1239

12.8

133

11.4

12.8

14.7

14.8

Interest expense

13

5

8

0

40

.5

38

50

1.1

1.5

1.4

.0

.0

.0

Income lax expenses

32

13

19

0

204

1.3

170

198

2.6

2.7

1.8

3.6

.0

3.7

f Hher accounts'''

39

20

26

7

2.4

1.9

7.6

2.5

.0

.0

34

27

Current liabilities

Other op. expenses

Total errors/area

1J08

583

641

0

16

1.208

»3

280

274

" Note thai the bottom row of this table presents the mwihrr of errors instead of the percentages
'• No effect' means a reclauification within the same audit area. These errors are taken into consideration like the other errors, but do not result in an over- or understatement of the audit area.
" The rather high standard deviations in revenues, salary expenses and other operaling expenses arc due to i small number of large errors in these areas. Excluding these large errors, the error
amount. % of assets, error in % of materiality and std. are (I Wt; 1.7; 117; 202). (108: .5. 118; 264) and (12$: .5. 73: 143) respectively.
" Results from investments, extra-ordinary results, amongst others
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whereas the majority of errors related to inventory and current assets result in
overstatements. Only 16 errors referred to reclassifications in the same audit
area.
5 J.3 Effect of errors on earnings
In the previous section, it was discussed that the number and size of errors vary
per audit area. Actually, errors have also a ditTerent etTect on earnings as shown
in table 5.12. The 1,208 errors in the audit areas resulted in 612 errors in the
financial statements. Of these adjustments, 44.0% would reduce earnings and
35.9% would increase earnings if all errors were adjusted in the financial
statements. The remaining errors (20.1%) only resulted in reclassification effects
between balance sheet areas or between profit and loss areas.
These results corroborate Wright and Ashton (1989) that are included in
table 5.12 as a reference. The error amount in the current study remains slightly
behind the Wright and Ashton findings, which can be explained by the exclusion
of errors less than 0.2 times materiality in the Wright and Ashton study.
Further analyses of the effects of errors on earnings are beyond the scope of this
thesis; in section 7.3.3 a suggestion for further research is included addressing
the factors affecting earnings management.
Table 5.12: Effect of errors on earnings
i (79Ä9; i«

Average size
\ionfrer

Reduce earnings
Increase earnings
No earnings effect
(reclassifi cations)
Total

269
(158)
220
(104)
123
(106)
612
(368)

/'ercenrajje

44.0
(42.9)
35.9
(28.3)
20.1
(28.8)
100
(100)

Average
earnings effect

/Vrcen/ajjc
«/os.re/.v

/"Vrcenrafjc «/

£uro 000

fn<f/crr;<i/(/i'

TO"/ J/K'M/m'

166
(398)
186
(418)
444
(1.889)

.8
(2.2)
6
(6)
2.3
(15)

144
(141)
95
(86)
572
(169)

28.1

Exchange rate 1 Euro = 1 USD for the Wright and Ashton figures.

.3
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5.3.4 Assessment of the error cause
In chapter 2 and 3 it was argued that the quality of the internal control system is
expected to influence the actual number of errors. As internal control also
includes the entity's ability to generate reliable financial reporting, participants
were asked to indicate, in their judgment, the cause of the error that led to each
proposed adjustment. The participants could choose from six types of causes that
were also used by Wright and Ashton (1989) and Hylas and Ashton (1982) -" I
added a short explanation in the questionnaire for each category, as described in
table 5.13.
Table 5.13: Clarifications used in the questionnaire for each category of
error cause
Error category

Eiphmrlon

1. Personnel problems

Turnover, new/inexperienced employees,
carelessness, lime pressures, incompetence etc.

2. Insufficient accounting knowledge

Lack of awareness of generally accepted accounting
principles or client's accounting policies

3. Judgment errors

Poor or unreasonable estimates based on inadequate
information, e.g. uncollectable accounts

4. Cut-off or accrual errors"'
5. Mechanical errors

Improper posting, footing, coding, calculations etc.

6. Inudcquatc control, follow-up or review

Noncompliance with internal controls, failure to

procedures

follow-up reconciliation differences, failure to
review account collectability, etc.

7. Insufficient reflection on changed external
environment

Changed law and/or standards applicable, market
changes etc.

The descriptive results on the assessment of error causes are shown in table 5.14
and indicate that insufficient accounting knowledge, personnel problems and
judgment caused 63% of all errors. The results indicate that cut-off problems
* As compared with the Wright and Ashton questionnaire. I added the category "Insufficient
reflection on changed environment" in order to be able to test this variable. Due to the low
response in this category. I did not analyze this category in detail further.
" This category was not explained, as it was expected to be basic knowledge for participants.
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occur more frequently in the case of small errors than in the case of larger errors.
The general distribution of error causes is comparable to the error causes as
reported by Wright and Ashton (1989). However, in the Wright and Ashton
study, personnel problems occurred more frequently, whereas mechanical errors
occur less frequently in all categories of materiality in the present study. The
observed decreased influence of mechanical errors can be explained by
improved data processing possibilities as compared to the 1980's and by
increased attention for the human factor. The COSO report (COSO 1992)
summarized the human factor as follows: '/Mtrwcj/ a>/tfr<>/ m'<>#w/rf.Y
p<?o/?/? t/o «of a/vrav£ uncfers/anJ, commww/cafe' or /wr/brm tv>/i.vi.v/t'«//v.
;m//u</ua/ Arwgs fo fAe tvorAp/ace o umgue »W-ÄgroMMt/ «n</ ftr/imc«/

Table 5.14: The auditor's assessment or error causes

Errors
t'tfltSf

7o/u/

»=600

«f/HW/l /
0.?*

am// '

maferiotoy

ma/crw/iiy

»=/58

Insufficient accounting
knowledge
Judgment

Cut-off or accrual

Mechanical

»=/S<5

No
««/«T/a/tfy

«flftTKi/ify

urai».

»=«.?

n-/W
13.3%

^-o>

to=.?4oV

r»-50>

15.2%

19.4%

28.3 %

18.3%

(6.3)

-

(7.2)

(6.0)

(2.1)

-

26.0

17.1

26.3

32.6

29.3

32.0

(28.6)

-

(26.8)

(36.0)

(31.2)

-

fn= J.H»
Personnel problems

A/ort' l/uri

am/.?*

17.5%

19.5

21.5

17.7

13.0

20.7

21.1

(20.1)

-

(22.9)

(10.0)

(16.7)

-

11.5

17.1

15.1

6.5

1.2

7.8

(18.6)

-

(17.8)

(20.0)

(20.8)

-

6.7

10.8

5.4

4.3

3.7

6.3

(12.9)

-

(12.7)

(16.0)

(10.4)

-

14.6

10.9

Inadequate control.

11.3

13.3

8.6

10.9

follow-up or review

(12.6)

-

(11,4)

(12.0)

(18.8)

-

3.0

1.9

4.3

-

3.7

3.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.5

3.2

3.2

4.3

8.5

5.5

(9)

-

(1.2)

-

Insufficient reflection
on changed
environment
Other (not specified)

*) Wright and Ashton did not request for errors less than .2 times materiality

-
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5.4.1 Introduction
, .
<
:
The first primary research question in chapter 3 was defined as "How does
analytical review contribute to error signaling?" and referred to the relative
contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Secondary questions were
developed to elaborate the primary research question.
The first secondary research question was:
/ . / : WA«/ w /Ae rv/a//vr ra/f/r/Au/f'a/t o / a/ia/yr/Va/ rev/w //? error
.v/#/fa/f/tA' a.v fw/w/jarf*/ to

In this section, descriptive analyses on analytical review are presented as an
introduction to the univariatc analyses in section 5.5 and the multivariate
analyses in chapter 6. This section consists of two parts.
The first part in section 5.4.2 addresses research question 1.1, which has a
descriptive nature and is meant to give a general insight in the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling. This research question focuses on factors
that explain differences between errors. As a result, the analyses on research
question 1.1 present the contribution of analytical review at individual error
level, irrespective of the client.
The second part of this section (sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4) contains the descriptive
analyses on the effects of the contingent variables (cumulative knowledge of the
client and risk assessments) on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling and are the basis for further statistical analyses for the remaining
research questions. Consistent with these research questions in chapter 3, which
focuses on differences between clients, the descriptive and statistical analyses
are presented on the client (audit file) level. Note that these analyses refer to all
128 audit files including one or more errors. In certain tables, the participants
did not complete one or more variables. As a result, the number of included
audit files may be less than 128.

STATISTICS

I«

5.4.2 Relative contribution of analytical review in error signaling
5.4.2.7 £Vror size am/ ana/vf/ra/ review
Participants were requested to indicate the audit procedure that initially signaled
the error. Table 5.15 contains the clarification as included in the questionnaire
for each audit procedure.
Table 5.15:

Clarifications used in the questionnaire for each audit
procedure

Audit procedure
1. Analytical review

Explanation
Reasonableness tests, ratios, comparisons of balances
with prior years. This category includes analytical review
in the planning stage, substantive testing stage as well as
the evaluation stage.

2. Test of detail - analysis and review

Account reconciliations, transaction descriptions, balance
'work ups'. scan etc.

3. Test of detail - checks for mechanical
accuracy

Recalculating totals, checks on formulas in spreadsheets
etc.

4. Test of detail - documentation

Invoices, cancelled checks, etc.

5. Test of detail - confirmation

Bank statements, accounts receivable confirmations etc.

6. Discussions with client personnel

Including (pre-audit) meeting with the client, interviews,
'field discussions' with financial department personnel
etc.

7. Expectations from the prior year

Indications from prior engagement of a potential error or
risk: prior audit differences, prior working paper results,
etc.

8. General audit procedures

Review of accounting practices, legal letters, board of
director's meetings etc.

Source. (Tifefrionnaire i « « / i/i rAe cwrrenf 5fuJv, few«/ o« ffr»g/if an«/ ^5/rfo

The descriptive results of the contribution of analytical review in error signaling
are presented in table 5.16 and indicate that analytical review signaled 20.5% of
all detected errors in the sample. The contribution of analytical review in error
signaling is the largest for large errors (more than twice planning materiality)
with 28.0%. As can be observed, the percentage of errors signaled by
mathematical checks is basically inversely related to the error size.
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Table 5.16: The contribution of the audit procedures to error signaling
r7?t'.«M//.v/r«m

Siz« of error»
/.«•j.t //ion

Äefnwn

ft? •

Ae/ween /

Afore /Äon

am/2*

?•
avu/7«/>/<-

n 40.5

to=ftl

to=.v
Analytical review

20.5 */.

19.5 V.

24.1 %

12.8%

28.0 %

15.3 •/.

(15.5)

-

(12.8)

(21.4)

(21.4)

-

28.8

29.6

29.4

19.1

25.6

32.1

(28.7)

-

(32.4)

(21.4)

(19.6)

-

check« for

63

94

3.2

2.1

2.4

10.7

mathematical accuracy

(9.7)

-

(10.4)

(9.0)

(7.2)

-

170

22.0

15.5

23.4

12.2

13.7

(91)

-

(8.8)

(8.9)

(10.7)

-

15 9

12.2

Test of dctui 1 analysis and
review
I cM of detail

Test of detail

documentation

and confirmation
Client inquiry

1 xpccliition» from the prior
ycur
(ieneral audit procedures

Other

10 1

15.5

191

(13.3)

-

(12.8)

(17.9)

(10.7)

-

5.8

4.4

2.7

14.9

11.0

5.3

(215)

-

(20.4)

(21.4)

(26.8)

-

66

44

9 1

2.1

49

84

(2.2)

-

(2.4)

-

(3.6)

-

1.3

6

.5

6.4

-

2.3

13.7

*) Wright and Ashton did not request for errors less than .2 times materiality

Note that the relative contribution of'Expectations from the prior year' in error
signaling (5.8%) is far behind the Wright and Ashton findings (21.5%). It is
possible that the high frequency of the references to prior year findings in the
Wright and Ashton study was due to explicitly asking their participants for
details on last year errors (Wright and Ashton, 1989, page 722).
Surprisingly, the contribution of analytical review in error signaling in the error
size range between 1 and 2 times materiality (12.8%) lays far behind the
contribution in the smaller (24.1%) and larger (28.0%) error size ranges. Further
analysis did not reveal specific causes for these outcomes, except for the
observation that the decreased contribution of analytical review in error
signaling for this error size is offset by client inquiry and expectations from the
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prior year. In chapter 1, it was argued that analytical review, client inquiry and
expectations from the prior year are considered to he the 'simple' audit
procedures, whereas 'extensive' procedures comprise the remaining audit
procedures of table 5.16, specifically the various tests of detail and general audit
procedures. The contribution of the simple versus extensive audit procedures in
error signaling is visualized in figure 5.1. The results show that the contribution
of simple audit procedures increases with the size of the error, at the expense of
extensive procedures. For example, for errors less than .2 times planning
materiality, only 34% of the errors are signaled with simple procedures,
increasing to 55% for errors larger than twice the materiality. The current results
confirm prior Findings (Wright and Ashton, 1989) that simple procedures make a
significant contribution to error signaling.
Figure 5.1: The contribution of audit procedures in error signaling and
error size

100%

1

80%

53,2

0)

0
•o

40%

fal

ted

60%

20%

o

0%
Less than 2

Betw een 2 and 1 Betw een 1 and 2

More than 2

Size of errors in % of planning materiality
• "Simple" audit procedures

D"Extensive" audit procedures

5.4.2.2 5jpec//?c ana/y/ica/ rev/ew procedwre
Participants were asked to identify the specific analytical review procedure"" that
signaled the error. Table 5.17 shows that the vast majority of errors are signaled
by basic analytical review procedures such as comparison of balances with prior
year (53.2%), judgmental estimates (20.2%) and ratio analysis (12.1%). None of
the participants used regression analysis. These findings are consistent with
Wright and Ashton (1989). Note that the distinction between 'time series
analysis' and 'regression analysis' is limited. The table shows that only 8 errors
Defined as the specific procedure within the analytical review category
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out of 124 were not detected directly after signaling by analytical review. The
detection of errors will be addressed in section 5.5.5.
A number of participants specified in the category 'other' the procedure
'coherence testing', which is specifically used in Dutch audit practice'*'.
'Coherence testing' can be defined as: ".... /esto o/p/aws/A/e'
77H.V « </« <//ia/>7/ttj/ /voccdwre. VV/J/CA /s Aasec/ on
o/ wA/cA 0/ /eas/ owe /lay />een oMc//7et/'Y/5i4 A^o. 520
, /wr. 5/4>. Four participants identified this additional analytical review
category. As I did not include this category in the questionnaire specifically, I
have no further indication of the relative use of coherence testing as an
analytical review procedure. As far as other participants also signaled errors by
coherence testing, the categories 'time series analysis' and 'other' are considered
to be the most appropriate categories.

*** The concept of coherence testing is addressed by Blokdijk, Drieciihuizen and Wallage
(1995).
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Table 5.17: Breakdown of specific analytical review procedures that
signaled the error

C u r r e n t procedure
resulted in error
detection"
$>er</ir a/w/vf ira/ review procedure

Ratio analysis (e.g. current ratio, inventor, ratio)

)V.v

12.1

15

12

7

6

66

64

4

4

25

23

4

4

3

I

124

114

(18)
Time senes analysis (modeling)

5.6
(0.0)

Comparisons of balances with prior year

53.2
(78.6)

Comparison with industry (benchmarking)

3.2
(0.0)

Regression analysis

0.0
(0.0)

Judgmental estimates of account balances

20.2
(17.8)

Coherence testing

3.2
(N/A)

Other

2.4
(1.8)

Total

100.0
(100.0)

' The column totals do not reconcile due to missing values.

M
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5.4.2.5 7ea/M-me/wAer wAo s/j

error vw'/A a«a/v//ctf/

Participants were asked to indicate which team member signaled the error. The
results in table 5.18 show that managers as compared to assistants and seniors,
signal far more errors with the relative simple procedures (61.2% versus 30.0%
and 38.8%). For analytical review specifically, managers signaled more errors
by analytical review (27.1%) than assistants and seniors (20%).
Table 5.18: The contribution of the audit procedures to error signaling
related to the team member who signaled the error
Team member who signaled the error"
Sen/or
Analytical review

Purfmr

20.5%

20.0%

20.0%

27.1%

28.8

36.0

30.3

12 9

6.3

8.7

6.3

3.5

17.0

19.3

17.1

12.9

13.7

6.0

13.1

24.7

Expectations from the prior year

5.8

4.0

5.7

9.4

General audit procedures

6.6

6.0

6.9

5.9

Other

1.3

-

.6

36

Test ofdctail - analysis and review
Test or detail

checks for mathematical

50.0%

accuracy
Test of detail - documentation and
confirmation
Client inquiry

50.0

" The group totals do not reconcile with the total column due to missing values (10) and the
client who came up with the error (9).
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5.4J Cumulative knowledge and analytical review
In this section, the descriptive statistics on both elements of cumulative
knowledge (client tenure and experience of the manager in charge) are presented
with respect to the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Firstly,
client tenure is discussed, followed by the experience of the audit manager in
charge.
Table S.I9 includes the initial audit procedure that signaled the error,
stratified by client tenure. The table contains the percentage of errors signaled by
analytical review as compared to the total number of errors found, related to
client tenure. This ratio is referred as the 'signaling ratio' in section 5.5.3.The
table shows that the contribution of analytical review in error signaling is the
lowest during the first year of the engagement. In general, the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling increases when client tenure increases.
Table 5.19: The contribution or analytical review in error signaling and
client tenure
Client Tenure (years)'"
/m/ra/ aii</ff /?roc«/nre

Toto/

/

2-5

6-/0

f/iaf s/jfua/et/ f/ig error

n = /25

n=2

w=J6

w-ifl

Analytical review'

20.5%

12.5%

14.9%

12.6%

22.0%

38.4%

30.0%

31.6%

79.5

87.5

85.1

87.4

78.0

61.6

70.0

68.4

Other procedures

//-/5
AT /2

/6-20
w /5

2/-25
n //

>25
»-"//

'F 2.941 at 124 df, p=.0l«)
*) significant at the .01 level (2-tailed)

Table 5.20 shows the contribution of analytical review to error signaling and the
three categories of experience. The table is structured by using the median of the
years of experience. The table indicates that the contribution of analytical review
in error signaling is higher for the 'high' groups for all three categories of
experience. Using a Mann-Whitney U test, the contribution of analytical review
in error signaling significantly differs at a p=.10 level for industry-specific
experience (p=.O64) and client-specific experience (p=.063). The current
findings are consistent with the analysis in chapter 3: the contribution of
The sample totals do not reconcile due to missing values.
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analytical review in error signaling is expected to be positively related to the
cumulative knowledge of the audit manager in charge.
The results in table 5.20 show that there is no significant difference
between the two groups of general experience. These findings suggest that
general experience is not a clear indicator for the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling. As a consequence, general experience is not further
used as an independent variable in this study.
Table 5.20: The contribution of analytical review to error signaling and
experience
(•eneral

Industr) -specific

Client-specific

Experience'

experience"

Experience'

tow
top/oA

^9mj/\»

top /o 5

{

top /o J

/nor«»)

M 57

t/ //if

>«uri
.«Ml««'

n -Z9

Analytical review

18.1%

23.0%

16.9%

25.4%

15.6%

24.5%

Other procedures

81.9

77.0

83.1

74.6

84.4

75.5

"Z score-. 1.120, P - . 2 6 3
"Z score 1.854. P -.064 • )
'' Z »core

1 860,p= 063 •)

*) significant at the .10 level (two-iailcd)

Further analysis shows a high correlation (.719, p=.000 using the Spearman rank
test) between industry-specific experience and client-specific experience. This
finding indicates that using both variables might cause multicollinearity
problems in further statistical analyses. An additional analysis was performed on
the relationship between the contribution of analytical review in error signaling
versus industry-specific and client-specific experience. Using a Mann-Whitney
U test, the contribution of analytical review in error signaling was significantly
related to client-specific experience (Z= -2.028, p=.O43 (two-tailed)). For
industry-specific knowledge, the score was less significant (Z=-1.687, p=.092
(two-tailed)). For this reason, client-specific experience is used as domainspecific knowledge in the remaining part of this thesis.
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The arguments above for using only client-specific experience as independent
variable are supported by a sensitivity analysis during the multivariate analysis
of section 6.2.2.
5.4.4 Risk assessments and analytical review
In chapter 3, risk assessments were discussed as one of the contingent variables
expected to affect the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. In this
section, descriptive statistics are presented on risk assessments as compared with
the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Firstly, the control
environment condition is discussed, followed by the discussion on inherent risk
and control risk.
Table 5.21 contains the percentage of errors signaled by analytical review
as compared to the total number of errors found, related to the control
environment condition. In order to enable comparison of groups of control
environment conditions, five equal groups of control environment condition
were created based on the 20,40, 60 and 80 percentiles on the scores of the total
number of cases. The category boundaries are 4.29, 4.75, 5.16, and 5.38
respectively. The allocation of CE scores between these five groups is arbitrary,
but it was reasoned that groups should be split in a way that the weakest,
moderate and strongest groups could be distinguished with a sufficient number
of incidences.
Table 5.21: Contribution of analytical review in error signaling related to
the Control Environment condition
Control Environment Condition
(Average CE aspects)
Confro/

Toto/

20.4%
Analytical
review *
Other
79.6
procedures
' F = 1.209 at 122df.p=. 310

to=25>
17.2%

29.5%

to=27> to-25y
15.4%

to~27y
20.5%

to= 25J
18.4%

82.8

705

84.6

79.5

81.6

The results in table 5.21 show that the differences between the groups are not
significant. Additional tests that were performed did not indicate a non-linear
(for instance N-shape) relationship between the contribution of analytical review
in error signaling and the control environment condition. The suggestion in
section 3.3.2.2 that the contribution of analytical review in error signaling might
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be the largest when controls are moderate as compared with strong conditions is
not empirically supported by the current empirical findings. The absence of a
non-linear relationship is in line with earlier studies that had difficulties in
showing a relationship between risk analyses and subsequent audit procedures
(see section 2.4.3.2).
The descriptive results on the inherent risk and control risk aspects are presented
in table 5.22. The table contains the percentage of errors signaled by analytical
review as compared to the total number of errors found, related to inherent risk
and control risk assessments. For this analysis, three categories of risks are
presented. The first category is 'high risk' and includes the scores of 1-3. The
second category is 'medium risk' and includes the scores between 3 and 5. The
last category is 'low risk' and includes the scores above 5. Table 5.22 shows
consistently, but not significant, that the contribution of analytical review in
error signaling decreases with the levels of inherent and control risk assessment.
Table 5.22: Contribution of analytical review in error signaling related I©
the inherent risk and control risk assessments

M
Annlyticnl review "
Other procedures

20.1%
79.9

Inherent risk assessment
f/ wot n.vA. 7 /ow ru/ty
//igA
A/«/i!im
to--5>
to
67;
21.5%
20.6%
78.5
79.4

18.0%
82.0

Control risk assessment
f/ =mair r«/t 7^ /ow rw/U

Analytical review *
Other procedures

Toto/
to /-6>
20.1%
79.9

to /6>
22.9%
77.1

to

60;
19.8%
80.2

to=50^
19.6%
80.7

* 1 166 til 123 df. p .847
"1 211 at 123 df. p 810

5.4.5 Summary
In this section, the contribution of analytical review in error signaling was
analyzed. When answering research question 1.1, the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling is on average 20.5% for all errors included in the
sample. The contribution is contingent on error size, cumulative knowledge of
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the client, and risk assessments. In the remaining part of this chapter, the
univariate analyses for the remaining research questions are presented.

5.5 l/n/Variate a/ia/ys« o/zA* r«*arcA
5.5.1 Introduction
In this section, univariate analyses are presented that address all research
questions except Tor research question 1.1, which has already been addressed in
the preceding section S.4. In this section, the descriptive statistics on the
signaling ratio, the non-signaling ratio and the non-detection ratio are discussed.
A comprehensive discussion of the outcomes of the statistical analyses is
provided in chapter 6.
The descriptive statistics in the current chapter are introduced as a preliminary
analysis for the following research questions on error signaling (section 5.5.3):

HI

//OK*

a

Descriptive statistics are provided on non-signaling the error by analytical
review as an introduction to the following research questions (section 5.5.4):
./: //OH'
ax rnfasum/ Ay
risA
ra/zo?
Finally, this section presents the results on the following secondary research
question on analytical review effectiveness (section 5.5.5):
//OH* aoe* s/ar/f/t£ invev//^a/fif^ /A^ w«^jc/j^c/e</y7«c/«a//o/i.v
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5.5.2 Independent variables on the signaling ratio and the non-signaling
ratio
Following the elaboration of independent variables in the research questions, the
independent variables comprise the cumulative knowledge of the client and risk
assessments. As discussed in section 3.3.5 the PREFINAL variable is introduced
as a control variable. Note that risk assessments do not further include the
element of inherent risk. The reasons for not including this variable in the further
statistical analyses are twofold. Firstly, inherent risk and control risk are highly
correlated (see section 5.2.3). Secondly, sensitivity analyses including the
inherent risk variable showed a decrease in explanatory power and p-values for
all multivariatc analyses in chapter 6 as compared to the currently used
C'ONRISK variable. As a result, it was decided not to include the inherent risk
assessment as an independent variable in the further analyses.
The independent variables are formulated as follows:
Cumulative knowledge of the client
TENURE

Duration of the audit relationship between the audit firm and the client (ratio scale,
number of years, minimum

CLIEXP

0)

» Client-specific experience (ratio scale, number of years, minimum = 0)

Risk assessments
C'ONRISK

' General control risk (ordinal scale. I to 7 (l=high risk, 7=low risk))

CE TOTAL

« Average of 6 CE aspects (ordinal scale, I to 7 (I =poor, 7=«xcellent)

Control variable
PREFINAL

" Prcfinal audit procedures performed (dichotomous, 1 =yes, 0 = no)

Correlations of the independent variables were analyzed. Table 5.23 presents
correlations for the independent variables used in the analyses on the research
questions. For the PRF.F1NAL variable, which is measured on a dichotomous
scale, the Cramer coefficient C of association is presented.
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Table 5.23: Correlation table of independent variables (on client level)
TLNURh
TENURE
CLIEXP

CLU-XP

I'Rl-MNAL

1
.367

••)

1

CONRISK

.023

.159

CETOTAL

.012
.050

.105
.107

PREFINAL 1

aioiAi.

CONRISK

•)

1
.469
0.19

••)

1
01

1

••) significant at the .01 level (I-tailed)
*) significant at the .05 level (1-tailed)

Although TENURE versus CLIEXP and CONRISK versus CETOTAL are
significantly correlated at the .01 level, the correlations are still moderately low.
The highest correlation is .469. Additional tests for multicollinearity were
performed for validating the inclusion of all independent variables in the
statistical analyses (see sections 6.2.2 and 6.3.2). The results of these tests do not
indicate any multicollinearity problems. Consequently, all independent variables
are used in the statistical analyses.

5.5.3 Univariate analyses on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling
5.5.5.7
The descriptive analysis in section 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 indicated that significant
relationships exists for client tenure and client-specific experience of the
manager versus error signaling by analytical review. On the other hand, both
categories of risk assessments were not significantly related to analytical review.
A plausible reason for finding insignificant relationships is the potential bias of
the number of errors identified in an audit. For instance, if an audit file contains
8 errors, the chance of signaling at least one error by analytical review is
expected to be higher than for an audit file with only one error.
The signaling ratio overcomes this potential bias. Section 3.2.3 addressed
the concept of the signaling ratio. The signaling ratio is defined as the number of
errors initially signaled by analytical review as compared to the total number of
errors identified.
The descriptive statistics of the signaling ratio are presented in table 5.24.
The total number of observations is 128, which equals all audit files including
one or more errors. The signaling ratio varies between 0 and 1 with a mean of
.2027 (std .2573). A signaling ratio of 0 means that of all errors identified during
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the audit, analytical review did not signal any error. In contrast, a signaling ratio
of I means that all identified errors have been signaled by analytical review. The
results in table S.24 indicate that for all audit files including one or more errors,
analytical review did not signal any error in 45.3% of the audit files.
Table 5.24: Signaling ratio
Total
Stg—ltog

ratio

No.

0

%_

Above 0 and up to and including .25

58
34

45.3
26.6

Above .25 and up to and including .50

24

18.8

Above .50 and up to and including .75

4.7

Above .75 and up to 1

6
1

I

5
[28

.08
3.9
|00_

Table 5.25 presents the univariate results on the effect of the independent
variables on the signaling ratio. The independent variable PREFINAL was tested
using the Mann-Whitney U Z-score; all other scores are based on the Spearman
rank correlation.
The results show that both categories of cumulative knowledge of the
client are statistically significant at the p=.05 level. TENURE is significant,
which indicates that the signaling ratio tends to increase when the client tenure is
higher. The same is applicable for client-specific experience of the audit
manager. For both categories of risk assessment, no significant relationship was
found on univariate level. The negative correlation of PREFINAL (Z score l.%2) with the signaling ratio indicates that the existence of prefinal audit
procedures has a negative effect on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling. Further analysis of the signaling ratio is continued in chapter 6, when
performing the multivariate analyses.
Table 5.25: Univariate results for the signaling ratio
TENURE
O.IEXP
CONRISK

Score

p-v»lue

.179

.023*'

.177

.023"'

-.070

436

CM-TOTAL

-001

.899

PREEINAL

-I %2

050*'

•) significant at the .05 level (I tailed)
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5.5.4 Univariate analysis on audit efficiency
5.5.4/ De/H'ndenf var/aft/e: non-5fgna//ng
In section 3.2.4 it was argued why audit efficiency is measured by the nonsignaling ratio. The non-signaling ratio was developed in order to overcome the
potential relationship between the number of errors signaled by analytical review
per audit file and the scores on the independent variables. The non-signaling
ratio was defined as the number of errors signaled by other procedures, which
could alternatively have been signaled by analytical review as a percentage of
the number of total errors detected during the audit.
Participants were asked to indicate, to their best knowledge, whether
analytical review could have been an alternative procedure. Possible answers
were 'yes', 'no' and 'not sure'. Figure 5.2 includes the preliminary descriptive
statistics on the non-signaling ratio.
As shown before in table 5.16, 20.5% (124) of the 606 errors were initially
signaled by analytical review. For all remaining 481 errors that were not
signaled by analytical review, participants were asked to indicate whether in
their opinion analytical review could alternatively have signaled this error.
According to the participants, 327 errors (74.0 %) could not alternatively have
been signaled by analytical review. Participants indicated that in 68 cases the
error could have been signaled by analytical review. Additionally, participants
were unsure in 47 cases whether analytical review could have signaled the error
instead of the procedure actually used. Of these 47 cases, 38 cases referred to
errors signaled by more extensive procedures, such as tests of detail.
Additional tests were performed on the characteristics of the categories
'yes' and 'not sure'. Table 5.26 includes the descriptive results. Note that the
characteristics are measured on the individual error level.

01
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Table 5.26: Descriptive results for errors that could have been signaled by
analytical review for the categories 'yes' and 'not sure'
Ye»

Not sure

<n=68)

(0-47)

Statistics

A/fan

.W

A/twi

TENURE

11.97

8.85

11 23

8.23

K .201. I l l dl. p-655

CLIEXP

4.50

4.25

4.66

4.82

F-.035. I l l df. p-853

CONR1SK

4.42

109

4.63

1.09

F=953. IIOdf.p=.33l

CF.TOTAL

4.58

.79

480

.75

92

177

161

324

Average size of the

F-2.319, t i l til. p 131
F=l.615,89dl.p=.207

error in % of
material itv

Based on these descriptive results that do not present significant dillcrcnccs
between the 'yes' and 'not sure' categories, both categories ('yes' and 'not
sure') are included in the definition of the non-signaling ratio. Consequently, it
is considered that analytical review might be the alternative audit procedure,
related to 115 errors.
It was alternatively considered to restrict the current analysis to the
category 'yes' only. The advantage of this alternative is the split into certain
('yes' and 'no') and uncertain ('not sure') perceptions of the participants for
analytical review as an alternative procedure. Depending on the alternative, the
conclusions based on the multivariate analysis would differ from 'in the
perception of the participants, analytical review is the alternative procedure'
(when using the 'yes' category only) to 'in the perception of the participants,
analytical review might be the alternative procedure' (when also using the 'not
sure' category). For both alternatives, multivariate analyses were performed (see
section 6.3).
The 115 errors that were presented in figure 5.2 concerned 59 audit files. Of
these 59 files, 41 files had a non-signaling ratio larger than 0 based on the 'yes'
category only. These 115 errors referred to errors that, in the perception of the
participants, could have been signaled by analytical review. In the remaining 69
audit files including errors, no errors were signaled by other procedures, which
in the perception of the participants, could alternatively have been signaled by
analytical review. The preliminary descriptive results on the non-signaling ratio
are presented in table 5.27. For all audit files containing errors, the non-signaling
ratio was . 1729. This means that for 17% of the errors, analytical review could
have been an alternative procedure for signaling the error.
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Table 5.27: Non-signaling ratio
Total

Non-*ignaling ratio

No.
69

Above 0 and up to and including 25
Above 25 and up to and including .50
Above 50 and up to and including .75
Above .75 and up to I

53.9
13.3
19.5

17
25
13
0
4

10.2

.0
3.1
46./

Total

128

100

The preliminary results on the non-signaling ratio indicate that audit efficiency,
as measured with the non-signaling ratio, can be improved for almost half of the
audit files that were included in the sample. Specifically, in 46.1% of the files
containing one or more errors in the sample, one or more errors could have been
signaled by analytical review as an alternative procedure.

5.5.4.2 L/«nwia/<' r?.vi///.Y
Table 5.28 presents the univariate results for the non-signaling ratio. The
independent variable PRKF1NAI. was tested using the Mann-Whitney U Zscore; all other scores arc based on the Spearman rank correlation. The results
show that TENURE significantly affects the non-signaling ratio, which indicates
that the non-signaling ratio tends to increase when the client tenure is higher.
CL1EXP is not significantly related to the non-signaling ratio. The results also
show that the p-values of the non-signaling ratio with the independent variable
CETOTAL is also significant at the p=.05 level. These results indicate that the
opportunity to gain audit efficiency increases when a client has a long tenure
with the audit firm as well as when the control environment condition improves.
A further study of the non-signaling ratio is provided in the multivariate analyses
of chapter 6.
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Table 5.28: Univariate results for the non-signaling ratio
Score

p-value

TENURE

.258

CLIEXP

-.043

CONRISK

-.182

024
.745
.172

CETOTAL

-.244

032

PREFINAL

-1.561

118

*) significant a the p 05 level (I-tailed)

For the multivariate analysis to be used in chapter 6, note that a distinction needs
to be made for audit files with a non-signaling ratio of 0 and audit files with a
non-signaling ratio > 0 respectively. The main argument for this distinction is
the different profile of both groups. The average number of errors between both
groups differs significantly (NS ratio = 0: average 3,97; NS ratio > 0: average
5,93; Z=-4.319, p= .000), while the SIRATIO does not significantly differ
(Z=-1.217, p=.244). This means that it cannot be concluded that the audits with a
NS ratio = 0 are more efficient than the audits with a NS ratio >0.
Realistically, the opportunity for gaining audit efficiency for audits with a
non-signaling ratio of zero is nil. I refer to the definition of the non-signaling
ratio in section 3.2.4. Descriptive statistics were performed on the means of the
independent variables for the three groups of the non-signaling ratio. Note that
files with zero errors do not have a non-signaling ratio at all. Table 5.29 shows
the means for the independent variables, which are stratified in three groups of
files with 0 errors, with a non-signaling ratio of 0 and with a non-signaling ratio
> 0 respectively.
Table 5.29: Descriptive results for audit files based on the non-signaling
ratio
Files with 0 error»
(n=19)

Files with NS ratio = 0

(n=59)

(n=66)
Mean

Afean

Files with NS ratio > 0
A/ewi

.S7</

TENURE

14.43

13.94

14.0

9.75

10.60

8.04

CLIEXP

7.38

8.16

5.45

5.49

4.71

CONRISK

4.48

1.13

4.69

III

4.64

3.96
1.09

CETOTAL

5.02
1

.66

4.80

.78

4.82

.74

31

.22

.42

.22

.42

PREFINAL
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Additional tests that were focused on the potential sample bias were performed
on 2 by 2 statistics for 2 independent samples. Between the groups NS ratio = 0
and NS ratio > 0, only the independent variable TENURE significantly differed
(Z=-1.852; p-^ .064) between both groups. No significant difference was measured between the audit files with 0 errors and both NS groups.
In conclusion, it is not expected that the multivariate analysis excluding the NS
ratio - 0 group results in a statistical bias.
5.5.5 Univariate analysis on analytical review effectiveness

In section 3.2.5 the non-detection ratio was defined as the number of actual
errors not detected as follow-up of signaling the error by analytical review
relative to all errors initially signaled by analytical review. Participants were
asked to indicate whether the error was detected after the directly related followup for all errors initially signaled by analytical review procedures. The
descriptive results in table 5.11 showed that only 8 of the 124 errors signaled by
analytical review" had not been detected arter the directly related follow-up.
These 124 errors referred to 67 files. The results on the non-detection ratio are
shown in table 5.30.
Table 5.30: Non-detection ratio (on client level)
Total
Nun-dctectlun mtlo
0

.33
.40

J

No.

%_

62
1
1

92.5

3

45

fT

1.5
1.5

HX)_

Table 5.30 shows that only in five files the non-detection ratio is > 0. Further
descriptive analyses arc presented in table 5.31.

•" Alternatively, these errors were detected by other procedures during the remaining part of
the audit.
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Table 5.31: Descriptive statistics for audit files based on the non-detection
ratio ('ND ratio')
Group Nl) ratio = 0

Group Nl) ratio > 0
(•-5)

(•=•2)
Srrf

Aft-«»«

TENURK

12.77

888

12 40

15.66

CLIEXP

5.39

4.90

680

10.23

CONRISK

4.60

112

5.28

.SO

CETOTAL

481

.74

482

.75

IS

;o

0(1

Ofl

PREFINAL

Additional non-parametric tests were performed on 2 by 2 statistics for 2
independent samples. Between the groups ND ratio = 0 and ND ratio "> 0, no
significant difference was observed between the independent variables. In fact,
the p-values varied from .265 and above.
The current descriptive results indicate that no relationship was found
between the non-detection ratio and the contingent variables investigated in this
study. For this reason, and for the fact that the number of five observations is
limited, no multivariate analyses on the non-detection ratio is investigated in the
next chapter. The remaining analyses on analytical review effectiveness will be
limited to the univariate analysis on the effect of client representations on
analytical review effectiveness in the next subsection.

5.5.5.2
The third primary research question in this thesis addresses the potential for
improving effectiveness: How does analytical review effectiveness contribute to
audit effectiveness? The following secondary question will be addressed:
//OK' Jogs .v/arf//i# //ivevf/ga/i/ig //r? M/iexpgc/g«/ /7«c/«a/iV>#iA
c/i'g/i/ wyw/'/y a/fee/ q/io/y//*cfl/ rg v/gn»

The univariate results on RQ 3.1 are presented in table 5.32. Of all 124 errors
initially signaled by analytical review, 55 errors were detected by asking client
representations as the first follow-up procedure after signaling. Of these 55
errors, in 48 cases client representation was the only follow-up procedure. As the
participants provided information on the nature, the number and the sequence of
follow-up steps, I deduce that for cases when detecting the errors and where
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client representations was the only follow-up step, the client representation was
accurate.
For all errors not detected as a direct follow-up of signaling the error with
analytical review, asking a client representation was the starting point''* for
further investigation. Current findings suggest that, once the auditor has signaled
the error with analytical review, starting further investigation by asking client
representation is effective when this representation is (ex-post assessed)
accurate. I observed that in 6 of the X cases, the error was not detected as a direct
follow-up of analytical review; client representations were used as the first
follow-up procedure after signaling the error. I deduced that the client representations were inaccurate, as otherwise the error would have been detected directly
after signaling and would not be included in the current analysis.
Table 5.32: Follow-up after signaling the error
Number of
follow-up *trps

Follow-up after ninnalint:

7b/a/"
.••«//• </.7«-//r
rty)re.vf/>-

/>7»'t'.vr/>»<ir/«/w

nor

(/i.vr/ojf</
/VMWAKT o/Vriw.«

Detected alter
lol low-up
Not detected utter
lol low-up

0-3
1-3

1.37
(.67)
1.75
(.71)

6/

/i

4«

/22

55

13"

46

114

6

0

2

8

.M Kxcluding two errors of which the sequence of follow-up was not reported by the
participants.
•'* 14 respondents indicated the number and type of follow-up procedures, but not the
sequence.
"** Of all 124 errors initially signaled with analytical review, follow-up data were missing in 2
cases.
" The scores on other categories were: No additional follow-up as the error was clear
immediately (6), recalling prior year findings (9), discussions in audit team (24),
corroboration with other procedures (1) and other (5).
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5.6 Summary
This chapter presented the descriptive statistics on the sample and error
characteristics. In section 5.2, the client characteristics were presented.
Descriptive statistics on detected errors were presented in section 5.3. The 147
audit files sampled resulted in 624 financial statement errors representing 1,208
errors in the audit areas. It was observed that personnel problems caused more
errors in the current study (17.5% of all errors), as compared to previous
research (6.3% of all errors) by Wright and Ashton (1989). The number and size
of errors varied significantly between various audit areas: routine-transactions
based areas generated many, but relative small errors, while non-routine
transactions based areas generated less, but larger errors. Of all errors in the
sample, 44% would reduce earnings, whereas 35.9% would increase earnings if
all errors were adjusted in the financial statements.
In section 5.4, the preliminary analysis of the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling showed that for all errors, 20.5% was initially signaled
by analytical review. The findings indicate that the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling is positively related to the size of errors. Section 5.5
contained the univariate analyses on the signaling ratio, the non-signaling ratio
and the non-detection ratio. The descriptive and univariate findings in sections
5.4 and 5.5 indicate that client tenure significantly affects the signaling ratio
(p=.023) and non-signaling ratio (p=.O24). Client-specific experience of the
audit manager is significantly related with the signaling ratio (p=.023), but not
with the non-signaling ratio (p=.745). Control risk assessments are
insignificantly related with the signaling ratio (p=.436) as well as the nonsignaling ratio (=p. 172). Control environment is also insignificantly related with
the signaling ratio (p=.899), but is significantly related with the non-signaling
ratio (p=.O32). Finally, the existence of prefinal audit procedures is significantly
related with the signaling ratio (p=.050), but insignificantly related with the nonsignaling ratio (p=.l 18). These preliminary findings on the signaling ratio and
the non-signaling ratio will be elaborated further in the multivariate analyses in
Chapter 6.
The analyses on analytical review effectiveness showed that only eight of
124 errors that were initially signaled by analytical review were not detected
during direct follow-up procedures. This implies that in the vast majority of
cases in this sample, analytical review was effective.
Statistical analyses also indicated that the contingent variables used in this
study did not significantly differ between the two groups of the non-detection
ratio= 0 and the non-detection ratio > 0 respectively. Consequently, the
combination of the low occurrence rate of non-detected errors by analytical
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review and the insignificant results has led to the conclusion that further
multivariate analyses in chapter 6 related to analytical review effectiveness will
not be performed.
Finally, the analyses on the effect of client representations on analytical
review effectiveness did not indicate that starting the fluctuation analysis with
client representations influences error detection as direct follow-up of error
signaling by analytical review. In section 7.3.1.3 further considerations on the
current outcomes are addressed.
The next chapter contains the multivariate analyses on the research questions
as developed in chapter 3. Further discussion on the current findings and
potential implications for practice and theory will be addressed in chapter 7.

6 MULTIVARIATE
QUESTIONS

ANALYSES

OF

THE

RESEARCH

6. /
This chapter contains the multivariatc analyses of the research questions as
developed in chapter 3. In that chapter, the research questions were categorized
into research questions on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling, questions on the potential contribution of analytical review to audit
efficiency and research questions related to analytical review effectiveness.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 contains the analyses on
the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Section 6.3 addresses the
research questions on audit efficiency. This chapter closes with a summary of
the main findings in section 6.4, including an overview of main research
findings on each research question.

<5.2 77i£ c0/f/r/6tt/i0/f o/a/ia/yfica/ rev/Vn' #/i error .vfg/ta///f#

6.2.1 Introduction
This section investigates whether the combination of the independent variables the cumulative knowledge of the client and risk assessments - explains the
contribution of analytical review in signaling errors. The main advantage of
multivariate analysis over univariate analysis is that the relative contribution of
each independent variable can be measured, while all other independent
variables are controlled. The analysis is performed using the multiple linear
regression method.
The first primary research question addresses the contribution of analytical
review in a field setting: //ow does a/ia(y//ca/ rev/e*v co/j/r//>u/e /o error
5ig«o///ig? In section 5.4.2, descriptive statistics were presented on the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling. The descriptive results
indicate that for all errors in the sample, analytical review initially signaled
20.5% of all errors. Contingent variables, such as cumulative knowledge and
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risk assessments affect the outcomes. Specifically, the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling increases significantly with tenure and client-specific
experience of the audit manager. The descriptive statistics did not show a
significant relationship between the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling and both categories of risk assessments.
Two related research questions are of interest:
0/
//I

I/I

A multivariate analysis using the multiple linear regression method is performed
on the signaling ratio (SIRATIO) to address these research questions.
The following model is tested:
SIRATIO - DO + Bl TENURE + B2 CLIEXP + 63 CONRISK. + 64 CETOTAL
+ ß5 PREFINAL + e
Here, the signaling ratio (SIRATIO) is defined as the total number of errors
signaled by analytical review as compared with the total number of errors
detected per audit.
The independent variables are defined as follows:
TKNURF

= Duration of the audit relationship between the audit firm and the client
(ratio scale, number of years, minimum = 0)

Cl.ll-XP

Client-specific experience (ratio scale, number of years, minimum = 0)

CONRISK

-• Cieneral control risk (ordinal scale I to 7 (l=high risk, 7=low risk))

CTTOTAL

•• Average of 6 CK aspects (ordinal scale I to 7 (!=poor, 7=excellcnt))

I'RHKINAI.

•-• Prefinal audit procedures performed (dichotomous scale, l=yes, 0 = no)

Based on the univariate results and the findings from previous research, it is
expected that TENURE and CLIEXP are positively related with the contribution
of analytical review in error signaling. For the category risk assessments
(CONRISK and CETOTAL), no expectations are formulated, as previous
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research did not indicate a strong relationship between risk assessments and
subsequent audit procedures.
In section 3.3.5, the prefinal audit procedures were introduced as a control
variable, as these procedures may affect the timing, nature and extent of audit
procedures. The preliminary findings in section 5.2.4 indicated significant
differences of the contribution of analytical review in error signaling for audits
including (11.7% of all errors) versus excluding (22.9% of all errors) prefinal
audit procedures. Consequently, the signaling ratio is expected to be negatively
related with this control variable.

6.2.2 Multivariate results

Table 6.1 presents the results of the multiple regression. As discussed in section
5.5.2, moderate correlations were observed for a number of independent
variables. Additional multicollinearity tests were conducted when performing
the multiple regression. As the Variation Inflation Factors (VIF) are low (with a
maximum of 1.354), it is concluded that there is no significant multicollinearity.
Therefore, all of the model variables are included in the regression.
Table 6.1: Multiple regression: Contribution of analytical review in error
signaling
Hypothesized

Coefficient

sign
CONSTANT
TENURE

+

CLIEXP
CONR1SK

+
?

CETOTAL

?

PREFINAL

-

Standard

t-valuc

Significance

error
.105
.169
.315
-.120
.068
-.191
-.191

.144
.003
.005
.022
.033
.051
.051

.726
1.872
3.478
-1.256
.710
-2.305

.470
.032
.001
.212
.479
.012
.012

•)

N=122
F Statistic = 6.188, 5df, p=.OOO
R-= .211. Adjusted R- = .177
**) significant at the .01 level (1-tailed)
*) significant at the .05 level (1-tailed)

The overall explanatory power (adjusted R') indicates that 17.7% of the
predictors of the signaling ratio are included in the model. The multivariate
results confirm the univariate results that the cumulative knowledge of the client
is significantly related to the signaling ratio. Specifically, the signaling ratio is
positively related to client tenure and client-specific experience of the audit

manager in charge. This means that the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling increases with the years of experience and with client tenure.
The existence of prcfinal audit procedures is negatively related to the signaling
ratio. This finding indicates that the existence of prefinal audit procedures
decreases the contribution of analytical review in error signaling.
Finally, the multivariate analysis indicates that risk assessment variables are not
significantly related to the signaling ratio. This finding indicates that the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling is not statistically related to
the control risk assessment and the assessed control environment condition.
In section 5.4.3, it was reasoned that general experience and industry-specific
experience were not expected to contribute to the explanation of the signaling
ratio. This reasoning was tested in a sensitivity analysts of the multivariate
analysis of the signaling ratio. The sensitivity analysis consisted of two
additional multivariate analyses (models I and 2) which add two variables general experience and industry-specific experience to the model used in Table
6.1. The results are presented in table 6.2. Table 6.2 shows that in all three
models, the F-statistic is significant, but that general experience and industryspecific experience do not significantly contribute to the multivariate model.
This finding is consistent with the expectations as discussed in section 5.4.3.
Table 6.2: Sensitivity analysis on types of experience

Adjusted R
F-statistic

Modell:
Multiple regression
including
- general experience
- industry-specific
experience
- client-specific
experience
.171
4.S32
(p-.OOO)

- General experience
.135
.240
• Industry-specific
experience
.042 •)
- Client-specific
experience
*) Significant at the 01 level (l-tailcd)
*) Significant at the .05 level (I-tailed)

Model 2:
Multiple regression
including
- industry-specific
experience
- client-specific
experience

Model 3:
Multiple regression
including
- client-specific
experience
(see table 6.1)
.177
6.188
(p=.OOO)

.175
5.281
(p=O00)

.186
001

••)

001

••)
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Further, it was tested whether omission of the control variable PREFINAL
would affect the multivariate results. Table 6.3 presents this sensitivity analysis.
As can be observed, model 2 including the PREFINAL variable has a higher R',
and results in greater significance measures for both risk assessments variables.
Consequently, the multiple regression analysis is done including the PREFINAL
variable.
Table 6.3: Sensitivity analysis on prefinal audit procedures
Modell
Multiple regression excluding
the PREFINAL variable

Sign of Significance

Coefficient
Adjusted R
F-statistic

TENURE
CLIEXP
CONRISK
CETOTAL
PREFINAL
**) Significant at the .01 level (I-tailed)

.146
6.179
(p-.OOO)
+
+
+

.032 *)
.001 • • )
.238
.559

Model 2:
Multiple regression including
the PRIFINAL variable
(sec table 6 1)
Sign of Significance
Coefficient
.177
6.188
(p-.OOO)
+
+
+

.032 • )
.001 • * )
.212
.479
.012

*) Significant at the .05 level (I-tailed)

6.2.3 Concluding remarks

The research findings on the contribution of analytical review in error signaling
indicate three major results. Firstly, the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling increases with client tenure and with the client-specific experience of
the audit manager. Secondly, the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling decreases in audits that include prefinal audit procedures. This finding
will be considered in more detail in chapter 7.
Finally, no significant statistical relationship exists between the signaling
ratio and the risk assessment measures. This finding will also be addressed in
chapter 7.
Further analysis of the cumulative knowledge and the risk assessment variables
is performed in the next section. These analyses consider the potential for audit
efficiency of analytical review.
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6.3.1 Introduction
The second primary research question in this thesis addresses the potential of
using more analytical review on audit efficiency: How does analytical review
contribute to audit efficiency? The results of the statistical analysis in section 6.2
indicated that the contribution of analytical review in error signaling is
significantly related to the cumulative knowledge of the client. The statistical
analysis of section 6.2 did not indicate a significant relationship between the
contribution of analytical review in error signaling contingent to risk
assessments. A key question is whether the (absence of) relationships as
presented for the contribution of analytical review in error signaling also apply
to the potential for improved audit efficiency.
iVr Cms section, me potential' for audVt efficiency is investigated using the same
independent variables as used in assessing the contribution of analytical review
in error signaling where the dependent variable was the observed signaling ratio.
In the following models, the dependent variable is the non-signaling ratio
(NSRATIO). The following secondary research questions will be addressed
using both univariate and multivariate analyses:
2. / : //«M» </oev cwmw/a/ivf AnoM7?</#e o//Ae <•//>«/ a/Jfecf aw*///
a.v
2.2: //on- </« r/.vA a.vv?.v.vm?n/.v

The following model is tested:
NSRATIO = ßO + ßl TENURE + ß2 CLIEXP + ß3 CONRISK + ß4 CETOTAL
+ ß5 PREFINAL+ e
Here, the non-signaling ratio (NSRATIO) is defined as the total number of
errors signaled by other procedures, which could alternatively have been
signaled by analytical review, as compared with the total number of errors
detected per audit. Ciiven that these errors could have been signaled by analytical
review, this represents potential areas for improved audit efficiency.
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The independent variables are defined as follows:
TENURE

= Duration of the audit relationship between the audit firm and the client

CLIEXP

= Client-specific experience (ratio scale, number of years, minimum = 0)

CONRISK.

= General control risk (ordinal scale, 1 to 7 (l=high risk, 7=low risk))

CE TOTAL

= Average of 6 CH aspects (ordinal scale, 1 to 7 (l=poor, 7=excellent)

PREFINAL

= Prefinal audit procedures performed (dichotomous, 1 =yes, 0 = no)

(ratio scale, number of years, minimum = 0)

Based on the univariate results and the results of previous research, it is
hypothesized that TENURE and CLIEXP are positively related to the nonsignaling ratio. For the category risk assessments (CONRISK and CETOTAL),
no expectations are formulated, as previous research did not indicate a strong
relationship between risk assessments and subsequent audit procedures. Again,
PREFINAL is expected to be negatively related with the non-signaling ratio.
Note that the analysis is based on the sample of 59 files that include a nonsignaling ratio > 0. Section 5.5.4.2 details the arguments for not using the files
with a non-signaling ratio of 0. A sensitivity analysis on the effects of adding the
files with NSRATIO = 0 is presented in the next section.

6.3.2 Multivariate results
Table 6.4 presents the results of the multiple regression. Given that the
independent variables are moderately correlated (see section 5.5.2), tests were
performed for multicollinearity. As the VIF factors are low (maximum of 1.507),
it is concluded that there is no indication of significant multicollinearity.
Consequently, all independent variables are included in the analysts.
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Table 6.4: Multiple regression: Non-signaling ratio for files with
NS ratio >0
Hypothesized

Coefficient

Standard

t-value

Significance

error

sign
.529

.191

2.770

08

.249

.004

1.923

030

•)

CLIEXP

+
+

.329

.008

2.502

.008

••)

CONRISK

7

-.227

.030

-1636

108

CETOTAL

7

Oil

.045

.076

.940

I'Ri-HNAL

-

-.356

.071

.007

004

CONSTANT
TENURE

••)

N-J8
1'Statistic
K

4 34V 5 df. p- 002

29V Adjusted R'

227

*•) significant at the .01 level (1-tailed)
*) significant at the .05 level (1-tailed)

The overall explanatory power (adjusted R') is .227, which suggests that 22.7 %
of the predictors of the signaling ratio are included in the current model.
The multivariate results indicate that both variables on the cumulative
knowledge of the client are significantly related to the non-signaling ratio.
Similar to the results on the signaling ratio, the coefficients of TENURE and
CUKXP are positive. This finding indicates that in the perception of the
participants, the potential of analytical procedures for improved audit efficiency
increases with the cumulative knowledge of the client.
As discussed in section 5.5.4.1, an alternative multivariate analysis was
performed based on the 'yes' response category only. This question asked
whether analytical review could have been an alternative procedure that would
have identified the observed errors.
The outcomes of this alternative analysis based on N=41, showed an F statistic
of 2.342 (p=.062) and an adjusted R" of .147 at 5 degrees of freedom. The
significance levels were p=.058) (TENURE), p=.l3 (CLIEXP), p=.043)
(CONRISK), p-.29 (H-TOTAL) and p=.071) (PREHNAL) respectively with equal
signs of coefficients for all variables. Based on these results, it is concluded that
the decreased explanatory power of the model and the less significant model
variables when using the 'yes' category only do not contradict the nature of the
conclusions.
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In addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed on the statistical effect of
omitting the subgroup with the NS ratio = 0 (see section 5.5.4). The results of
this analysis are presented in table 6.5. The results show that the model is not
significant in a multivariate analysis including the subgroup NS ratio = 0. This
finding supports the analyses in section 5.5.4.2 when restricting the multivariate
analysis to the audit files with the NS ratio > 0.
Table 6.5: Sensitivity analysis on omitting the subgroup NS ratio = 0
Model 1
Multiple regression with
NS ratio - 0
NS ratio > 0

Adjusted R
F-statistic

(n=12l)
Sign of
Significance
Coefficient
.146
.472
(p=796)

TENURE
CLIEXP
CONRISK
CETOTAL
PREFINAL

+
+
+

.431
.445
.533
.810
.350

Model 2:
Multiple regression with
- NS ratio • 0
(sec table 6 4)

(•-57)
Sign of
Coefficient

Significance
.227
4.345
(p=.OO2)

+
+
+

.030 • )
.008 • * )
.108
.940
.004 • • )

**) Significant at the .01 level (1-tailed)
*) Significant at the .05 level (1-tailed)

6.3.3 Concluding remarks
The research findings on the potential of analytical review for audit efficiency
show important results. Firstly, the regression model shows a positive
relationship between the cumulative knowledge of the client and the potential
for audit efficiency. This finding is similar to the results on the use of analytical
review in error signaling in section 6.2. Both findings indicate that the higher the
cumulative knowledge, the higher the actual contribution as well as the potential
contribution of analytical review in error signaling.
Secondly, the multivariate model indicates that risk assessments are not
significantly related to the potential use of analytical review, although the
general assessment of control risk is marginally significant (p=.108). When
combining these results with the findings on the contribution of analytical
review in error signaling (section 6.2), this implies control risk assessment is a
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stronger indicator for gaining audit efficiency than on the (actual) contribution
of analytical review in error signaling.
Finally, the multivariate results indicate a significant negative relationship
between the existence of prefinal audit procedures and the potential contribution
of analytical review. One possible explanation for this Finding is the significantly
smaller size of the errors for audits including prefinal audit procedures as
compared to audit without prefinal audit procedures (see table 5.8). Further
discussion on this finding will be continued in chapter 7.

The main findings in this chapter are reflected in table 6.6. Further analysis on
these findings including the implications for future research and audit practice,
are addressed in chapter 7.

<via/vf/rci/ rev/ew

Potential
contribution
Main findings

RQ1J
How do risk assessments affect the
relative contribution of analytical
review in error signaling?

RQ 1.2
How does cumulative knowledge of the
client affect the relative contribution of
analytical review in error signaling?

RQ1.1
What is the relative contribution of
analytical review in error signaling as
compared to other audit procedures?

Insignificant relationship between the contribution of analytical review in enor
signaling and nsk assessments.
Relationship is stronger, but still insignificant when analyzing in combination
with cumulative know ledge.

The contribution of analytical review in error signaling increases with client
tenure as well as the client-specific experience of the audit manager in charge.

The contribution in error signaling by attention-directing audit procedures,
specifically analytical review, client inquiry and developing expectations based
on the prior year audit, increases with the size of the error, varying from 34% of
all errors less than .2 times materiality to 54.9% of all errors larger than 2 times
materiality.

On average, analytical review contributes to one-fifth of all signaled errors. The
largest contribution of analytical review in error signaling is for errors larger
than 2 times materiality

RQ 1: How does analytical review contribute to error signaling?

Research Question

Table 6.6: Summary of main research findings per research questions

Potential
cofltribatioa
MaiafiadiBgs

RQ 2.2 «Mi 2J combined

RQ2.2
How do risk assessments affect audit
efficiency as measured by the nonsignaling ratio?

RQ2.I
How does cumulative knowledge of the
client
affect
audit
efficiency
as
measured by the non-signaling ratio?

~~

The non-signaling ratio is predicted by a combination of cumulative
knowledge and the existence of prefuial audit procedures.

When these findings and the findings on research question 1.3 are combined,
the overall finding is that control environment condition is not related to the
current as well as the potential contribution of analytical review in error
signaling Control risk assessments are only marginally significant when
measuring the non-signaling ratio.

Control environment is not significantly related with the non-signaling ratio.
Control risk assessment is marginally significant (p= 108).

When this finding and the finding on research question 1.2 are combined, the
overall finding is that more cumulative knowledge increases the current as
well as the potential contribution of analytical review in error signaling.

Positive relationship between cumulative knowledge (client tenure as well as
the client-specific experience of the audit manager in charge) and the nonsignaling ratio. This finding indicates that the potential for audit efficiency
increases w ith experience

RQ 2: How does analytical review contribute to aadh efficiency?

Research Qacstioa

Potential
contribution

Main findings

RQ3.1
~
How does starting investigating the ftw«/ on f/re «fescr-ip/ive ana/ne» in c/w/tfer 5.
unexpected fluctuations with client No indication that starting thefluctuationanalysis with client inquiry affects
inquiry
affect
analytical
review analytical review effectiveness
effectiveness?

RQ 3: How does developing expectations affect analytical review effectiveness?

Research Question

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7./
This thesis has dealt with the contribution of analytical review to audit efficiency
and analytical review effectiveness. This final chapter provides an overview of
the study and a discussion of its empirical findings. This chapter is structured as
follows. The next section addresses the motivation for this topic, the research
design and its main empirical findings. Section 7.3 discusses the implications for
practice, followed by a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of this study.
The chapter concludes with suggestions for further research.

7.2

The motivation for investigating analytical review is the continuing attention on
analytical review by practitioners and researchers during the past decades. The
attention on analytical review relates to both the opportunities for improving
audit efficiency when using analytical review as well as its effectiveness. For
instance, the Public Oversight Board recently underlined the significant
contribution of analytical review on audit effectiveness, but stressed the need for
providing guidance to auditors when performing analytical review.
Three primary research questions were introduced addressing both the actual and
potential contribution of analytical review in error identification:
(a) How does analytical review contribute to error signaling?
(b)How does analytical review contribute to audit efficiency?
(c) How do developing expectations affect analytical review effectiveness?
Two main groups of contingent variables were introduced that potentially affect
the contribution of analytical review in signaling and detecting errors:
'Cumulative knowledge of the client' and "Risk assessments'. Professional
standards stress the importance of both groups of variables when performing
initial audit planning.
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Cumulative knowledge is the knowledge of the client developed during
the current and prior years' audits by the audit team. Cumulative knowledge is
considered to be important for understanding the client's business and
accounting system as well as the assessment of risk and materiality. Risk
assessments relate to inherent and fraud risk, the control environment and the
accounting and internal control system.
Chapter 2 presented a literature review on the use and effectiveness of analytical
review by auditors. It was argued that, despite the straightforward nature of
many analytical review procedures, the decision making process is rather
complex. Previous research on cumulative knowledge shows that the experience
of the auditor, as a surrogate for expertise, is an indicator for analytical review
performance (for example Biggs, Mock and Watkins, 1988; Hedard and Biggs,
1991a and 1991b; Bedard, Biggs and DiPietro.1998). Note that experience as
investigated in previous studies has been restricted to general experience and
industry-specific knowledge. No information is available from previous research
on client-specific experience of the auditor as well as client tenure. These
aspects of experience are investigated in the current study.
Previous research indicated a weak relationship between risk assessments
and audit planning decisions (for example Bedard, 1989; Waller, 1993; Mock
and Wright, 1993 and 1999). It was observed that previous research showed the
auditor's sensitivity to contingent risk assessments, but still little evidence is
available on the relationship between risk assessments and the contribution of
analytical review in signaling errors. Due to the absence of a strong relationship
between risk assessments and audit planning decisions, it is not clear whether
the absence of a relationship is due to the auditor's inability to take varying risk
conditions into account in the nature and extent of planned audit procedures. The
current study introduced a new element of risk assessment as compared to
previous risk-related research. Specifically, the control environment condition is
introduced as a relevant risk indicator. The introduction of control environment
as a component of risk assessments reflects the relevance of control environment
as introduced in the 1992 COSO report.
Also, previous research stresses the importance of auditors developing
their own expectations when performing analytical review. Specifically,
experimental settings indicated the potential bias of inaccurate client
representations (for example Bedard and Biggs, 1991a and 1991b; Bedard,
Biggs and DiPietro, 1998; Koonce and Phillips, 1996, Anderson and Koonce,
1995), and/or inaccurate unaudited book values (for example, Kinney and
Uecker, 1982; Biggs and Wild, 1985; Heintz and White, 1989). As previous
research findings are largely based on experimental settings, the current study
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add to this literature by exploring the effects of developing expectations in a
field setting.
In chapter 3, the primary research questions were used to develop more specific
questions that could be tested empirically. Three ratios were developed to test
the contribution of analytical review to audit efficiency and effectiveness. The
first ratio, the signaling ratio, measures the contribution of analytical review in
error signaling. The second ratio, the non-signaling ratio, measures the potential
contribution of analytical review in error signaling. The third ratio, the nondetection ratio, measures the contribution of analytical review in error detection
after the initial identification of the error by analytical review.
The secondary research questions address the effects of cumulative
knowledge and risk assessments on the actual and potential contribution of
analytical review in error signaling. The secondary research questions on
analytical review effectiveness address the effect of client representations on
error detection.
Profinal audit procedures arc introduced as a control variable. Prefinal audit
procedures are meant as an early warning procedure for multi-location audits.
All local audit teams report preliminary audit findings, including errors that
should be resolved before year-end in order to prevent audit adjustments at yearend. The existence of prefinal audit procedures is introduced as a variable that
may have an effect on the contribution of analytical review in error signaling, as
the timing and nature and extent of audit procedures in audits including prefinal
audit procedures may vary from those, which have not.
Chapter 4 presents the research design. A field study was performed at a Big
Four audit firm in The Netherlands using field data from 147 audit engagements
for the fiscal year 1997. The data were collected in the first half of 1998.
Questionnaires were distributed to 184 audit managers on randomly selected
audit engagements. The questionnaire contains sections on general engagement
information including control environment, inherent risk and control risk
assessments. The questionnaire contains detailed questions on individual error
level, including the number and size of errors, the audit area, and the audit
procedure that identified the error. In total, 147 questionnaires were completed.
The response rate was high (79.9%) due to the combined effect of the support of
the steering committee of the firm and the possibility of having direct contact
with the participants.
Descriptive statistics are presented in chapter 5. The 147 audit files contained
624 errors, varying from 0 to 8 per file. For the whole sample, 20.5% of the
errors were initially signaled by analytical review. The contribution of analytical
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review in error signaling varied with the size of the error. The contribution of
'simple' audit procedures - analytical review, client inquiry and expectations
from the prior year - is positively related to the size of the error. The larger the
size of the error, the higher is the likelihood that simple audit procedures signal
the error.
The descriptive findings indicate that both aspects of cumulative
knowledge of the client (tenure and client-specific - experience of the manager
in charge) are positively related to the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling. The descriptive findings also indicate that the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling is not significantly contingent to control risk
and the control environment condition.
;
The descriptive findings also indicate that performing prefinal audit
procedures negatively affects the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling.
.,:>> .-.'• K
In the remaining part of chapter 5. the signaling ratio, non-signaling ratio and the
non-detection ratio were explored using the independent variables cumulative
knowledge, risk assessments and the control variable pre final audit procedures.
The descriptive results show that in 55% of the engagements, one or more errors
were signaled by analytical review. Also, cumulative knowledge aspects were
significantly related to the signaling ratio, whereas the risk assessment aspects
were not.
Various other analyses of the non-signaling ratio show that the
participants perceive that in 46% of the engagements where other procedures
were used to identify an error, one or more errors could have been signaled by
analytical review,
Only in 5 (7.5%) engagements, errors were not detected in an audit
procedure directly after the error was signaled by analytical review. Analytical
review effectiveness was in these cases not affected by whether or not the
auditor started with client representations.
The multivariate analyses in chapter 6 focused on the two primary
research questions on audit efficiency. The absence of further multivariate
analysis with respect to the research question on analytical review effectiveness
was due to insignificant results on the univariate analyses in combination with
the low incidence rate of non-detected errors (only at 5 engagements).
The first multivariate analysis addressed the secondary research questions
1.2 and 1.3 on effects of cumulative knowledge and risk assessments
respectively on the contribution of analytical review in error signaling. The
analysis was operationalized by a multiple regression model with the signaling
ratio as dependent variable and cumulative knowledge and risk assessments as
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independent variables, and with prefinal audit procedures as a control variable.
The multivariate results show that the signaling ratio is significantly associated
with tenure (p=.O32), client-specific experience (p=.01) and prefinal audit
procedures (p=.O12), in combination with insignificant predictions by control
risk assessment (p=.212) and control environment condition (p=.479).
The second multivariate analysis addressed the secondary research
questions 2.1 and 2.2 on effects of cumulative knowledge and risk assessments
on audit efficiency. The analysis was operationalized by a multiple regression
model with the non-signaling ratio as dependent variable and cumulative
knowledge and risk assessments as independent variables, added with prefinal
audit procedures as a control variable. The multivariate results show that the
non-signaling ratio is significantly associated with tenure (p=.030), clientspecific experience (p=.008) and prefinal audit procedures (p=.OO4), in
combination with a marginal prediction of control risk assessment (p=.108) and
insignificant prediction by the control environment condition (p=.94O).
lurther discussion of the current findings including implications for practice is
addressed in the section 7.3.

7.5 Dm*u.v.vi0ff o/r«.vu/ft
7.3.1 Implications for practice
7. J. y. /
This study has increased our knowledge of analytical review in several areas.
Firstly, the field study provides detailed error statistics, including the number
and size of errors, the audit procedures involved and the ultimate follow-up of
the error. The findings address the recent call for guidance to practitioners by the
Panel On Audit Effectiveness (POAE, 2000, section 1.1. of this thesis),
specifically with respect to developing expectations, backgrounds on the
characteristics and reliability of data, the effects of risk assessment on analytical
review procedures, including identifying, investigating and evaluating the results
of analytical review. Secondly, the findings increase our understanding of the
contingent variables affecting the actual contribution of analytical review in
error signaling and the opportunities for improving audit efficiency. Thirdly, the
findings improve our understanding of the influence of client representations on
analytical review effectiveness. These findings are elaborated on in the
following section.
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7. J. /.
The main results can be summarized into two groups: cumulative knowledge
and risk assessments. The results show that cumulative know ledge of the client
significantly affects both the actual and potential contribution of analytical
review in error signaling. The field study goes beyond previous research by
using client tenure and client-specific experience of the manager in charge as
surrogates for expertise. The results are consistent with previous experimental
audit research. Specifically, that expertise has a positive effect on task
performance.
The observation that cumulative knowledge affects the contribution of
analytical review in error signaling indicates that more client-specific experience
enables the auditor to select a more appropriate procedure for signaling errors.
The findings show that more cumulative knowledge of the client results in a
larger contribution of analytical review in error signaling. Assuming that
analytical review is cost-effective, the results indicate that more experienced
auditors are at the best to gain audit efficiency.
Even more interesting is the potential efficiency gain for continuous
engagements with substantial cumulative knowledge. Participants acting on
engagements with substantial cumulative knowledge indicate that still more
errors could have been signaled by analytical review. Again assuming that
analytical review is cost-effective, more cumulative knowledge evidently
provides an opportunity to gain audit efficiency.
The results suggest a number of recommendations for audit practice. Firstly,
audit efficiency is gained when the audit team has more cumulative knowledge.
Audit firms are recommended to take advantage of the cumulative knowledge
developed by the current team (especially the client-specific knowledge of the
manager in charge) and also from previous team members (measured by client
tenure). Secondly, audit firms are encouraged to evaluate the nature and extent
of audit procedures used for engagements with high client tenure and/or an audit
manager with high client-specific experience. The ultimate outcome of this
evaluation might be a reduction of actual hours spent on the engagement.
The findings with respect to the effects of risk assessments on error signaling by
analytical review confirm previous archival research results (for example
Bedard, 1989; Waller, 1993; Mock and Wright, 1993 and 1999). These studies
have found no significant relationship between risk assessments and the
subsequent nature and extent of audit procedures. The current study goes beyond
previous research concerning data on the control environment condition,
resulting in two observations for practitioners. Firstly, the number of errors
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identified during the audit is significantly related to the control environment
condition. This implies that the control environment condition is an explanatory
variable of the number of errors in an audit file.
Secondly, the findings confirm the need for improvement for risk
assessment and subsequent response by practitioners as expressed by the Panel
On Audit Effectiveness (see section 1.1). With respect to both implications for
practitioners, auditors are encouraged to explicitly evaluate the control
environment condition before starting the audit in order to improve the fit
between risks and audit response on the extent and nature of audit procedures to
be used.

7. J. /. J /4n<i/>7/ca/ rewew e^ecf/vene«
The research findings do not indicate that starting the fluctuation analysis with
client representations has a negative effect on error detection. Note however that
the analyses of analytical review effectiveness were exploratory. Further
analysis is required to assess the potential positive and negative effects of using
client representations. In the meantime, practitioners are encouraged to remain
skeptical on the evidential power of client representations and always
corroborate client representations with other audit evidence. Documentation of
the evaluation of audit evidence may improve the cumulative knowledge of
current and future audit team members.

7.3.2 Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, the strengths and weaknesses of the study are discussed. The
discussion is organized in the categories 'sample', 'definitions' and 'contingent
variables'.
7.3.2./ &«w/>/e
A major strength of the current study is the use of recent archival data as
compared to the previous archival studies of the 1980's. Audit approaches have
evolved in the last decade with currently more focus on the control environment
since the COSO report (COSO. 1992). This study investigates the relationship
between control environment and analytical review. Further, the findings
indicate a shift in the error causes. Specifically, the percentage of errors caused
by mechanical and cut-off/accrual errors have decreased, whereas errors caused
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by personnel problems have significantly increased as compared with Wright
and Ashton( 1989).
The current field setting studies audit engagements in The Netherlands,
whereas previous analytical review research was in the United States. Selecting
data in only one country is a potential weakness. In section 4.2.1, it was
hypothesized that the various audit approaches would not generate substantially
different audit findings between globally organized audit firms due to the widely
implemented 1FAC-GAAS in all globally organized audit firms. In general, this
is the case, as "7Ae o6/ec//ve o/on au<//7 »/"./i/ranc/a/ .vto/emen« « to t7i«/>/i* //if
awrf/tor /o £.r/?rey.v a« op/mo/? w/jef/itr //w _/imjwr/Vi/ .vror<'m<'«/.v «/r /)/•<•/>< jm/. /n
a// wflter/fl/ res/vcte. //i accordlumr w/7/> «W /<A'wf///V</ ///KWC/W rtyjo/V/wjj
yra/wewor*" (ISA No. 200, par.2). In other words, the audit objective is the same
for all audits, but the ways to reach these objectives, including the nature, timing
and extent of the audit procedures to be used, may differ between firms and
between geographic regions.
A potential weakness of the current study is the restriction of data
collection to only one audit firm. As a result, the engagement base of the audit
firm might bias the sample. This potential weakness was considered before
starting the data collection. It was observed that audit firms are very hesitant to
cooperate based on individual (confidential) engagements. As a consequence,
the potential weakness of restricting the data collection to only one firm is
acknowledged.
The sample of PwC files encompassed audit engagements performed in
1998 on the audit of 1997 financial statements. Importantly, the audit
engagements were based on the pre-merger legacy Coopers & Lybrand. Since
the merger with Price Waterhouse in 1998, a new audit approach and new
documentation standards have been implemented. One consequence of the new
documentation standards is that posted errors are no longer documented.

7.3.2.2

The definitions in the questionnaire as detailed in section 4.6.3 encompass a
number of inherent limitations. Firstly, the definition of errors focuses on errors
actually signaled during the audit. One inherent limitation of using this
definition is the absence of data on errors not signaled during the audit (type I
error, see section 3.2.2). As a consequence, this study does not present all errors
in the sample. It is evident that this type I error cannot be revealed in a fieldstudy.
Secondly, this thesis focuses on the contribution of analytical review in error
signaling rather than the use of analytical review in general. The usefulness of
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analytical review goes beyond the contribution in error signaling. For instance,
analytical review can also be used in the planning stage of the audit as a tool to
improve the auditor's understanding of the business (section 2.2). Due to the
chosen definition of errors, no information is available on efforts put in the
identification of unexpected fluctuations that in the end have a non-error nature
(type II error, see section 3.2.2). Type II errors potentially decrease audit
efficiency when analytical review is not used as a corroborative audit procedure.
In chapter 2, the literature review addressed the potential effects of
developing expectations (use of unaudited book values and client
representations) on analytical review effectiveness. In chapter 3 onwards, the
research questions and further analyses on analytical review effectiveness only
included the potential effect of client representations and not the use of
unaudited book values as a starting point for fluctuation analyses.
The limitation of analyzing only the effects of client representations and
ignoring the effects of unaudited book values is motivated by the fact that the
current study focused on analytical review effectiveness once the error has been
signaled. The starting point is thus the error already signaled, whereas the
potential bias effects of unaudited book values is in place before performing the
preliminary analytical review procedures. As the research design was based on
indirect observation, ex-post information on the role of unaudited book values
was not available. It is possible that using unaudited book values as a starting
point for fluctuation analyses might affect the findings.
Participants were asked to indicate, to the best of their knowledge, whether
analytical review could have been an alternative procedure (see section 5.5.4.1)
in discovering errors identified by other audit procedures. It is possible that the
participants biased their replies to this question. Specifically, the interpretation
whether an error could have been signaled by analytical review may depend on a
number of variables, for instance the experience of the participant and his
knowledge of the client, but also the time lag between the execution of the audit
procedures and completing the questionnaire. During the data analysis phase of
the study, no effects of this potential bias were observed. Nevertheless, it is
possible that this possible bias has affected some results.
Also in section 5.5.4.1, it was mentioned that the responses of the
participants were 'yes', 'not sure' or 'no' for the question whether analytical
review could have been an effective alternative procedure. The 'yes' and 'not
sure' categories were further considered as one homogenous group based on the
group characteristics in terms of the independent variables. Additional tests were
performed on the non-signaling ratio including and excluding the 'not sure'
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category. However, it is possible that the non-signaling ratio analyses were
affected by excluding the "not sure' category.

7.3.2.5 Con///jge/J/rar/aft/es
This thesis focuses on two groups of contingent variables: cumulative
knowledge and risk assessments. Selecting these variables was based on the
professional standards that stress the importance of using the cumulative
knowledge of the client and risk assessments during the planning stage of the
audit.
Additional categories of contingent variables were considered such as
client-specific or auditor-related aspects, industry-effects, financial position,
economic situation or educational background of the audit team members. It was
concluded that the contingent variables studied do cope with important aspects
stressed in the professional standards. Nevertheless, it might be that omitted
variables affect the
findings.
*
• •
...
In section 5.2.3.2 the control environment condition was discussed. The
assessment of the control environment condition is split into a number of aspects
as described in table 5.4. Before deciding to use the average of the six aspects of
control environment, detailed analyses were performed per aspect on the effects
on the number and size of errors and the effects on analytical review
contribution in error signaling. Although the results showed a number of
significant and insignificant results per aspect, the control environment aspects
are used during the analyses in order to have one single control environment
measure.
Using an average inherently results in the smoothing of outcomes per
control environment aspect. Using the average of the six aspects is somewhat
arbitrary. A weighted average might have been a sound alternative. However, no
previous research is available to provide appropriate weighing factors.
Therefore, it was decided to restrict the analyses to the average of the six
aspects. Nevertheless, it is possible that including additional contingent variables
or different weighting might affect the findings.
'
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7 J J Suggestions Tor further research

When evaluating the research findings, its implications for practice and the
strengths and weaknesses of this study, a number of suggestions for future
research are evident.

7.J.J.
A major part of this thesis focused on the contribution of analytical review in
error signaling and detection. As noted before, the use of analytical review in the
audit process goes beyond error identification when using analytical review as a
'red Hag' or as a confirmation that no unexpected fluctuations exist. Future
research should focus on the role of analytical review in the whole audit process.
Further, no data were available on the distinction between intentional versus
unintentional errors and analytical review. Future research could address the
effects of intentional versus unintentional errors in combination with the
contingent variables used in this study on the contribution of analytical review in
error signaling and analytical review effectiveness.

The currently used aspects of cumulative knowledge of the client, client tenure
and client-specific experience of the manager in charge were innovations related
to the research on auditor's expertise. The significant results should encourage
researchers to corroborate the current findings in experimental and alternative
field settings.

7.J.J.J /?
The insignificant results on risk assessments are somewhat disappointing,
despite the consistency with previous research findings on the effects of risk
assessments on subsequent audit steps. The absence of a significant relationship
could be due to inadequate risk response scales used by practitioners. Future
research should focus on improving our understanding of risk assessments and
decisions on subsequent audit steps by auditors.
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7.3.3.4
The analyses of error characteristics were limited to those analyzed that
contributed to the scope of this thesis. However, the collected data may further
address the call for guidance to practitioners on the characteristics of errors in
specific audit engagements. Specifically, further analyses on the effects of the
six investigated aspects of the control environment condition on the number, size
and nature of errors is a potential area for further investigation.
An additional area for further research is the effect of errors on earnings.
Table 5.12 in section 5.3.3 showed that 44% of the errors found reduced
earnings with an average effect of 28%, whereas 36% increased earnings with
only an average effect of .5%. Further investigations should focus on the
variables that affect earnings management.

7.3.3.5 Dewe/op/ng gw/V/o/ice
The call for developing practical guidance to auditors (see chapter 1) on
performing analytical review stresses the importance of analytical review for the
audit process. Improving the performance of analytical review is an important
step to improving audit effectiveness. It was stressed in this thesis that analytical
review is a complex "c#ag/7o.sf/c process o / iV/«?rtf#y7/ig,
reso/v/>?g Mwexpectedy7Mc7Ma//o/w" (Koonce, 1993).

i>iv£vf/ga//rtg

Future research should be focused on transferring the cumulative knowledge of
experienced auditors to subordinates. Part of this transfer of cumulative
knowledge will always be done by coaching-on-the-job, but researchers can play
an important instructive role by developing training tools including providing
information on the contingent variables that are relevant when performing
analytical review. For instance, educational software including simulation of the
decision making process of analytical review could be developed in order to
accelerate the learning curve of the younger staff.

7.4

C7osf/i£

This thesis dealt with the contribution of analytical review on audit efficiency
and analytical review effectiveness. The research design, which was based on an
archival setting, provided further insight in the process of analytical review and
its place in the contribution in signaling and detection of errors.
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The results show the significant effects of cumulative knowledge on the actual
and potential contribution of analytical review in error signaling. The effects of
risk assessments on the actual and potential contribution of analytical review in
errors signaling were only partly significant.
The results on analytical review effectiveness did not indicate that client
representations actually negatively influenced the process of analytical review in
the sample. The findings suggest that client representations may have positive
effects on the analytical review process when the client representation is
accurate.
The field of auditing is currently subject to severe criticism. Main criticism deals
with (perceived) independence and the effectiveness of the audit process. Audit
firms and standard setters have been reconsidering the effectiveness of the audit
process. Without doubt, analytical review as a powerful and cost-effective audit
procedure will play an important role in the audit process in the future. This
should encourage future research in this aspect of auditing.

APPENDIX A: ASSESSMENT OF CONTROL ENVIRONMENT ASPECTS
Sour«?. / V C OMCV/7 a/jproacA (7997 version C<5L

Control environment aspect

Required

77ii'

Assess whether the composition, activities and attitudes of members of the
board of directors and the information prov ided to it set an appropriate lone
at the top; are conducive to effective decision-milking and control; and
motivate management to act properly in the interest of shareholders.
Assess whether:
[lie organizational structure, management responsibilities und altitudes are
effective in controlling the business, and
Directors and senior management (particularly those with direct financial
responsibility) possess the requisite skills and experience to implement
board decisions and deal with changing business conditions
Assess whether
Management develops plans and budgets to direct and monitor the activities
of the business. Assess whether they are realistic, based on vulid
assumptions, developed by knowledgeable individuals and at an appropriate
level of detail; and
Information produced is sufficient, timely and reliable enough to review,
evaluate and if necessary take executive action aflccting the business'
operations and financial position.
Assess whether:
There are regular financial reporting routines designed to produce summary
management information;
Reviews by management of the information would identify control
breakdowns or possible material misstatcments in the information; and
Appropriate follow-up action is taken.
Assess whether management is aware of laws and regulations applicable to
its activities, and whether significant risk of non-compliance is identified
and appropriate action taken.

cM5 <)/ /Ac' o

unJ (UT munuj;t'mc'n/

u/k//>t«/xt7ary crwj/ro/j

77it" re//aAi/i'rv (

77>c? ro/e o/7/n» uud;7 comm/Wee

7Vif r«/c" «/;n/t77w/ aw/if

Assess whether policies and procedures ensure that sufficient competent
people are recruited, developed and retained to enable business plans to be
carried out and to guard against control breakdown or undue loss.
Assess whether the composition, activities and attitudes of (he board's audit
committee and (he information provided to it: result in effective monitoring
and review of the business' accounting, internal control and financial
reporting policies and practices; help set the 'tone at the top'; and help
maintain constructive lines of communication with external and internal
auditors.
Assess whether internal audit is a valuable part of the control environment,
helping assess business risk and providing assurance on the continuing
operation of internal control established to meet the business' objcclivcs

APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE

/o/u /»av<? 6 m i W5«/1« sw&segue«/ Ja/o a/?a/y.ses o///»e
t/ue /o ///n/Vea" re/evawce.

Analytical Procedure* Questionnaire
Regarding the 1997 audit findings

Summer 1998

JAM data will t» t i - d c—Wrtftfafcf

ANALYTICAL P R O C F D I I R F S QUESTIONNAIRE

/ /
I IK- purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate the use and role of Analytical Procedures dunng the
audit. This inquiry is focused on errors identified during the audit of the financial statements, their
causes, team members involved and client environment involved. You are requested to look through
your 1997 audit file issues and report us the key data on main errors signaled and detected.

We suggest you to start looking at the critical matter and/or SUD issues identified during the audit
and or discussion items dunng the clearance meeting. Of course, you may decide to start the way you
like as you know the best the specific engagement settings Mind however the comments in the next
paragraphs.

During the audit one or more audit difference» may appear. An audit difference is defined as an
unexpected de\ tation in the unaudited figures between actual outcomes and outcomes as expected by
the auditor (whether or not explicitly stated). A number of audit differences are solved dunng the audit
and have a Oön-amr. nature. On the other hand, a number of audit differences have an error or fraud
nature. The term error refers to 'unintentional mistakes in financial statements' The term fraud refers
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to 'an intentional act by one or more individuals among management, employees, or third parties,
which results in a misrepresentation of financial statements' (ISA 240).

In this questionnaire, an error is defined as an unintentionally or intentionally mistake in the financial
statements (=error and fraud according to ISA 240). This questionnaire is only focused on audit
differences with an error nature. Non-error nature differences are not relevant.

Examples:
/

Grow margin i/nerpecfeoVv i / e c m u n / OJ compar«y to prior .»«or (trot/if oV/ftrewrel /•"i/rfAer
i>?ve.sf/gaf/on aun/ig f/ie auoVr /eo* to rAe cwic/i«io/i rtaf <J new romper/tor o n « « / u / 0 % </<rrrmw
i/i s a t o p r / c e /eve/ f=/wn-error fwfurej

2.

77»eprovtj/cm_A>r oA.w/efe Jtoc/k as u percentoue o^urow .ftocA vu/ue w /wr Ae/mv prior vyur ftwaVf
aV^erenref /-"urf/ier ;>ive.sf;£afio>T aW;«/j f/ie auaVf m w W f/iaf <i mer/itifiir«/ «rrw /n
o/r/>* c/ien/ J 5prro<üiAeef Aa</ c a i u « / //iu error f-error-narurr/

/J

)

Errors found during the audit may not be material individually, but may be material if combined with
other errors. If individual (non-material) errors were relevant for your audit, these are relevant for in
this questionnaire too.

In this questionnaire, all errors found are relevant, independent from their follow up. Therefore,
posted, adjusted, unadjusted and waived errors should be written down. For instance, you may have
found an error, which adjustment has been accepted by the client during the field work. This posted
error may not be discussed at the end of the audit, but is still relevant for purposes of this
questionnaire!

For a number of audits we perform a hard close on 3"* quarter figures or Oct31 figures (etc.). Audit
findings discussed at that time may be adopted by the client before year-end. Therefore, during the
final audit this error will not occur. For purposes of this questionnaire, these pre-closing errors are still
relevant!

/. 6 S/gna/z/jg amfrfWecrmg/Ae error
In the questionnaire a distinction is made between signaling and detecting the error. The first
identification of an error is referred as 'signaling the error'. After signaling, the auditor has to assess
whether the unexpected fluctuation has a non-error or an error nature. Improper follow up might
prevent the auditor to conclude that the fluctuation has an error nature. 'Detecting the error' is defined
as the final assessment that the unexpected fluctuation has an error nature.
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Examples:
/.

Z)«rwji» rVe/unviarv ^na/vfjra/ /VoceaVej an unearperte<//7i/c/«/arion was j/gna/ea" /n fAe
December grow marg/n o//m//n proaVrt groi//j ^.i/gna//ng>. FwrrAer inve^r/ga/ion as a a"/recr
/fa//o»v w/> to /AH/?nrf/ng revea/ea* rAaf f/re »nrerna/ a// q^proreaVre on purrAase invo/rei wui

»> 77«' .
/anarion yVo ^r/ner acf/on WOJ raten. Mwever.
/«/«r <•«/ «I^VM/OT^ '«« error ivaf revea/e«/ ^=derec//ng>. /n fnw ca^e.
a7</ f/>;«<i/. Auf O*M/ n»f aWerf rne error

is defined (ISA 520) as the analysis of significant ratios and trends including the
resulting investigation of fluctuations and relationships that arc inconsistent with other relevant
information or which deviate from predicted amounts.

Analytical procedures include the consideration of comparisons of the entity's financial information
with, for example:
comparable information for prior periods;
-

anticipated results of the entity, such as budgets or forecasts, or expectations of the auditor, such as
an estimation of depreciation;
similar industry information, such as a comparison of the entity's ratio of sales to accounts
receivable with industry averages or with other entities of comparable size in the same industry.

Analytical procedures also include consideration of relationships:
among elements of financial information that would be expected to conform to a predictable
pattern based on the entity's experience;
between financial information and relevant non-financial information.

/n rne auexriowiairt» a nwm/>fr o/^uf.vfioav re/«rr /o <in<i/wiea//>roce<ftfre.c. A/ma'rna; antiAfira/
/wwrttorw CUM / * • « « / abring »OTWIM .vta£« o/fne uWi/ an</ fnere/ore aV) no/ onA' im-/iiJe /Ae
/>rW/mi>Kirv<ina/WicW/»/tHrt/i/rr.va^rmj;/«<• p/cinm'nff .«a.ce.
as an cnvru// rrvit'M (/urin^j f/icyiVw/ jfugc> o/ fne au</;f

ft«/a/.wav«iiAsftin/hvproceaVresa«/
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G L O S S A R Y / V E R K L A R E N D E WOORDENMJST

Adjusted error

Fen fout die "Mr flflilTiding van en na afloop van de controlc (hijv. in dc
eindbesprckmg) alsnog in de jaarrekening wordt gecomgccrd.

Clearance meeting

Eindbespreking met dc client waarm de hclangnjkstc controlchc\ mditigcn
worden besproken en dc geconstatcerde t'outen ter sprakc komen

Client representation

Een (mondelinge of schnftclijke) verklarmg van dc client (directeur.
controller, administratief medewerker etc), bijvoorbeeld een loclichtmg op
de cijfers in de penodieke rapportage of een ad-hoc reactie op vragen van de
accountant.

Posted error

Een fout die na ontdekkmg door dc accountant door dc client is gecorngecrd
tiidcns de audit.

Waived error

Een fout die niet wordt gecorrigeerd.
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SECTION 1: GENERAL ENGAGEMENT INFORMATION

1.1

Client name and participant's aame

For confidentiality reasons the client name above is shown as a number. During the selection
procedures of the engagements, the QA partners only handed the client name and type of industry. The
link between client name and number is only available for Peter Eimers and only during this project.
1.2

It Ibc person who filled IhU inquiry' form the same as above-mentioned person?
U Yes
a

1J

No,

Client history with C&L:
O

1.4

(give name and function)

years (including current year)

Fiscal year:

U as per December 31
a

other

[THE K)I.LOWIN() QUESTIONS REFER TO THE PARTICIPANT!

Please indicate (current season = one year):
1.5

Your experience in audit practice
ü

1.6

years

Your experience In current function
U

years

1.7

Your experience in this specific industry

1.8

Your experience at this client

a
a
1.9

years
years

Did you render an unqualified audit opinion ('goedkeurende verklaring') In thb
particular engagement?
ü Yes
Q No, main reason:

For wmf ouc/itt <J prr-/inci/ <Wi/ one/ or on nan/ r/at«? on infer«w /igwr« u /XT/O/T»«^ in order ro
ftlv' <w</i/ iuves an«/' </«<-«.« f/tcm M-ifA monojfeownf on an ear/i
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1.10

Did you perform a pre-final/interim hard close?
J

Yes, on the

•

No

figures (eg. Q3, Oct31, Nov30, etc.)

In this questionnaire, errors found during the pre-final'intenm hard close should be considered like the
errors during the final audit
1.11

Please indicate the following financial data

The figures should be taken from the financial statements before and after current year audit.
Prior Year

Current Year

Current Year

(audited)

(before audit)

(audited)

NLG'000

NLG '000

NLG'000

Total assets
InventoryEquity
Total turnover
Cost of goods
sold
Gross profit
Net profit
(before taxes)
1.12 The monetary' precision ('controletolerantie') used in the audit is:

•
ü

not calculated

Working paper reference:

(section and WP number)
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SECTION 2: CONTROL ENVIRONMENT/ENGAGEMENT SPECIFIC FACTORS

FL'LII M )L I I ) W I N ( I QUESTIONS REFER T O T H E PLANNING STAGE OF I H K AUOITJ

2.1

Uid you review prior year audit findings before starling the (interim) field work?
a

Yes. by:
a

Recall prior year management letter

a

Recall issues in prior year file

U

Other

Working paper reference
ü

2.2

~

No, because

Did you review potential changes in the industry?
U

Yes, by:
d

Reading newspapers

O

Industry magazines

Q

Discussions with client management

O

Other

Working paper reference
a

2.3

No. because

Did you discuss potential current year changes In industry with client management?
J

Yes, before performing preliminary Analytical Procedures

ü

Yes, after performing preliminary Analytical Procedures

Working paper reference
ü

No
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2.4

What b the assessment of inherent and control risk on the engagement as a whole and
per cycle?

.Yofe f/ia/ f/ie ftrm.« u W re/er to fAe Coopers «t /.vAranc/ .4i«//r .4/J/>T<XKVI (C/-4/1A H'AicA H I «
qppro/wia/e dwrmjf f/ie /0V7 au</</.
Max = Maximum risk
BM = Risk below maximum, but more than low
Low = Low risk
N/A = Not applicable
r/fu.«f ffiarA .V <« f/

Working paper reference:

Assessment of inherent

Kcmainlng risk

Assessment of control risk

risk
Mas

BM

Low

N/A

Max

BM

Low

N/A

Max

BM

Low

General
Purchase-A/P cycle
Revenue-A/R cycle
Inventory cycle
Payroll cycle
Fixed assets cycle
Provisions
Treasury

77ie C<£Z. au<fi/ approach IMCJ a 5-poi/i/ sca/e ieAveew max r u t a»«/ /ow r/si/for rte a5.ve.wmew/ o/
in/ieren/ awrf con/ro/ ris*. L>j/br/««a/e/v. /Ae 'Ae/on- max' ca/egort' cö«/a/n.v a /ar#e area w;//i/n /A«
con/muum. We as*,vo« to re-as*«s>wi/r ris* assessme«/ o« o 7-/>o»/i/ wa/e on /Ae nex/pa/fe.

N/A
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2.5

Assume yon bad to assess inherent risk and control risk on a 7-point scale instead of
above 3-point scale.
Please assess inherent and control risk again.
(P/rare /»u/Wr A' in f/w appropriate /oca/ion on //it ica/t>

Assessment of inherent risk
Mar riiA

LOH-

rü*

I
Assessment of control risk

Maxritf

f W 7M.SA-

K/Tj

Asscsimenl of inherent risk
£OH> r u i

1
AlMliment of control risk
Mat m*

Assessment of Inherent risk

I

2

3

2

3

Assessment of control risk
Max rivA

f.Vt A V7(W)
Assessment of inherent risk
jtfav risi

1
Assessment of control risk
Wav rüA
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Assessment of inherent risk
Morris*

1
Assessment of control risk

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

r/*J
Assessment of inherent risk
A/ojr mA

1
Assessment of control risk

1
Assessment of inherent risk

LOH» r&A

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Assessment of control risk
A/avrwA

1

/.0tf rivA

2

3

4

5

Assessment of inherent risk

1

2

3

4

5

Assessment of control risk
-Wax rwA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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2.6

What is your aMCtument on the control environment quality?

In the planning stage of the audit, you have to assess the client's control environment. Please indicate,
b a w l on vour working paper» of nection 2000 preferably, the quality of the following control
environment aspects. You are asked to measure the quality on a 7-pomt scale as stated below:
(/•/«we /war* Afo/i //ie ayjpro/jr/a/e /ocafiow o« fAe jrafey

fflllROII Dl III! HOARD ol DIRECTORS!

Poor quality

L
I

Excellent quality

J
2

L_
3

j ä l M IIYI NESS OF TW ORGANIZATION AND KEY MANA(iEMENr|

Poor quality

Excellent quality

I
[Hi ' M A N Rl SOI *R( I POI I C H S A N D P R C X T D l RKS

Poor quality

Excellent quality

I
IAV» ARI NISS OF COMPI IANCI WITH I AWS AND REOUI-ATIONSI

Poor quality'

Excellent quality

I
|R| \S( IN Mil I Ni:SS OF MANAGEMENT PI ANS AND BUDHKTARY CONTROI s|
Poor quality

Excellent quality

I
|R| 11 Mill 11 'i (>l < >\ I K M l FINANOAL R E W ) R T 1 N 3
P o o r quality

I

Excellent quality'
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[IHK ROLE Of THE AUDI I C OMMI11! l j

Poor quality

Excellent quality

ROLE OF INTERNAL AUDITJ ,

Excellent quality

Poor quality

SECTION 3: AUDIT FINDINGS

Till- KM I OWINCi QUESTIONS AR!" AIMED TO OBTAIN KEY CHARACTERISTICS Ol ERRORS I Ol INI>
Dl 'RINti n i l AUDIT YOU PERFORMED. M l N D THAT H I E ERRORS INCLUDE RECLASSIIICAI IONS, COS I I D ,
ADJUSTED AND WAIVED ERRORS

3.1

Overview of errors

Please specify the details of the errors found during the audit
£>ror.s /bum/rfur/ng f/ie aut/if mo»' «or oe mü/erw/ mc//v«/Ha//v, /»«/ w

/>t' ma/cria/ //com/)»!«/ w;7/i

o//»er errors. ^I/K/IVI</I«I/ fnow-ma/er/a/^ errors were re/evon/yör>wttr ÜMC///, //»ear «re re/evow//or /«

77ie too/e o« f/ie nearrpoge Aas ca/7ac/)>'/br a maximum o / Ä errors. ^>wi/ Aave ooserverf more rAaw Ä
errors, p/ease H>r/7e a"o»vn //ie £ errors wi//i //»e /arges/ mone/arj' impac/.
fjram/j/e.

.-1 c«/ O|jf error in December resu//e</ /« an uwaersto/emen/ o//»urc/iases am/ accri/e«/ //a/»/7///es o/MLG
/«).000. To oe no/icea" in /Ae /a/)/e
Amount
Debit (Credit)
NLG
Other liabilities
Purchases

'000
(100)
100
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Error 1 Error 2 Error 3 Error 4 Error 5 Error 6 Error 7 ErrorS
Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount
Debit
Debit
Debit
Debit
Debit
Debit
Debit
Debit
(Credit) (Credit) (Credit) (Credit) (Credit) (Credit) (Credit) (Credit)

Fixed Auets
Inventory

( uncut assets
iiquity

Provisions/ accrued
taxes
Long term liabilities

Current liabilities

Revenues
Purcha«s
Salary expenses

Depreciation and
amortization
Other operating
expenses
Interest

Income tax expense

Other accounts (please

specify):

NLG

NLG

•ooo

•ooo

NLG

NLG

NLG

NLG

NLG

NLG

'000

'000

'000

'000

•ooo

•ooo
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3.2 What was the ultimate follow up of the error?
Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

S

•

7

8

Posted by client (during the
audit)
Adjusted by client (after
clearance meeting)
Waived by partner
Waived by client

3.3 What was the initial audit procedure that signaled the error? Check one of the following
categories

Analytical procedures
Test of detail -analysis and
review
Test of detail - checks for
mathematical accuracy
Test of detail documentation
Test of detail confirmation
Discussions with client
Personnel
Expectations from prior
year
General audit procedures
Other (please specify)

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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categorfef:
Audit procedure category

| Explanation

Analytical procedures

' Reasonableness tests, ratios, comparisons of balances with
; pnor years. This category includes analytical procedures in the
' planning stage, substantive testing stage as well as the
• evaluation stage.

Text of detail (analysis and review)

| Account reconciliations, transaction descriptions, balance
i "work ups", scan etc.

j Test of detail - checks for
' mechanical accuracy

; Recalculating totals, checks on formulas in spreadsheets etc.
;

Test of detail

documentation

' Invoices, cancelled checks, etc.

; Test of detail

confirmation

, Bank statements, accounts receivable confirmations etc.

Discussions with client personnel

! Including (prc-audit) meeting with the client, interviews, 'field
discussions' with financial department personnel etc.

Expectations from the prior year

Indications from prior engagement ofu potential error or risk:
; prior audit differences, prior working paper results, etc.

General audit procedures

I Review of accounting practices, legal letters, board of
• director's meetings etc.

j
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3.4

During which audit phase was the error signaled (check one)?

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

During initial planning
(outlining the general scope
of the engagement,
identifying critical audit
areas)

F/W</ H'orik 0/a/tn/ftff (Jitc/m/in; / « w i m wort)
Evaluation of internal
controls
Preparation of detailed audit
programs

Dun/i/?//?/</ Hwrit f/>rr//nal/ffir?W#n Aan/ r/o*r>
Performing audit procedures

Evaluation of results o f audit
procedures

Review of field work
(prefinal/interim hard
close)

Performing audit procedures

Evaluation of results of audit
procedures

Review of field work
(final)

Error
8
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3.5

Woo signaled the error?

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Auiftant
Senior/supervising senior
Manager/senior manager
Partner

3.6 In your best judgment, what was the cause of the error?

AV«IJ* c/ierA ow* or mo/r o/r/ie/ö//oH'//ig ra/egor-ies/br eocA «rev ufen/i/ia/

Error
1
Personnel problems
Insufficient accounting
knowledge
Judgment errors
Cut off or accrual errors
Mechanical errors
Inadequate coniiol. follow
up or review procedures
Insufficient reflection on
changed external
environment
Other (please specify):

Error
2

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

3

4

S

6

7

8
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/i p/~(Ae categories
Error category

; Explanation

Personnel problems

i Turnover, new/inexperienced employees,
; carelessness, time pressures, incompetence etc.

Insufficient accounting knowledge
i
i

i

j Lack of awareness of generalK accepted
| accounting principles or client's accounting
' policies

,

: Judgment errors

j Poor or unreasonable estimates bused on

j

I adequate information, e.g. uncollectible accounts
Cut off or accrual errors
Mechanical errors

; Improper posting, footing, coding, calculations

ietc.
Inadequate control, follow up or review

• Noncompliancc with internal controls, failure to

procedures

; follow up reconciliation differences, failure to
* review account collectability. etc

Insufficient reflection on changed external

j Changed law and/or standards applicable, market

environment

! changes etc.

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER ONLY TO ERRORS SIGNALED BY ANAl YTICAI PWXT.OI IRES

3.7 What specific analytical procedure signaled the error?

Error
1
Ratio analysis (e.g. current
ratio, inventory turnover)
Time series analysis
(modeling)
Comparisons of balances
with prior year
Comparisons to industry
averages/standards
(benchmarking)
Regression analysis
Judgmental estimates of
account balances
Other (describe below):

Error
2

Error
3

Error
4

Error
S

Error
6

Error
7

Error
8
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3.8 What was the follow up as a direct result of signaling the unexpected fluctuation during
analytical procedures?
o/t? or morr, w/7/r t «

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No further investigation

Recall prior year findings

Asking lor a client
representation
Discussion within the audit
team
C'orroboniiion h\ another
audit procedure (please
describe)
Other (describe below):

3.9 Was the error detected after these directly related follow up procedures?

Yes, it was clear that the
error existed
No. subsequent audit
procedures revealed thai the
earlier assessment of the
'non-error' nature was
incorrect

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

Error

1

2

3

4

3

6

7

8
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THE FOLLOWING QUESTION REFERS TO ERRORS SIGNALED BY ANY AUDIT PROCEDURE EXCEPT FOR
ERRORS SIGNALED BY ANALYTIC AI. PROCEDURES.

3.10 In your opinion, could this error alternatively have been signaled by Analytical Procedure«?

Error

No

No.

Not

Yes, with the following considerations:

rare

1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8

This was the last question regarding the audit findings. Please complete the debriefing questions
on the next page.
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SECTION 4: DEBRIEFINC; QUESTIONS

4.1

4.2

Did you perceive the contents of the questionnaire as interesting?
u Yes
u

Moderate

U

No

Give an indication of the instructions
Q

Very clear

U

Moderate clear

ü

Not clear

If not or moderate, please explain:
O

4.3

4.4

Did you need assistance from other team members?
ü

Yes, reason:

•

No

How much lime did you spend on completion of the questionnaire?
U

4.5

Appr

minutes

Did you perceive the Fngtlsh wording (instead of Dutch) of the questionnaire as
inconvenient?

4.6

ü

Yes

a

No

If you have any remarks, please write them down concisely

Thank you for your cooperation!
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SUMMARY IN DUTCH (NEDERLANDSE SAMENYATTING)
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de bijdrage die cijferanalyse ('analytical review')
levert tot de efficiency van het controleproces alsmede de eflectiviteit van
cijferanalyse. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het begrip cijferanalyse geintroduceerd:
w Af/ a m i / m v » ' « »•</« At7»mivAt'M</t' vi77/(>M///»#.vc///t7\v «7/

Ae/ daarop twim/M/zem/e om/erzoeÄ va/i //M(7W<J//<\V c»
<//e n/e/ avereen-v/em/Men me/ «/h/trf re/mw/e jji'jjt'vmv q/'
van verwacA/e 6e(/ruge«//»f>f vt'W/re?</ew f/5/4 52Ö. par. i /
De motivatie om een onderzoek uit te voeren naar cijferanalyse komt voort uit
de voortdurende aandacht in de afgelopen decennia van /.owel accountants als
onderzoekers voor dit controlemiddel. Zo publiceerde de Public Oversight Hoard
in 2000 een rapport, waarin de bclangrijke bijdrage van cijferanalysc tot de
effectiviteit van het controleproces werd benadrukt. In dal rapport word
aanbevolen dat accountants meer getraind moeten worden bij het uitvoeren van
cijferanalyse om zo de effectiviteit ervan te verbeteren.
De drie primaire onderzoeksvragen die in hoofdstuk I worden geintroduceerd,
zijn:
(a) Op welke wijze draagt cijferanalyse bij tot het signalercn van fouten in de
jaarrekening?
(b)Op welke wijze draagt cijferanalyse bij tot de efficiency van het
controleproces?
(c) Hoe beYnvloedt het ontwikkelen van verwachtingen dc effectiviteit van
cijferanalyse?
In deze studie wordt onderscheid gemaakt tussen het signaleren en detecteren
van fouten. Onder signaleren wordt verstaan het initieel identificeren van een
onverwachte fluctuatie waarvan de accountant het vermoeden heeft dat het een
fout kan bevatten. Onder detecteren wordt verstaan de definitieve vaststelling
dat een onverwachte fluctuatie wordt veroorzaakt door een fout.
Er zijn in dit proefschrift twee beiangrijke groepen van contingente
variabelen gehanteerd die de bijdrage van cijferanalyse tot het signaleren en
detecteren van fouten mogelijk beinvloeden: opgebouwde kennis ('cumulative
knowledge') van de client en risico analyse ('risk assessment'). Professionele
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standaarden bcnadrukken het belang van deze beide groepen in de planningsfase van de jaarrekeningcontrole ('audit').
De opgebouwde kennis over de client is opgebouwd gedurende de huidige
audit en audits uit voorafgaande jaren door het (huidige en voormalige) controleteam. De opgebouwde kennis is van belang voor het doorgronden van de
business en het financieie systeem van de client alsmede voor het inschatten van
risico's en matcrialitcit in de jaarekening.
Risico analyse heeft betrekking op de inschatting van inherente en fraude
risico's en op het financiele en interne beheersingssysteem, waaronder de
controleomgeving ('control environment').
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een literatuuroverzicht gepresenteerd waarin het gebruik en
effectivitcit van cijferanalyse door accountants wordt beschreven. Undanks de
rclatief ecnvoudige tcchnick van cijferanalyse, is het uiteindelijk een
ingcwikkcld bcslissingsproces. Eerder uitgevoerde studies hebben aangetoond
dat dc opgebouwde ervaring van de accountant, als surrogaat voor expertise, een
indicatic is van dc kwalitcit van de toegepaste cijferanalyse. Hierbij wordt
opgemerkt dat ervaring in eerdere studies zieh heeft bepcrkt tot generieke
ervaring en hranchcspccificke ervaring van de betreffende accountant. In de
cerdcre studies was er geen informatie beschikbaar over clientspecifieke
crvaring en het aantal jaren dat het accountantskantoor de client kent. Deze twee
lautste aspectcn van crvaring worden nader onderzocht in deze studie.
Uit eerdere studies is tevens gebleken dat er slechts een beperkte relatie
zichtbaar is tussen risico analyse en keuzes in de controleplanning. Er bleek wel
dat accountants gevoelig zijn voor veranderingen in risico profielen, maar dat er
slechts beperkte documentatie beschikbaar is over de in dit proefschrift
onder/.ochte relatie tussen de risico analyse en de bijdrage van cijferanalyse in
het signaleren van fouten. In deze studie wordt een nieuw element van risicoinschatting gehanteerd: de controleomgeving. De introduetie van controleomgeving als element van risico analyse reflecteert de relevantie van controleomgeving zoals dat is ge'introduceerd in het COSO rapport.
Daarnaast is in eerdere studies het belang van het ontwikkelen van
verwachtingen benadrukt ('toetsen aan de norm') bij het uitvoeren van
cijferanalyse. Experimented onderzoek toont aan dat accountants het risico
Ionen te worden bei'nvloed ('biased") door onjuiste representaties van de client
en door fouten in de te controleren cijfers. Aangezien voorgaand onderzoek met
name was gebaseerd op experimentele situaties, is de huidige studie
vernieuwend omdat het de effeeten van het ontwikkelen van verwachtingen in
een praktijksituatic onderzoekt.
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In hoofdstuk 3 zijn de primaire onderzoeksvragen nader uitgewerkt in
secundaire onderzoeksvragen. Drie ratio's zijn ontwikkeld om de bijdrage van
cijferanalyse voor de efficiency van het controleproces en de clTectiviteit van
cijferanalyse te meten. De eerste ratio, de 'signaling ratio' meet de bijdrage van
cijferanalyse tot het signaleren van fouten. De tweede ratio, de 'non-signaling
ratio' meet de potentiele bijdrage van cijferanalyse tot de efficiency van het
controleproces. De derde ratio, de 'non-detection ratio' meet het detecleren van
fouten nadat de fout is gesignaleerd door cijferanalyse.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de opzet van het uitgevoerde onderzoek. Het onder/oek
betreft een archiefstudie bij een van de 'Big hour' accountantskantorcn in
Nederland. In dit onderzoek zijn 147 controleopdrachten bctrokken met
betrekking tot het jaar 1997. De gegevens zijn verzameld in de eerste helft van
1998. Vragenlijsten werden verspreid onder IS4 audit managers op willekeurig
geselecteerde opdrachten. De vragenlijst bevatte algemenc vragen over de
opdracht, zoals de controleomgev ing en de inschatting van inhercnte risico's en
interne controle risico's. Daarnaast bevatte de vragenlijst gedetailleerde vragen
met betrekking tot individuele fouten, zoals het aantal en omvang van de fouten,
de betreffende posten in de jaarrekening en het controlemiddel dat de fout
identificeerde. De response rate was hoog (79,9%). Dit word positief bcTnvlocd
door het gecombineerde effect van betrokkenheid van het beroepsgroepbestuur
van het accountantskantoor alsmede de mogelijkheid om direct contact te
hebben met de partieipanten.
De beschrijvende statistieken worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 5. In de 147
controleopdrachten hebben de partieipanten 624 fouten ontdekt, varierend van 0
tot een maximum van 8 per dossier. Van alle fouten werd 20,5% gesignaleerd
door cijferanalyse. De bijdrage van cijferanalyse in het signaleren van fouten
varieerde met de grootte van de geconstateerde fout. De bijdrage van relatief
eenvoudig uit te voeren controlemiddelen -hiertoe behoren cijferanalyse,
discussies met de client en opgebouwde verwachtingen uit voorgaand jaar- is
positief gerelateerd aan de grootte van de fout. Hoe groter de fout, hoe groter de
kans dat eenvoudige controlestappen de fout signaleren.
'Prefinal audit procedures' zijn geintroduceerd als een controlevariabele in de
statistische analyses. Zij hebben de functie van een 'early warning' systeem en
worden vaak gebruikt bij controles die op verschillende locaties wordt
uitgevoerd, zoals bij multinationals. Alle lokale audit teams rapporteren de
voorlopige controlebevindingen aan de client en het centrale audit team. Deze
rapportage bevat onder andere de geconstateerde fouten in de tussentijdse cijfers
die moeten worden opgelost voor het einde van het boekjaar om zo te
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voorkomcn dat er aanpassingen in de jaarcijfers moeten plaatsvinden. 'Prefinal
audit procedures' worden in dit onderzoek gebruikt als variabele omdat het
uitvoeren van prefinal audit procedures van invloed kan zijn op de bijdrage van
cijferanalyse tot het signaleren van fouten. De timing, aard en omvang van
gebruiktc controlcprocedures kan namelijk varigren tussen audits waar wel of
geen prefinal audit procedures worden toegepast.
De beschrijvende statistieken geven aan dat de eerder genoemde aspecten van
opgebouwde kennis (namelijk het aantal jaren van de audit-relatie en de
clil'ntspecifleke crvaring van dc audit manager) positief gerelateerd zijn aan de
bijdrage van cijferanalyse in het signaleren van fouten.
De beschrijvende statistieken geven ook aan dat de bijdrage van
cijferanalyse in het signalercn van de fouten niet significant is gerelateerd aan de
risico-inschatting, namelijk van dc controleomgeving en het interne controle
risico. Deze laatste bevinding is consistent met eerder uitgevoerde studies die de
relatie tussen risico analyse en opvolgende controlewerkzaamheden onderzochten. Dc beschrijvende statistieken geven ook aan dat het uitvoeren van
prefinal audit procedures de bijdrage van cijferanalyse tot het signaleren van
loutcn ncgaticl bcinvloedt.
In het resterende deel van hoofdstuk 5 zijn de signaling ratio, de non-signaling
ratio en de non-detection ratio uitgewerkt in relatie tot de onafhankelijke
variabelcn van opgebouwde kennis en risico-inschattingen. De beschrijvende
statistieken geven aan dat in 55% van de onderzochte opdrachten, e£n of meer
fouten met cijferanalyse zijn gesignaleerd. Daarnaast blijken de aspecten van
opgebouwde kennis significant te zijn gerelateerd aan de signaling ratio, terwijl
dit verband tussen de risico-inschattingen en de signaling ratio niet zichtbaar is.
Verdere analyses inzake de non-signaling ratio tonen aan dat in 46% van
de opdrachten de audit manager aangaf dat öön of meerdere fouten die thans
door een andere controlemiddelen waren ontdekt, ontdekt hadden kunnen
worden met cijferanalyse.
In slechts 5 gevallen werd de met cijferanalyse ontdekte fluctuatie niet
direct als een tout onderkend, terwijl deze wel aanwezig was. Deze fout werd in
een latere fase van de controle met een ander controlemiddel alsnog ontdekt. Op
basis van dit onderzoek hlijkt niet dat het starten met representaties van de client
een positief dan wel negatief effect heeft op de effectiviteit van cijferanalyse.
De multivariate analyses in hoofdstuk 6 richten zieh op de twee primaire
onderzoeksvragen met betrekking tot de efficiency van het controleproces. De
multivariate analyses zijn uitgevoerd met een multiple regressiemodel waarbij
de signaling ratio rcspcctievelijk de non-signaling ratio als afhankelijke
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variabelen zijn gebruikt. De opgebouwde kennis en de risico-inschattingen zijn
als onafhankelijke variabeien gebruikt. Prefinal audit procedures zijn gebruikt
als controle variabele.
De resultaten uit de multivariate analyses met betrekking tot de signaling
ratio tonen aan dat deze ratio significant is gcrelatccrd aan hct aantal jaren dat
het accountantskantoor de client kent, aan de clientspecilieke crvaring van do
manager en aan de aanwezigheid van prefinal audit procedures. Mr is een nietsignificante relatie met het interne controle risico en dc kwalitcit van dc
controleomgeving.
De resultaten uit de multivariate analyses met betrekking tot de nonsignaling ratio tonen aan dat deze ratio significant is gerelateerd aan hct aantal
jaren dat het accountantskantoor de client kent, aan de clienlspecilieke crvaring
van de manager en aan de aanwezigheid van prefinal audit procedures. Er is cen
marginaal significante relatie met het interne controle risico en een nietsignificante relatie met de kwaliteit van de controleomgeving.
In hoofdstuk 7 worden de resultaten nader bediscussieerd en zijn mogclijkc
implicaties voor de accountantspraktijk en audit research geschetst. Ten eerste
kan worden gesteld dat de efficiency van het controleproces kan worden
bevorderd als het audit team meer opgebouwde kennis hecll en deze kan
gebruiken in het controleproces. Snelle teamwisselingen kunnen een negatief
effect hebben op de kracht van cijferanalyse. Ten tweede geven de onder/.ocksresultaten aan dat bij opdrachten waarbij de manager lang betrokken is, er nog
steeds mogelijkheden zijn om meer fouten te signaleren met cijferanalyse. Dit
duidt erop dat audit teams er verstandig aan doen om bij de jaarlijkse evaluatie
van de opdracht na te gaan of de aard en omvang van controlestappen in de
opvolgende audit moeten worden aangepast aan de nieuw opgedane kennis.
Uit eerdere veldstudies bleek dat er geen significante relatie was gevonden
tussen risico-inschattingen en de aard en omvang van controleprocedures. De
huidige onderzoeksresultaten met betrekking tot de effecten van risicoinschattingen op het signaleren van fouten door cijferanalyse bevestigen de
uitkomsten van voorgaand onderzoek.
Het in de huidige Studie toegevoegde element van de kwaliteit van de
controleomgeving geeft, ondanks de niet-significante resultaten in de
multivariate analyses, enkele relevante observaties voor de accountants in de
praktijk. Ten eerste blijkt dat de kwaliteit van de controleomgeving een
verklärende factor is voor het aantal ontdekte fouten in een jaarrekening. Ten
tweede bevestigen de huidige empirische resultaten de moeilijkheid van het
vertalen van risico-inschattingen naar de aard en omvang van uit te voeren
controlewerkzaamheden. Accountants wordt daarom aanbevolen de kwaliteit
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van de controleomgeving expliciet te evalueren voordat de verdere controlewerkzaamheden worden uitgcvoerd.
De bevindingen inzake de effectiviteit van cijferanalyse geven niet aan dat
reprcsentaties van de client een negatief effect hebben op het detecteren van
fouten. Hicrbij /ij opgemerkt dat de in het huidige onderzoek opgenomen
analyses een verkennend karakter hebben als gevolg van het ontbreken van
voorgaand veldonderzoek met betrekking tot de effecten van representaties van
de cliönt op de effectiviteit van cijferanalyses. Verdere onderzoeksinspanningen
zijn nood/akelijk om mogelijke positieve en negaticve effecten van het gebruik
van representaties van de client op dc effectiviteit van cijferanalyses te meten.
Accountants wordt aangemoedigd een sceptische houding te (blijven) houden
in/iike de bewijskracht en plausibilitcit van de door de client verstrekte
documentatic en verklaringen. lien adequate documentatie en evaluatie van deze
'evidence' kan tevens de opgcbouwde kennis van huidige en toekomstige leden
van het audit team bevorderen.
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